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ABSTRACT

This study examines the production of campus graffiti ns an alternative communicntion
ehnnnel and opportunity for Thai students in three universities in three different parts in
Thailnnd. The writing of graffiti is deemed an illegal activity in Thailnnd, which makes
its prevalence on the Thai university campus an intriguing issue. To understand why Thai
university students so readily indulge in nn illegal activity this thesis investigates student
grnffiti through an analysis of grnffiti as anonymous resistance from students to
authoritarian power exercised on campus and as an escape from sociocultural taboos nnd
cultural oppressions that Thni society places on youth in ',.~rcas such as sexuality and
cultural ideals. Foucault's theory of power is also applied in this

analysi~

to demonstrate

how student graffiti may be read as a significant fonn of rebellion and resistance. The
authorities wish to portray this form of youth behaviour as anarchy. However, students
wish to portray it ns an expression of dissent by young people living in repressive
·,:.\·'

situations and environments, where legitimate media outlets arc unavailoblc or difficult to
access, communicative chances are few and cultural barriers deny students of their
communicntive rights and freedom of speech.

This study relies on the qualitative content analysis technique to analyze and categorize
the graffiti data collected from the three universities. Primary data used in this thesis
include graffiti inscriptions recorded from male anti female toilets, questionnaires and
interviews collected from six anonymous studcnts-as-graffitists. Fllr secnncli.ry data,
other genre of campus graffiti (e.g. desktop and classroom graffiti), 200, srts of
questionnaire used with students, interviews with several groups of university instructors
and focused group interviews with university students arc used as supportive data for the
study.

The findings in this study support the argument that while grnffiti is an outlawed network
of communication for Thni university students they continue to resort to writing on the
wall to express repressed opinions and negetive feelings, to rf;affirm self-identity, to

intimidat~

others through hostility and violence and to gratify sexual needs. The findings

reveal that there are two main groups of students as graffitists: heterosexual male students
and homosexual male students employing graffiti as communication but for essentially
for different purposes. Homosexual male students use graffiti to interact and share
information with other homosexual riiole students and reach out to sexual partners.
Moreover, graffiti offers them anonymity, secrecy, enjoyment and thrills. Heterosexual
students usc graffiti to express negative feelings towards the authorities (e.g. teacher and
university), insult rivals and graffiti readers, fulfil sexual wishes and confirm their selfexistence. Similarly, both groups of grnflitists use graffiti to break social regulations,
cultural oppression, authoritarian rules and issue'S Thais deem taboo or unwanted
behaviours for youth such as disrespect for scoiors and violence. This thesis reveals that
graffiti, as practiced by Thai youth, acts as the voice of youthful dissent sigriify[ng the
need of social status, space, communication rights and an escape from regulatio~s and
rules that graffiti attempts to defy.

The research findings re-examine some distinctive sociocultural characteristics in Thai
society that are the cultural bedrock of graffiti. It challenges the notion of disciplinary
power and authoritarian control over youth exercised in tbc form of regulations, cultural
rules and social values youth are obligated to follow. It is pointed out that although the
society believes the heavy-handed rules placed on youth anrj a decree shunning youth out
of the adult world will Iced youth to the positions of being the nation's intellectual
leaders as the country expects, this notion is always met with resistance from youth. The
stndy also reveals that although Thailand sets itself as a puritanical Buddhist society
holding the ideals of peacefulness, social harmony and refined manners expressed
through the ability to control and discipline oneself, this is an imagined one with masked
hostility and violence underneath the peaceful scenario. The finding summarizes that it is
through graffiti that Thai students, as young social members, subvert these ideals but
reflect an unmasked facet of the Thai society.
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My reselirch started IJUI from a simple question that often struck. me: why do students
1\

!'

\\

leave graffiti on the wall? To answer this question, I was peq}lexed by llie graffiti

phenomen~i1 in Thailand lliat is contradictory in itself. Allliough J&fiti inscriptions, in

,,

Thailand, are abundant and often remain untouched, people seem to overlook it or

'I

ollierwise attempt to deny its existence by not noticing it or forget it is stilllliere. When I
started to question this phen~menon and firmly announced I was intereSted in writing a
graffiti dissertation, the feedback from most Thais that I know puzzled me. It was not
encouragement that I received but a strong discord based on a common belief that graffiti
is fillli not deserving any academic research and should be left unexcavated. Some voices
put it bluntly that graffiti "'is not communication because people do not want to read it".
Some scholars point out "graffiti is. nota.commwtication act because graffiti writers do
not have an intention

to;'~O~~cate, th~y ju~t doodle because their

However, this was not

1

~

minck

~e idle".

setback, for me, but intensified my urge to probe into this

phenomenon and to answer why do Thais react to graffiti with such attitude. Although
many people, out of their kind suggestion, II Led to persuade mr, to find a 'better' topic, I
contrastingly found this graffiti topic the

'best~.

If such attitude exists and people are

advised to consider it as taboo, it is thus a striking phenomenon in itself.
My gratitude i~ to many people that have helped me in my graffiti quest. First of all, I feel
mostly indebted to my 'best' supervisor, Associate Professor Dr. Brian Shoesmid1, fo~ au··

his help, encouragement, advice, tlloughtfulness, driving force and guidance. I would like
to express my gratitude and ,veat appreciation to him i11 many ways, he always helped

and guided when I W3S lost, h'!: gave me valuable advice and suggestions, he brought out
the best argwnents that this ·,:itudy
is based on, he always assured me when l felt
,,
uncertain, his immense knowledge on Asian culture helped me to put together this thesis.
He helped to solve every prob!i:m
,, and ' with his patience and efforts helped to make this
thesis completed. Wilhout his

~upport,

immense lmowledge and guidance, I would not

have gone this far. He will alwa!is be my 'best' supervisor forever.
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction

CHAPTER 1: Irr,troduction

What is graffiti? Why do so muny people, especially youth, have the habit of
writing on walls and other public spaces? What is the importance of graffiti to its
perpetrators in every culture where it occurs, but in this specific case Thailand?
Could graffiti serve as society's mirror? What will the study of graffiti reveal to
us about l11ailand? What images of the country are reflected from 'the mirror'?
These arc some of the questions that arise when we begin to address the
phenomenon of graffiti in Thailand that hitherto has been little studied and
consistently misunderstood.

TI1e first point to be made is that the youth graffiti phenomenon in Thailand arises
in a conflicting situation. In fact, it is sustained by two contradictory forces: the
government and authorities representing the establishment and students seeking
an outlet in which to express their views. Despite the stringent control of the
government and authorities directed at the conduct of Thai youth and the \969
ministerial regulations enacted by The Ministry of Education decreeing that
writing graffiti to be a seriously deviant act for

minor~,

graffiti still proliferates in

an uncontrollable manner. Not only does student graffiti appear in public places,
it thrives in most Thai universities where students are subjected to university
rules and regulations that approximate the needs and decrees ofThai government.

1l1e rules and regulations governing Thai universities require submission from
students in severn! fonns, students have to wear unifonns otherwise they are not
allowed into classrooms, students may not express their dissatisfaction with a
university and students arc required to show respect to authority by being
submissive, receptive, obedient and docile in classrooms. Arguing with teachers
or adults, for example, is extremely unacceptable in Thai culture. An extreme
example of Thai universities as institutions under the direct control of the
government occurred during the 1970s-1980s, when martial laws wero used
within universities (Lotrakul, 1985, p 51). Military officers were sent to
administer universities according to government decrees Thai universities arc

CHAPTER 1: lntrnduct!on
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perceived to function as the sacred bedrock where the 'futures of the nation' is
formed, but they are a highly-regulated places where the young struggle to come
to terms with the official ideologies of nation building and youthful decorum.
This leads to a remarkable contrasting scenario where the two groups compete in
what appears to be a quiet and peaceful location of the Thai university. On the
surface, the authoritarians appear to be in control but the resistance of students
appears to be growing if the amount of student graffiti in mC}st universities is
taken as a measure of student unrest, as it can be seen as a signifier of youthful
discontent over restrictive authority.

Students resist imposition of official power in several ways. Student protest, in
tho form of speeches and demonstrations, although strictly prohibited, are
employed as youthful tools to resist and attack tho university and the authority.
Thanyaseth {1987, p. 137) reports that during the 1970s Thai students began to
question authority and the manner in which it was exercised in the university,
through their on and off-campus protests and demonstrations which were used to
~·.

rally students against the dictatorial power of official authority. However, student
attempts to achieve change and the uprisings could not overcome the
authoritarian power because they were met with severe suppression through bans
on assembly, expulsion from universities or even massacres (Asavapichayont,
1987, p. 122; Lotrakul, 1985, p. 153-154). These events are not limited to the
immediate past. A recent example, where students took action against the
university authorities of a university in a Northeastern province where students
struck in protest against the university authority failed, with students being
expelled from the university. When fr-eedom of speech is banned, students tum to
other outlets of communication. One such outlet is gmffiti. Students in the above
mentioned university, who prefer to be unidentified, report in an interview, after
the protest is suppressed by police force, hateful gmffiti attacking the university
prolifero.tes uncontrollably in the public and non-public areas in that university
("Unidentified students", personal communication, September 2, 2002).

I

I\
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My eKpericnce of graffiti is part of this study. The city Bangkok where I live anti ,
the university where I work have been bombarded by tagging and graffiti for
decades, most of it made by students e.s anonymous individuals or as members of
student gangs. In many universities in Thailand that I have visited, classroom
walls and student toilets have been heavily plagued by graffiti scrawls. Graffiti,
created pervasively by the 'futures of the nation' in universities, demonstrates
youth's sentiment and their need for self-identification in a place where they are
exposed to rigid control and regulations. Students arc not expected to question, in
deed, they are taught to obey. Universities hold the rights to rule for the sake

~f

shaping the 'futures of the nation', paradoxically, the 'nation's futures' react to
the nation-building purpose in the most unexpected manner. Some voices from
some university instructors and many students echo this attitude. From the 200
sets of questionnaire collected from A and 8 University in the year 2001,65% of
the student respondents clearly articulate the feeling of disgust toward student
graffitists. Most voices agree the act of writing graffiti "could not be accepted by
the university codes of proper conducts". However, the feeling of disgust from
the respondents is not based on the fact that graffiti spoils the building but on a
perception that the act of student-graffitists destroys the university's 'dignity'.
Although the 'codes of conducts' for students in these two universities do not
appear much in student manuals, guidelines or in mher written materials,
students, generation after generation, constitute the 'codes of conducts' by
themselves within their groups. The 'codes', primarily based on the belief in the
university's dignity, fame and its long history, emphasis on upholding the

' university's 'name'. According to the 'invisible' codes, students are able to help
upholding th~ univer~iiy.'s dignity through their proper and 'clean' conduc)s; two
among them are

abstit1~nce from premarital sexual relationships and gambling.

This sentiment closely approximates and reflects the goals and nation-building
duties Thai university places upon students. The respondents answer that student
graffiti is the unacceptable producti{ln from students who do not realize their
'roles and duties' of being the 'nation's future intellectual leaders', but it presents
as a phenomenon blighting the landscape.

CHAPTER 1:
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Apart from classrooms, libraries, telephone booths, tables, stairways and bulletin
boards in universities arc major targets for student graffitists who leave their
message and exchange conversations with one another. One impressive graffiti
image that I found in a university in Bangkok was a large, sprayed-on, stylized
message on the ceiling of a classroom which demonstrated the effort taken by the
writer who had clin1bed that high to express his attitude as well as his 'artistic'
abili1Y· Symbolically, this also implies an urge to write on whatever and
whenever possible.

There have been very few, if any, Thai universities that have not fa1Jen· 'prey' to
student graffiti. This suggests that student graffiti has a long and secret history,
constituted anonymously, and maintained as a subculture within the Thai
university culture. Such a phenomenon tells us that Thai students, from
generation to generation, have continuously shaped, operated and 'lived' within a
complex system of this 'outlawed' communicative subculture which underlies the
Thai campus mainstream culture, literacy and practices, This is despite the fact
that student graffiti in most Thai universities has either been demonized as
nonsensical scribbling or lefi unnoticed by the authorities. Most importantly and
ironically, as far as I am concerned, this fonn of student writing has never been
documented or investigated in Thailand.

My encounters with student graffiti prompted me to ask myself some simple
questions that have proved difficult to answer: why do students write graffiti?
More specifically, why do Thai students choose graffiti to express their feelings
and concerns? What does this mean? Most importantly, what causes this 'writing
on the wall' to happen at 01.a nation-wide level?

Moreover, I have to ask, what type of social and cultural dynamics surrounding

,,

student communities predisposes Thai students to use graffiti as their secret
communicative venue? If graffiti serves as such an important outlet of expression
for students, there is a need to investigate this distinctive phenomenon.

CHI'IPTI';R I; lntro!l11cUan
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Graffiti, student and autharity: power and resistance in Thai context
It is best to understand the sentiments, the environment and the ideology that are
visible within Thai universities before attempting to answer why students need
graffiti as their eommunica!ion outlet. The re-examination of what is going on
under what seems to be a peaceful and orderly scenario in Thai universities
becomes the framework for to analyze graffiti and its importance to Thai

''

students.

Before the 1970s, there have been very few records of student protest or uprising
in Thai universities, Lotrakul (1985.\.'p. IS) concurs that during the 1920s-196Qs
Thai students still remained silent,

r, was during the 1970s that Thai students

began to realize their power ofresista~~ce to power and dictatorial leaders. It is the
specified functions of the Thai uni\:ersity that lead to the construction of an
university ideology and philosophy that, in turn, shapes the stratified relationship
between the univ~rsity and its studen\:S. The Thai higher educational system was
'
created in order to enhance the countcy reformation during the 1920s because the
authorities saw education as a tool to ~-make the country as comparable with the
Western world (Education in Thail~nd, 1997, p. 12). Higher educational
institution, in this respect, assumed the.,~]es of building and shaping a new Thai
generation to bring modernization and prosperity to Thailand, but these goals are
not defined by an Asian term but

bY

a Western one. Although the Thai

educational system follows the Western educational model, the country sought to
develop these in its own 'Thai' terms. Education is provided on the basis of
competition and under conditions where students must submit themselves to be
'shaped and molded' by the university. This means the university set the rules
and students followed them implicitly. The philosophy underpinning this process
of modernization-westernization, assumed that students must be the nation's
intellectual leaders. The spirit of rebellion from young people is not accepted and
not tolerated as it is incompatible with their designated roles as the future lenders
of Thailand and the bearers of Thai cultural identity. Breaking away from this

CHArTER 1: lntrodudiPn
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carefully constructed role for students is to break the ideology and, in tum, hinder
one se\fs promised better future.

The rules the authority p!uce on students mainly prevent students from dealing
with what Thai society deems taboo, such as sexuality, gambling, vandalism
drinking and protest. These rules are based on the assumption that these will
corrupt youth and hinder the pathway to intellectual development and Ihe
modernization and stability of the country. Lotrakul (1985, p. 83-84) quotes
voices from the government and authorities saying that "students must not stage
protest or demonstrations because these are against our peaceful Thai culture and
that these show disrespect for teachers and educational institutions". Lotrakul,
moreover, cites a statement from the government that "students should not
intervene with what adults and the government arc doing, staying silent is the
good character of a respectable Thai student" (p. 83). In this sense, the idealized
image of a young intellectual that the Thai society creates for university students
is based on the image of a very 'clean' youth who is, more or less, narve and
innocent, one who stays away from the 'unclean' adult world. This imagined
'cleanliness' is constructed from the image of a Buddhist monk's 'life that
emphasizes a stage of being elevated above a layman's

lif~,

with an idealized

morality (Kesten, 1997, p.B). Students, according to the ministerial regulations

,,enacted in 1969 by The Ministry of Education, are not allowed to drink, smoke,

J~oing to department stores after class, wear long hair, gamble or having sexual

/
'

relationship. In the context of the classroom, students are expected to display
respect and 'good' characters be being obedient, receptive, moldable, yielding
and docile to adults and authority (Sialarat, 1983, p. 58). Siwarak (1988, p. 64)
concludes that Thai educational system and philosophy is, more or less,
authoritarian and totalitarian. Youthful good character, in the Thai context, is
mainly based upon a degree of youth obedience, an ability to be a good follower
and pay respect to adults. This authoritarian view of youth puts a degree of
pressure on the

young.

providing them very lillie space to breathe.

Aiewsriwongse (2003, p.21) concludes, the center of the Thai education, since
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the time of King R~ina V, relies on an authoritarian and paternal perspective:
discipline, order, rulel,iand obedience.

·

',,

1.'.

A repressed mind neelis an outlet to release the stress and the tension in order to
stay in balance as Ab;\1 and Buckley (1977, p. 27) suggest. Young people who
',\

feel oppressed but unat:le to express their feelings in public or openly might tum
to something else as

tl\':~ir

outlets of expression that could vary from music to

youth fashion. Nwoye d.993, p. I) suggests one such outlet is through graffiti.
Abel and Buckey (1977, ',/?· 21) support this view because graffiti is an outlet that
allows the perpetrators

'·.;;~

breal: with social restraints. Drawing upon this

assumption, youth graffiti··,·,is an escape from being repressed and oppressed by

" and authoritarian control. This view is borne out
both sociocultural expectation
by the high incidence of \~rleful graffiti attacking teachers and the university

" toilets and on desktops. Graffiti, in this regard,
authorities found in campi\s
functions as a tool that ':'students use to resist, attack and challenge the
authoritarian power

' on TI1ai campuses, but in subtle ways: by leaving

practic~d

anonymous graffiti in the places that the authorities rarely go. The authoritarian
power is, thus, challenged bji" an anonymous force, that also protects the students
subjectivity. Graffiti becomes an anonymous channel suitablr. for youthful
communication in a social situation in which the young are given very little social
space and are under stringent and heavy-handed rules. It is a communicative tool
of protest and resistance that represents a voice from the unheard and it also
indicates how a group of people with few chances and little choice are forced to
re-create and find a voice of their own to both release the tension and to vent
discontent against the highe:?power.

Whnt is graffiti: thl' ambiguous view of the writing on the wnll
1l1is term 'graffiti' is derived from the Greek word 'graphcin' and the Italian
word 'graffiarr.', both of which mean to scratch or to write. The singular form is
'graffito', In this thesis, however, I choose to use the temJ 'graffiti' as a singular
form in order to represent graffiti as a singular entity. The term itself originally
/I
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refers to ancient marks found on ancient Roman architecture. In general, graffiti
is word, picture, symbol and marking written on any surface. This also refers to
drawing and inscription produced by tools and intended to be viewed by the
public (Gadsby, 1995; Gross and Gross, 1993). The tcnn also refers to casual
writing, figure, design, crude writing and painting on walls or other surfaces.
These can be scratched or made by a sharp instrument, written or drawn by pen,
pencil, paintbrush, marker, paint roller or aerosol spray. A graffitist using
pseudonym 'Schmoo' (cited in Farrel, 1994,

~

5) concludes the definition of

graffiti that "graffiti are just writing on the wall as it got the name since the time
of the Roman Empire".

Geason and Wilson (1990) report that graffiti material always includes paint, ink,
dye and other chemical substance. Some literature suggest that graffiti tools can
range from blood, lipstick, chalk, sticker and crayon to knife, and it has been
reported that urban graffitists can 'attack' a range ofpublie spaces such as a wall,
a bus or a train and also per" .,nal properties such as a mailbox (Black, 1997;
Dealing with graffiti, 1997; Whitford, 1992; Wilson, 1987). Such invasions have
inevitably offended both property owners and city authorities. Although some
might argue that graffiti nowadays has turned into art, fashion and commercials, a
bulk of writing still refers to graffiti as an illegal activity and as a form of
vandalism (Dealing with graffiti, 1997; Geason and Wilson, 1990; The antigraffiti FAQ, 2000; Whitford, 1992; Wilson, 1987).

Researchers, however, demonstrate that graffiti has a long history. Examples of
obscene graffiti excavated from ruined Pompeii reveal that graffiti emerged even
in Roman and Greek times. Some observers hypothesize graffiti has existed since
the prehistoric era when prehistoric people learned to draw on cave walls

"

(Element, 1996; Genson and Wilson, 1990; Tobin, 1995). Because of the long
history, the first alphabetic writing ever discovered is believed to be made by
Semitic people in Egypt and dates back to 1800-2000 BCE and may be derived
from graffiti (Sviti!, 2000). It is believed this graffiti acted as a plea for safe
passage. With respect to the idea

tha~.

graffiti can be viewed as an historical
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artifact, some observers have reconstructed graffiti found in ancient cities (e.g.,
Pompeii and Athens) as providing an insight into the cultural features of the cities
and their inhabitants (Varone, 1991), Element (1996, ~ 1) concludes that graffiti
emerged in 'the dawn of early men'.

Over the last three decades, the graffiti phenomenon has experienced chang'es. It
is important to understand that underlying these changes is a perceived change.,of
attitude towards graffiti among youth groups who have, over time, developed
different patterns of graffiti production and style. We might also say there are
several 'genres' of graffiti. The classification of graffiti genres arises from
varying perceptions and values different groups of people adopt towards graffiti.
Although much has been written about graffiti, different, and extremely
contrasting opinions on graffiti still exist and there is little consensus. This most

" extreme and

1
:
1

contradictory perceptions of graffiti exist between two groups of

! people: youth and the authorities. Yet, it is necessary to acknowledge that ;i:ven

::
11

within the groups of people who advocate graffiti, toilet graffiti is frequ~·ntly
··::.perceived as junk and nonsensical writing.

At the other extreme there is a view that graffiti may be regarded as art. l11is
view is justified by the idea that graffiti contains artistic values. It may seem that
this notion de~ies the illegal aspects of graffiti, to which a graffitist named 'Lee'
(cited in Tucker, 2000, 'i[4) asserts ''if art like this is a crime let god forgive me".
Again, Tucker also confirms this idea. He writes:

Gruffiti reaches out to people .•. But the way some see it, is just what
is the point of having a brick wall? It's an eyesore! If the building has no
architectural beauty and is a perfect place to display a mural, why not
put one up? (1 5)
Evident in this argument is the acceptance of graffiti as an art form which can
'beautify' the city. However, among the groups of graffiti advocates, only graffiti
that is painted on walls, trains or subways can be accredited as art or mural art,
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while toilet graffiti and tagging is not the case because "both have little or no
aesthetic appeal'' (Stowers, 1997,

~!).

In regard to this differentiation ond

classification, Tucker (2000) reasons:

•.. there are mony wnys [graffiti] writers 'deface' things. One type is the
!individual marks, slogans .... usually found on bathroom walls ... some
just call it junk; this is the stuff that gives writers a bad name.

(~

2)

Clearly, this idea of what is graffiti art and what is not is solely based on the
'artistic' values of graffiti one can perceive in the purposes of graffitists. These
artistic values, according to graffiti art admirers and graffiti art practitioners, are
due to the visual presentation of graffiti painting which offers a colourful and
vivid style in its bold expressiveness {Chalfant and Prigoff, 1987, p. 3).
Paradoxically, the illegal origin and nature of graffiti has been trumpeted as the
outstanding aesthetic quality of graffiti as art, Stowers {1997) asserts that the

V~ndalistie characteristic of graffiti creates a uniqueness of graffiti as art. There
is, however, a thin and blurred separate line between graffiti and graffiti art which
can hinder the re-evaluation of the values and public acceptance of other types of
graffiti. Still, this notion of graffiti as art is contradictory in itself, because of the
wide divergence ir opinions about graffiti. In short what is art to one viewer is
visual pollution to another and deemed as only 'the ugly writing stuff on the
wall'.

According to Chalfant and Prigoff (1987), graffiti as art first gained national
acceptance in the United States in 1978 when two New York graffitists were
invited to exhibit their work in an art gallery in Rome. The art world began to
accept graffiti as a new a:1. fonn in the early 1980s, since then graffiti art has
flourished in many other countries, although not in Thailand. It is not difficult to
imagine that most so-called graffiti art practitioners have always been young

IV

people."
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Dennant (1997, ~ 4) explains that there are seven fundamental fonns of modem
graffiti containing ov~~ a hundred different styles. The seven forms are:

tag: a tag is the graffitist's signature or nickname.
2

throw-up: a throw-up is the evolved tag which is drawn by spray paint in

two or three_colours.
3

piece: apiece or 'mural' is a larger and more colourful piece of work.

4

top to bottom:

a piece of work which covers the top to the bottom of a

subway car.

5

end to end: a piece of work which one end of a subway car to another.

6

whole car: a piece of work which covers the whole subway car.

7

whole train: a piece of work which covers the whole subway train

Stowers (1997) also points out that:

... some forms of graffiti become art according to four criteria.
First, graffiti art is separated from graffiti markings by
the artist's intention to produce a work of art. Second, graffiti art has
an established history of development in style and technique.
Third, graffiti art has been recognized by the art world. A fourth
criteria is that the public response to graffiti as art indicates that it
is art.

(~

5)

The definition of graffiti art analyzed her~ presents graffiti in a very specific way,
in which toilet graffiti has been othered and excluded as an 'outcast', not even a
subset of graffiti. This othering process is based on the arbitrary and speculative
artistic criteria which are bound to set graffiti art apart from non-art graffiti.
Although Stowers has established these four criteria under which graffiti might
be classified, they still lack clarity and are questionable in their objectivity and
validity. There have been, however, various arguments and definitions given on
this issue for quite a long time but there is still none which has been widely
accepted and used to distinguish between graffiti art and general graffiti.
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Another genre of graffiti is gang graffiti. According to Kan (2001, p. 2), gang
graffiti appeared in the United States in the 1950s and is "the most unacceptable
form of public graffiti

be~ause

of the notorious reputation of gangs". This

supported by Grant (1996), who shows that graffiti is often

asso~iated

i~

with gang

activities and gang warfare and are used to send Utreatening messages to the
~ommunity.

Other writers, however, claim that juvenile gangs and graffiti gangs or crews
constitute the 'dangerous' youth groups who use graffiti as one of the gang
rituals. Geason and Wilson (1990) offer an explanation that a graffiti crew is a
graffiti gang with gang traditions and a complex hierarchical gang membership.
?ereeiving graffiti as a tool, both graffiti crews and youth gangs use graffiti as a
youthful practice against hegemonic conditions and as signs of self-identification
and gang membership (Austin, 1996). Through graffiti illegally painted on public
properties, both gangs have transformed the urban space into a new subculture
with meanings that announce their existence and resistance, a space in which the
object of negotiation is contested between youths and authorities. Symbolically,
this competition over space is about a marking territory that becomes a
meaningful political struggle in which marginalized youths attempt t_o re-define
the cultural space, rebel against the imposed boundaries and re-establish their
own space, voice and control.

It is necessary to understand that graffiti crews and youth gangs have several
similar characteristics which are represented through their philosophies and goals.
Territory-marking, recognition, fame and self-identification draw a major part in
/'

establishiilg juvenile gang goals, which in tum shape the actions, styles and
practices of each gang. Tagging graffiti on public space then becomes an
effective strategy to announce their power and territory to both gang

memb~rs,

their rivals and the city authorities. As Grant (1996, p.13) contends, graffiti nets
as a means lo "communicate territoriality and as a means to send messages
understood within the gang community".
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The degree of occupying and exercising control over urban space is crucial to
both groups of people; youth gangs and city authorities. Space is perceived as
gang territory ideologically and geographically through the symbolic use of gangrelated graffiti. Thus, competition over space is always high between gangs as
well as between gangs and the authorities. In this case, as some observers argue,
it is important to distinguish between graffiti crews and youth gangs whose
activities arc more threatening to life and could be considered criminal (Beatty,
1990; Grant, 1996). As Grant suggests, there is no exact separate line between the
common youth gang and a graffiti crew, he even states that tagging graffiti can
lead youths into gang affiliation, and other gang activities or even crime.

It is because of its 'against the mainstream' and rebellious nature, graffiti has
mixed well with street music such as hip hop, which has rapidly developed into a
global youth subculture (Collins, 1998). Ironically, with this anti-establishment
credentials and illicit origins, graffiti art, with its own aesthetic rules and appeals,
is recognized as an anti·art fonn. To summarize, every genre of graffiti shares
some similar characteristics; it is mostly youths who engage in the graffiti cult,
most modern graffiti originates from inequality and marginalization, and graffiti
is an expression of youth resistance embedded in the alleged rebellious nature of
youth.

In the graffiti context, it is necessary to know that the meanings and the images of
graffiti arc varied and ambiguous according to di!Terent points of view based on
different subject positions, Consequently it is possible to view graffiti as a subject
ofurtistic admiration and at the same time graffiti may be considered criminal.

Graffiti is viewed unfavourably in many cities worldwide because it poses serious
problems in the fonn of visual pollution, vandalism and o!Tensiveness. Moreover,
graffiti prevention und removal requires money, labour, time and extra
administration. According to some city aut"orities (e.g. in Western Australia),
graffiti is a blight to the landscape that represents a disorderly community, failed
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urban management and disturbed urban life (Dealing with graffiti, 1997; Piquero,
1999; Ross and Jang, 2000; Ross and Mirowsky, \999). Architecturally, graffiti
damages the surface of the attacked walls or buildings thus destroying the
physical appearance and the structural strength of the attacked surface. Braga,
Weisburd, Waring eta! (1999/ and Ross and Mirowsky (1999) point out that,

'.

graffiti symbolically indicatd ~hysicall'ncivi\ity, decay and the breakdown of
.
I
1
social control. Piquero (1999) conceptualizes graffiti as a sign of disorder which
indicates the absence· of both formal and infonnal social control. The author
suggests graffiti signals "a lack of adherence to nonns of public behaviour"
(Piquero, \999, p. 794). Some writings, moreover, point out that graffiti can be
more destructive and hannful to urbanization because graffiti will lead to other
crime, and in turn, drive away businesses, corrupt neighbourhoods and instill a
sense of fear among communities (Black, 1997; Garland, 2000; Kelling and
Coles, \996; Mansfield, 1996; Piqucro, 1999). In this sense, Zalud (1998) asserts:

Graffiti paints an un-pretty picture... if left unchecked graffiti
almost always lead to other crime problems •..... there are 3 best
elements in an anti-graffiti program ... the 3'd is to
concentrate on the organized gangs and graffiti artists, among
the prolific vandals. (p. 2).

Soon after the rapid increase of graffiti in major cities, authorities came to reckon
graffiti as misdemeanor, vandalism and juvenile crime. Senator Ian Campbell of
Australia (cited in Dealing With Graffiti, 1997) writes about urban graffiti, he
says:

I have also heard graffiti referred to as 'urban art'. The vandalism of
private, community or government property should never be considered
'artistic'. In Western Australia, indeed across Australia, graffiti is and
should be a crime. (p. 6)
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From this perspective, graffiti is a public nuisance that city authorities and police
wish to crack down on. Some cities, however, have tried to com-promise with
graftitists by putting up legalized walls for their 'artistic' expression while many
cities have launched programmes in order to both 'tum the graffiti offenders
around' and eradicate graffiti. These methods, cbviously, aim at youth as graffiti
producers: As a 'fight' back to graffitists, criminal law and ordinances in many
cities worldwide become tougher, more arrests have been made, sales of aerosol
spwy cans have been regulated in some cities (e.g., Chicago, lilinois, Minnesota
and California) and thousands of taggers have been put on trial (Geason and
Wilson, 1990; Black, 1997; Grant, 1996). In some cities, moreover, there are
cases of parents of young graffitists being arrested in charge of contributing to
graffiti production (Ferrel, 1995). However, the fact is graffiti is still illegal in
many countries (Black, 1997; Dealing with graffiti, 1997; The anti-graffiti FAQ,
2000; Whitford, 1992; Wilson, \987).

The 'war' between authorities and graffitists is, symbolically, the battle over the
physical and cultural space, boundaries and power. Within the systems of urban
authority, some 'standards' and 'desirable' practices have been established which
require obedience, confonnity and order which, in turn, shape and reconstruct the
practice of everyday lives. When youths begin to reclaim their space,
ideologically and physically, thci,r attempts to construct their own 'voice' are
likely to be considered deviancy because these manifestations are justified by the
dominant power (Ferrel, 1995). My argument is that this can be seen as n
youthful struggle for

self~idcntification,

status and a search for an alternative

cultural space and communication in the place they are denied power, expression
and recognition. Several authorities, however, agree on this point that young
people write graffiti in urban areas because of the "hatred for authority and to
challenge our power" (Dealing with graffiti, 1997, p. 31).

In recent years, researchers and city authorities have been trying to find the
causes of youth graffiti writing in order to both explain it and eradicate it.
However, it is recognized that this is a difficult task as there are multiple factors
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which influence this youthful activity. Youth gang involvement and juvenile
violence have been viewed as one of the major factors contributing to graffiti
production. Moreover, youth maladjustment has also been considered to be one
of the supportive factors. Consequently several authors reach similar conclusions
that revenge and anger are the most comm?n causes for this writing subculture
and youths, especially gang members, who produce most urban graffiti {Geason
and Wilson, 1990; Whitford, 1992).

Ferrel (1997) argues that the idea of perceiving youth as delinquents and youth
culture as a crime against society is not new, but is highlighted by the image of
youth portrayed in most media. This creates an image of youth as 'dangerous'
and 'wild'. From this point of view, Magill (1998) explnins, it is because youths
have been othered as a public enemy since they do not possess power and status.
Since culture is political and the ideology of social order has been fabricated by
authorities, youths have been denied access to

pow~r

and voice. Under this

system, youths have been marginalized with a narrowing social status and
acceptance (Austin, 1996; Nwoye, 1993).

There are several different vatying reasons youth write graffiti. Gang
membership, youth criminalization and youth socioeconomic status are not the
only major causes. Lasley (1995) propm1es that even youth from a high
socioeconomic status or non-gang youth also write graffiti. This is supported by
findings from several surveys showing there are multiple factors surrounding
graffiti production. It also depends on the kind of events and circumstances that
predispose different groups of graffitists to produce graffiti (Abel and Buckley,
1977; Aguilar, 2000; Ferrel, 1998; Flanery, 1996; Gadsby, \995; Kan, 2001;
Phillips, 1996).

Many writers (e.g., Chalfant and Prigoff, 1987; Ekmcnt, 1996; Ferrel, 1995;
Nwoyc, 1993) propose that young people arc the major group who communicate
through graffiti and use graffiti for several purposes such as threatening their
rivals or to express their ideas. Then, we must ask why youths choose

~his

writing

q'

"
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subculture. The worldwide existence of graffiti tells us that grafFti has been

incorporated into a popular youth

cultur~.

Its existence suggests that there might

be some similar reasons or situations among youth that predispose them to graffiti
writing. If youths have been othercd as juvenile delinquents who are re<ponsible
for this 'graffiti crime', in which the main purpose is to challenge authority,

questions must be asked to explain such assumptions. Or could it be sJid that the
graffiti writing cult is· an ongoing ideological conflict between those who have

power and those who have not? Alternatively il may be that this is just a fashion
among youths or merely vandalism?
However, writers seem to have three main different approaches to graffiti: youth
subculture, graffiti as sociocultural discourse and graffiti as criminal activity.
Chalfant and Prigoff(l987), Dennant (1997), Ferrel (1997) and Kan (2001) reach
similar conclusion that graffiti is a youth subcultural manifest.ation whereas
Kelling and Coles (1996), Sampson and Scott (1999) and Pique:;o (1999) view
graffiti as a signifier of social disorder. Abel and Buckley (1977),' Brown (1995)

informati~ n concerning a
1

and Crummey (1998) believe graffiti is an array of

society and contains social infonnation. Some writing (e.g. Dealipg with graffiti,
1997) firmly points out that graffiti is a crime. So far, the issue of what graffiti
might be is.still debatable and remains unresolved. My argument, l1owever, is that
graffiti is communication that might results from youthful resi1;tance in some

i,

'i
11';

social situations that force or predispose youth to graffiti remains valid.

..

-~raffiti

•;

in Thailand: a 'cultural pollution' from the West?

,,
Whatever graffiti might be, it is obvious that graffiti knows no boul!daries. It also
'

'

represents itself in youth culture in Thailand but in a different manner to that
found elsewhere. Thai youths, similar to Western ones, write graffiti. There is

"

dVidence of their production in public places. It could be assumed thnt students
are the major groups who iJroduce grnfliti in public places since most public

1:

, graffiti p_r_oudly announces school names _and student gang names. However, the

.,.;_~,

term graffiti in Thai discourse has a dubious meaning, it mostly identifies with
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tagging and sprayed mural graffiti whereas this term in Western discourse
includes graffiti painting, mural art, subway graffiti and toilet inscriptions. So far,
no Thai word meaning graffiti in any sense nor any translated form of this word
has appeared. When graffiti is spoken of, people refer to it in a vague term as
'that scratch on the wall'. The absence of graffiti taxonomy in Thai language does
not mean that graffiti does not exist, rather it suggests to a graffiti dilemma in
which graffiti is overlooked or rejected from the mainstream social discourse.
This dilemma also raises a question of why graffiti is left overlooked or denied
any status by Thai culture. Or could it be assumed that the society tries to avoid it
bY overlooking and denying that it really exists?

According to Thai law, graffiti writing is regarded as public vandalism, property
destruction and public nuisance (Wattanasatien, n.d.).

It is the cultural barrier and negative attitude toward graffiti as filth and
abnormality that prevents any kind of examination or study on graffiti although
graffiti proliferates in many parts of major cities in the country. Thai graffiti
phenomenon, therefore, has not been documented before and there has been very
little or no research into this issue, and nothing has been said on the
identification, the classification of Thai graffiti nor has graffiti been defined in
Thai.

Unlike graffiti subculture in Western countries, there is no subway graffiti in
Thailand since we do not have underground railway system at the present time.
Although Bangkok has recently launched its 'sky train' system, there are less
chances for graffitists since the whole trains have been covered with large
advertisements from top to bottom and the rail is over 15 metres from the ground
level. This legitimization of large advertisements, that some Thai people consider

as eyesore, covering all public vehicles in the country (i.e., bus, ground train, sky
train, taxi) raises another question: is this because the Transit Authority is a
highly paid fonn of official graffiti? This assumption is also echoed in a
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statement from a graffiti writer 'Eskae' (cited.'· in Tucker, 2000, ~ 5), the writer
reasons:

People with money can put up sign. Ifyo.\1 don't have money
you're marginalized, you're not allowed ..\o express yourself or to put up
words or messages that you think other pe~ple should see.
So far, there has been no report of graffiti of the a~ovc ground railway system in
Thailand, possibly because there are guards on traini.1 and trains are crowded at all
times. Although the hip hop cult, especially hip

h~·,P

and rap music, is gaining

popularity in Thailand, hip hop graffiti and graffiti ar1 is still rare in Thailand and
the little that does exist duplicates its American counterpart, borrowing heavily
!i"om the pop or rap music videos sent from the USA.

Nevertheless, the origin and history of Thai youth graffiti is still unknown and is
still in doubt, Vorapanyasakul (1996, p. 6) assumes that, Thai graffiti is the
product of Western influence since "writing graffiti is not our [Thai] culture".
However, she refers to the 'idiomatic sticker' which Thai people stick on cars as
a 'bumper sticker' as a type of Thai graffiti. According to her study, the idiomatic
sticker is a smal! sticker containing witty, political, sexual or humorous messages
and are available at a low price. Through these stickers, people express violence
and sarcasm against Thai authorities (i.e. government, politician, and police) and
provoke sexual humour. It is noted that these stickers reveal some Thai soda! and
cultural beliefs concerning sex, power, women and marriage. Typical themes in
bumper stickers are issues of male extramarital sexual relationships, hatred
against traffic police and men having 'second secret wives', the example
messages translated from Thai bumper stickers are 'A good husband must have a
mistress', 'I can get married only once but other women are the life's profit' and

,,

,. 'The worst things in my life are my old wife at home and the traffic policemen

,,

··\ who want money'. Sexuality and the lower status of women and hateful
'-'-comments on authorities are major topics in Thai idiomatic stickers. The Thai

6~mper sticker as Thai graffiti is described in Chapter Two.

''<""']'

>I
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Another source Acrivily Cool, claims that graffili first came into Thailand ten
years ago, Dl the beginning of lhe 1990s, through the proliferalion of Western
culture ("Aclivity Cool", 2002, p. 18). This source also reports lhal graffiti has
been much recognized lasting ·lhe post two years. Graffiti menlioned in this
writing are commercial graffiti for window display, in which the form and style
exactly copy those of Western examples. According to this source, the writer
does not mention that other type of woll writing could be called graffiti. In these
two writing, the writers usc the English term graffiti and 'grar without any
oUempt to translate the word or create a Thai equivalent. The English word
graffiti is used in Thailand to

rep~~sent

only the mural sprayed graffiti after the

fashion from the USA. For toilet graffiti, there is no Thai word yet available to
describe its form.
Although Vorapanyasakul (1996) and Acfivily Cool (2002) give a very brief and
vague history of graffiti in Thail!md by claiming Thai graffiti writing is
innuenced by Western culture. They do not, however, provide any evidence for
this assumption. It is also unclear and ambiguous in these two articles whether
graffiti has previously existed in Thailand or whether it is the by-product of the
on-going contact between Thailand and the West in recent decades. This
assumption is clearly debatable, besides, it leaves some questions unanswered; is
it true that Thai graffiti is a 'pwdu-ct' of Western culture which specifically
means American popular culture;!. This clearly suggests the idea that the Thai
society docs not 'create' graffiti but the society suffers instead from the corrupted
by-product of the Western world. !)r does this represents a biased view of Thai
perception of graffiti that the society tries to ignore?

These two writings mentioned above similarly make a claim that Thai graffiti is
influenced by American popular culture

sine~

the 1990s. Both refer to the tenn

graffiti, especially 'non-art' one, as a "mindless work of

peopl~,

especially

teenagers who have psychiatric disofder or arc pervert" (Vorapanyasakul, 1996,
p. 6). Activily Cool chooses to 'other' toilet graffiti as "made by people who have
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evil and destructive hands and mind" ("Activity Cool", 2002, p. 18). This claim
prompts me to ask another important question; Why do Thais finnly perceive
toilet graffiti as 'cultural pollution', representing the worst aspects of the
'undesirable' values and practices of the Wc~t?

The portrayal of Western values and morals as damaging Thai values and culture
is not new. In recent years, there has been an on-going campaign, initiated by the
government, promoting Thai values and culture while the country is gearing
toward the next phase of modernization and industrialization, Tejapira adds
(1996, p. 241). In order to achieve modernization, Thailand has embraced
Western scientific and technological development, including Western language,
lifestyle, entertainment and education. On the other hand, Kaewthep (1996, p. 82)
suggests that the country blames the West for changing and 'polluting' Thai.
culture, tradition and lifestyle. She sees this as ironic because Thailand is looking·
for a 'cultural scapegoat' to explain:

The deterioration ofThai culture and Thailand believes the West has
to be blamed and be 'responsible' for this (p. 82).

Such biased views of the West suggests two important points. First, it implies that
Thai people perceive their country as easily vulnerable to the West especially
American popular culture which Thais see it as Wmaging Thai youths.
Pattarakulavanich (1996) also echoes this idea in his Cui/ural Footnote where he
argues that American culture is always perceived by Thais as undesirable and
corrupting. Secondly, it suggests a remarkable fonn of othering of the West. The
West, in Thai discourse, is often portrayed as sexually obsessive, a society which
lacks 'kindness' for others, having loose family ties, is immoral and a society
which leaves its elders in nursing homes rather than in the family home, cared for
by

th~

family. By seaing Thailand against these characteristics, Thai values and

culture are perceived as superior and more spiritual than those of the West.
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A good example representing this perception is the case of Michael Jackson's
Dangerous World Tour in Thailand in 1993. AlUtough Jackson was worldfamous, Thailand still sees Jackson as setting a 'bad example' for Thai youths
because the singer brings certain "undesirable Western values dangerous to Thai

'

society through his dancing style and his on·stage performance" which denote a

.,,., sexual implication {Pattarakulavanich, 1996, pp. 42-43). This clearly suggests the
fear of a cultural challenge which turns out to be a cultural and moral panic
against Western values and Western people which I argue is displaced onto
graffiti.
Another question must be asked; why does Thailand choose to 'other' the West
as having a 'powctful but destructive' cultural values, dangerous to Thailand,
especially to Thai youths? This question is partially answered by my analysis of
Thai university graffiti that is demonized as a 'bad by·product' of a corrupt and
lax culture. Clearly, there is a need to further revisiting and re-evaluation for this
situation.

From a Thai viewpoint, graffiti writing is the act of abnonnal, mindless and
deviant people (Vorapanyasakul, 1996). Student graffiti is addressed in the
ministerial regulations enacted by The Ministry of Education in 1969 which
states that this behaviour is deviant. We can safely assume that the behaviours
classified as deviant or 'unwanted' closely approximate the Sentiments and
represent the concerns of, Thai authorities towards youth. Dulayakasem (1988, p.
17) asserts that since education management has been monopolized by the
government since 1952, the government exercises an authoritarian control over
educational institutions and over students as well. Such dictatorial control takes
its root from the political system of the country. Boonmee, T. (cited in
Chareonwongsak, 1996, p. 140) points out that Thai society and its political
system relics on centralization that results from the fear the elites of losing power
and sovereignty. The centralization system is embedded in a Thai ideology that
emphasizes dictatorship and authoritarian power. Boonmee, T. (cited in
Charconwongsak, 1996, p. 140) concurs that the kind of power cxcercised in
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Thailand has the purpose to harness the people under one rule by force and
ensures that everyone stays in the line. Young people become another group of
people that the Thai government perceives as needing 'strict' control. This is
si~ply

based on a Thai idea that punishment 'corrects' and 'protects' youth and

that punislunent represents a 'caring and paternal love' as portrayed in several
Thai maxims, proverbs and sayings. Chareonwongsak (I 996, p. 113) explains this
Thai sentiment as a technique Thais legitimate and justify violence by linking it
to some unrelated reasons to make it acceptable and approved. This ideology is
'Jsed by the Thai government to 'correct' and 'protect' youth in several ways that
all focus on imposing ruler. upon youth lifestyle, fashion, hairstyle, recreation and
language. For examples, students, both male and female, are not allowed to wear
long hair but are required to wear their hair as short as possible, The Ministry of
Culture recently forbids female teenagers to wear singlets in public and The
Ministry of Internal Affairs puts a night curfew on youth and attempts to drive
youth away from pubs and discotheques. It is such a contradictory image of the
country that While it subtly encourages the growing sex and night entertainment
industry, at the same time, tries to prevent Thai youth from dealing with sexual
issues by repressing youth. It is important to remember that the polite Thai
society condemns sexuality as 'unclean' and improper conduct (Kesten, 1997;
Klausner, 2000). Consequently it has developed barriers to protect youth from
sexuality but at the same time suptJorts the sex industry in the country as a tourist
O.ttraction.

The country demonizes sexuality in the same way it demonizes graffiti: by
overlooking it, denying its existence and 'protecting' people from dealing with it
through regulation, rules and punishment. Traditionally, being 'good' for young
women is based upon their sexual innocence and purity and loosing one's
virginity before marriage is considered a sin (Vasighasin and Hemaprasit, 2002,
p. 7). Bandhumedha (1998, p. 113) confinns this viewpoint, virginity is important
to men and important for a patriarchal society and women should keep
themselves 'pure'. The author also explains that, according to the

Thai

viewpoint, if a woman has many illicit sexual relationships, she may be

-----
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consideret.l as 'losing a human being's status' {1998, p. 114). This Thai
ambivalence toward sexuality contradicts the widely-held Western view that sees
Thailand as the Asian landmark for sex industry. Although Thailand is infamous
for its red-light districts that attract [male] tourists, the country is also seeks to
maintain its puritanical morality regarding sexuality among its people. Thai

morality concerning sexuality sets up a very high moral standards for Thai people
by focusi~g on sexuality as 'unclean' and encouraging self-restraint, the overt
sexually expression in public is extremely unacceptable for most Thai people.
However, the sex industry, the country also believes, is another thing and is an
exceptional case. Charconwongsak states in Evil Sociely (1996) that, in Thailand,
the sex business is illegal but it still flourishes because the government, sees that
it brings in money, and thus overlooks it and accepts it in a way that contradicts
traditional Thai morality (p. 108). The author simply concludes that this is a
'hypocrisy' widely practiced within Thai society (p. 105). In the case of youth
deviancy concerning sexuality, the country needs to place the blame on
something, thus the inflow of Western values and the ill effect of Western

entertainment are perceived by Thais as the principle causes of a declining Thai
morality.

It is necessary to understand why the Thai government has exerted a tight control
on students and youths. Since the end of the Second World War, the Thai
government has taken education management as a state responsibility and began
a long tradition of using education for building a new 'modernized nation',
according to Dulayakasem (1988, p. 18). Siwarak (1988, p. 45) states, that in
order to achieve this 'modernization', or indeed westernization, the Thai
government has transformed the country's educational system into a Westernized
one and has exercised a strong control over it through several fonns of
regulations and rules. Therefore, undesirable practices and habits prohibited for
students have been implemented and continuously administered since students
and youths are 'the nation's tools toward modernity'. From this perspective and
expectation, regulations have been set up to make sure that Thai students and
youths are 'going the right [Thai] way'. Thai universities, through regulation and
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state ownership, echo these decrees of the Thai government in the nation-building
purposes by placing stringent regulations, rules and punishment on students and
giving very little freedom and rights to students.

For authorities, graffiti written by young Thais is understood as a rebellion
against the will of the government. Thai governments always exert control over
youths and thus receive praises from the media, parents and schools when new
policies and stmtegies to curb youth behaviours are launched. Governments and
authorities, if being unable to control young people, will receive little support
from the electomte. In Thailand, the ability to control young people is a political
too!.

Since the Second World War, the r-elationship between Thai government and
young students has been in great turmoil resulting in periodic protests,
demonstrations and bloodshed on the part of students. Students and young people
are seen as the government's enemies, holding the power to disturb the country.
Thus, Th~i governments understand the need to lessen youth power, The rigid
control and censorship over youth arises out of fears that the loss of control
means an opportunity for youth to challenge the power of the entrenched elites.
However, the control has been effective. Students, once acted as political agents
for democracy during the past sixty years, have completely lost these political
roles and have remained passive since the 1990s after complete suppression.
Young people must be controlled and suppressed at all times, according to a Thai
belief. The first reason behind this belief is, youth are inclined to go astray if
unchecked by adults constantly. The second, loosening the reins and giving
freedom and rights is dangerous because youth will become demanding,
aggressive and will not listen to or respect adults anymore, and this is deemed as
dangerous to the power that adults possess. With this viewpoint as the foundation,
Thai believe suppression in the first place, ignoring freedom and rights and
keeping a close watch on youth will result in youth being docile, easy to control,
innocent and stay in line without any idea of rebel or resistance. This is echoed in
a popular Thai proverb" love your cattle, tie them. Love your child, thmsh him".

',,
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It is evident that there is a gap in the public and academic knowledge of graffiti in
Thailand which implies that graffiti phenomenon has befn overlooked,
marginalized and forgotten. This may stem from the disappearance of graffiti

studies and exploration in Thailand. In United States, the importance of issues to
do with graffiti in every genre has been periodically studied by researchers from
severo\ disciplines. Similarly, in Australia, Canada, United Kingdom, France and
Spain, the issue of graffiti has been brought into many investigations. Recently,

there has been some writing in Ghana and also in Brazil and Nigeria. In fact,
campus graffiti has been broadly studied in many countries. In Thailand, there
has been none or very little research or writing into this type of graffiti or any
other genre of graffiti. This is despite the graffiti phenomenon which has existed
in Thailand for decades. Again, it brings another related question: why Thai
graffiti has remained 'out of sight' for such a long time?

In Thai universities, graffiti is noticeable, especially in student toilets. It can be
said that young people have used the walls in university buildings to
anonymously construct a system of tangled inter-group and interpersonal
communication subcultures. The cultural space within universities has been
occupied by students to negotiate their communicative power and to remove
limits on the boundaries and barriers of communication. Feeling cornered,
students turn to graffiti to re-define their presence and insert their selfidentification, to find their own voices and make them heard.

Student graffiti, of course, has caused problems of defacement for school and
university buildings since vandalized walls need to be repaired, replaced or
repainted, which calls for extra expense and labour. Physical control has been
incorporated by university authorities to eradicate graffiti from time to time. For
example, in a university in Bangkok (university name withheld), student toilets
are supervised several times a day by housekeepers to ensure that new graffiti is
washed off. These people are armed with special imported chemicals to clean off
graffiti. In some universities that I visited, where some student toilet walls arc
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covered by graffiti-resistant tiles, there is still evidence of graffiti writt<m in
permanent markers on doors instead. Graffiti,

how,~yer,

cannot be halted by these

measures, rather it excessively increases the pro~pect of more g~affiti as a
retaliation and challenge to the curbing measures employed by the authorities.
Apart from looking at graffiti as defacement, university authorities also sec
graffiti as smearing the honourable picture and imnge of a 'sacred' place [the
:)

university] with vulgarity. Therefore, graffiti should be eradicated to maintain the
'sacred' status. In this sense, graffiti directly attacks the university ideologies by
making itself present in this restricted place. It should be noted that, in Thailand,
'private' university and 'state' university do not share the same status as higher
educational institutions. Thais believe a state university is more privileged,
'higher' in the social order, aristocratic and honourable becau':;e it belongs to the
government or the monarch. Private universities, by contrast are othcred as
'lower' than state ones because private universities belong to a 'commoner' and
have been set up to service students who fail the national entrance examination
whereas state universities keep their scats for students who are 'creme of the
creme' only. Thailand is a country in which the absolute monarchy has been the
central force of the political system for seven centuries and crentes one important
clement in this system which is the differentiation between the aristocrat as 'high'
people and the commoners as 'low'. Moreover, the first univerJity in !he country
was set up by the monarch. Thus, the honour and the sacred sphere that the state
university holds directly results from the fact that it once belonged to the 'higher'
class.

My argument is, Thai universities, despite the tight control by the government,

' forces fight over
have become a highly contested terrain where two competitive
'territory and space. Thai students, under what appears to be tranquil and obedient
manners, have long staged a silent protest against the auth~ritarian power of
university administration through graffiti produced in the university space. Their
i~f>iptions,

function as student resistance, reveal unmasked

~ntiments,

hidden

facts and repressed wishes deemed taboo by the society and th~: . univcrsity. l11eir
writing discloses truths that are denied. From this perspective, th~re must be some
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mechanisms preventing students from their legitimate communicative outlets and
opportunities and predisposing them to graffiti.

From the perception of graffiti as defacement including authoritarian expectations
toward proper conducts from Thai students, student graffiti has been demonized
and largely ignored by ed·c~cational authorities and academic circles. Graffiti, in
the Thai context, relates to shame, sex and indecency, and these are taboo issues
that Thai society sees a need to cover up. For Thai people, these topics should not
be brought inti! the light or be subjected to any discussion but should remain
hidden. Similar to a worldwide perception regarding graffiti, Thai also see graffiti
as mindless writing done by mindless or deviant people. Thais have their own
way to avoid things they need to cover up: they acknowledge the existence of
graffiti but are unwilling to recognize it or pretend it has not existed before. By
this mechanism, graffiti in Thailand has been kept 'hidden' for such a long time.

These attitudes deny the fact that student graffiti provides alternative source of
information on social values and thoughts of students. Taking a closer look at
student graffiti may reveal some strategies that help lessening student problems
and understanding needs and frustration within academic institutions. The
examination of student graffiti would be able to explain the cultural and
ideological dilemma that occurs within the Thai universities and society.

During the years that I have spent in universities in different parts of Thailand I
have created a large collection of student graffiti. Collecting this material led me
to speculate; why do students select these unconventional channels as their venue
of communication? What needs are srJtisfied by writing graffiti? What motivates
them to engage with graffiti and what senses do they gratify through this
forbidden communication activity? Why do the great majority of these writing
deal with taboo subjects and finally, is there an interrelatedness between this
writing phenomenon and Thai culture?
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These questions above need an integrated answer that requires a re-examination
of the Thai society and Thai universities as the bedrock of the Thai graffiti.

The ~lgnificance of the study: why campus graffiti in Thailand?
The purpose of this research is to begin to explore and investigate the student
graffiti subculture from a communication perspective. In particular, I have chosen
to examine graffiti as an unsanctioned communkative opportunity and channel
for Thai university students in three Thai universities. My major concerns in this
study are; why Thai students choose to write graffiti and what needs they gratify
through the writing. This study explores graffiti as a communicative opportunity
and channel for student groups in three universities in three different parts of
Thailand,

considering

student

graffiti

as

channel

of expression

and

communicative outlet. It clearly suggests that graffiti bas long been used as a
means of communication among student groups who are keenly aware of the
communicative opportunities and freedom offered through graffiti. The campus
graffiti phenomenon points out a need to a re-examination and a re-evaluation
over this matter. This dissertation works to show the connection between the need
to communicate and the sociocultural dynamics and taboos surrounding it.

The exploratio:1. of campus graffiti is a key to the better understanding of the
communication process and needs relating to Thai student' s life as a me'mber of
an organization where students are at the end of the hierarchical ranking and
voices of students are always unhear-d. Campus graffiti examination reveals the
struggle of an underrepresented group living under hegemonic conditions and
culture.

Finally, this current study adds to a new body of knowledge as its centra! goal is
to analyze student graffiti as a channel of communication which hns been yet
uncovered in Thailand.
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Research nims: what arc lobe achieved in this thesis
Research aim I: This study aims to examine the characteristics of campus graffiti
in Thai universities, organized by category, theme, graffiti type, form, writing
pattern, medium or tool used, content and interaction pattern, as to understand
and illuminate the intricate ways of Thai students' graffiti experience.

Research ain1 2: The understanding of the significance of campus graffiti in Thai
universities must be achieved. The emphasis is on the study of the functions, the
use and gratification of campus graffiti in order to understand how Thai students
employ this medium and what do they derive from using graffiti as to release and
unmask their feelings and desires.

Research aim 3: I aim to discern the underlying social, cultural and sub-cultural
meanings in student graffiti. If graffiti serve as a releas\: of suppressed thoughts
and needs, the investigation of the underlying meanings'of student graffiti could
reveal some elusive aspe::ts of Thai society yet remained undiscovered. The
underlying meanings or student graffiti might re\'eal to.,us the answer of why
graffiti is a punitive action in Thai society.

Each research question needs a distinct but integrated

',\

resc~'rch method to address

"

each aim and to fonnulate answers. These nrc nccomplish~d
,, through the usc of
three approaches namely; Berelson's framework of content analysis, semiotics
and adolescent's media usc and gratification method(\logy including the
reviewing or key literature on graffiti. The three rcse~rch goals offer this thcsis an
inspection on the main elements in communication, that arc, the students as
senders, graffiti inscriptions as message and channel and the Thai society and
university as the communicative situations.

'

"

"',,,\
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Structure of the thesis: how the thesis is organized
In order to show how graffiti acts as -tin avenue of youth expression, I h¥ve
organized this thesis into eight related chapters.

Chapter One: Introduction, which describes and introduces graffiti from sever~!
perspectives. It raises important questions as it seeks to establish the framework
of this study; why Thai students resort to graffiti, what communkative needs and
goals are satisfied through grafiiti and what life circumstances predispose
students to reveal their sentiments in the most unlikely place such as toilet. In this
chapter, graffiti is introduced as obscenity mostly unfavourable in Thai society
that seeks ways to conceal it.

Chapter Two: Literature Review provides a review of the relevant literature. It
looks at student graffiti and offer points of view researchers perceive this
phenomenon. Since many scholars give different points of views of why people,
especially student and young people, write graffiti, these are conceptualized in
this chapter as well. It offers an exal"ination on graffiti being communication and
an outlet of expression since the aim of this thesis is to seek why students choose
to use graffiti as on avenue of communication within educational institutions.
Finally, a communicative model of graffiti as communication is concretized to
explain and present student graffiti as a type of human communication.

The methodology used to conduct this research is described in Chapter Three ..
The content analysis framework developed by Berelson (1971) is also described
in this chapter, this framework affords a theoretical

~nd

systematic guide to the

categorization of graffiti data. This chapter also explains how graffiti data arc
co11ected. The Graffiti Record Index Sheet is introduced os the major tool to
collect the data from three universiti-es in Thailand. This chapter also discusses
the measures, problems and delicate issues surrounding the conduct of
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approaching and interviewing graffitists as graffiti remain a taboo topic in Thai
society. Apart from Bcrclson's framework of content analysis, Arnett's (\995)
framework of six communicative needs among youth is adopted to explain
student communicative needs in communication tenns. I have relied on Fiske's
(1991) construction of meaning in communication. It is applied to the
examination of hostile graffiti inscriptions as the meanings in hostile graffiti thus
created from some major characteristics and point of views of the Thai society
that could perplex people who do not communicate in Thai.

Chapter Four is a narrative study of Thai cultural formation beginning with an
analysis of the cultural bedrock of Thai culture that originates from BuddhistBhrarnunist philosophies that sustain the political system and later develops into
the Thai characteristics. This chapter also describes the beliefs, social values and
social taboos as a background of understanding the Thai graffiti issue.

Chapter Five reports and examines the findings and discussion on student graffiti
from three Thai universities. The graffiti data from the three Thai universities in
different parts of the country reveal the dominant issues found in student-graffiti.
It is presented in live themes with sub-categories: hostility, university issues,
social issues, sexual issues and personal issues. It shows that student graffiti in
Thailand is mostly used as a studenl weapon to attack, insult and discriminate
against the educational institutions, university authorities, individuals and the
'outgroups' such as homosexual males and ethnic groups.

Chapter Six studies the graffiti senders and rc~eivers. This chapter seeks to
answer why Thai students resort to graffiti and what their communicative
purposes are. In this chapter, two groups of student·graffitists give their voices
and their reasons they use graffiti and reveals their life and social situations,
especially within universities, that predispose them to graffiti.

Chapter Seven examines the hostility found as a dominant issue in student graffiti
in relation to the Thai society and some major Thai point of views. The finding
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reveals that the Thai hostility center on three main elements: the father status, the
dog and the buffalo as these represent power, superiority and inferiority and that
Thai use these three elem<:nts as an insult and hateful discourse.

Chapter Eight draws togeth~r the argument, concludes the thesis and provides
suggestions for future research. The conclusion of this thesis posits that graffiti

will remain a communicative channel of Thai students despite the coming of
communication technology such as the internet and that graffiti is a youthful tool
used to break the taboos inscribed in TI.ai culture and ut the same time attack and
resist authoritarian power.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter reviews the key literature that specifically illuminates the student
graffiti phenomenon in Thailand. However, the books relating to the study of the
Thai cultural formation that underpins the Thai graffiti phenomenon is described
separately in Chapter Four. The chapter is devoted to literature relating to graffiti
and Thai graffiti in pursuit of my argumcflt that graffiti is an outlet of
communkation for students who have several wasons for using graffiti as their
preferred means of communication. This chapter is organised in three parts:
graffiti as communication providing a graffiti-as·commmtication model as the
framework of this study, the issue of youth

margin~lization

and resistance on the

part of students and the Thai graffiti phenom(:non as an ignored social
phenomenon in Thai studies. The first part of this chapter focuses on three studies
devoted to graffiti, The Handwriting On The Wall: Toward A Sociology And
PJychology Of Graffiti written by Abel and Bucl:ley (1977), Graffiti As
Communication: Exploring The Discursive Tensions Of Anonymous Text by

Rodriguez and Clair (1999) and Rodriguez's Graj}ili As Organizational
Communication: An Extension Of Organizational Culturo~ Theory lllusti'Oted At
An Urban American University (1994). Collectively these 'liritings sec graffiti as

a type of communication, especially the two works by Rodriguez who pays
attention to student graffiti which he sees as resulting from marginalization
within educational institutions. The concepts developed in these writings arc
applied to the graffiti analysis in this study. The second prut draws upon the
concept of power and resistance proposed by Foucault in Polilic.r, Philosophy,
Culture (1988), Govemmenlalily (1991), Power/Knowledge (1980) and in his
Discipline and Punish (1995). This section also looks upon this concept of power

and marginalization in Rodriguez and Clair's Graffiti As Commrmicalion {1999)
and Nwoye's Socia/ls.wes On Wa/1.1·: Graffiti In University Lavatories {1993)
that relate student graffiti with the concept of communicative .>truggles of
marginalized groups in mainstream society. A definition of marginalization is
also analyzed in this part. The third part reviews the Thai graffiti phenomenon
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Thai society and seeks to explain why some writings

mentioned in the first chapter: "Activity Cool" (2002) and Vorapanyasakul's A

St11dy Of Signification And Performance Of Idiomatic Sticker ( 1996) sec graffiti
as cultural pollution from the West and not part of traditional Thai culture.

Graffiti ns communh:ation and outlet of expression

Abel and Buckley ( 1977) in 1/andwriting On The Wall and Rodriguez and Clair
(1999) in Graffiti A.v Communication firmly point out that graffiti is a
communicative and purposeful act. This contrasts strongly with the mainstream
opinions that see graffiti as a criminal act, a fonn of vandalism and a form of
social violence. Abel and Buckley's assumption is based on the theory of human
communication and the psychological need to communicate and that individuals
will seck an outlet for communication when freedom of communication is
forbidden one way or another. This statement of graffiti as communication is also
supported at1d detailed by many scholars such as Aguilar (2000), Cole (1991),
Gross and Gross (1993), Nwoye (1993), Reisner (1974) and Scheibel ( 1994).
These

vvriters share one important point: graffiti acts as a venue of

communication for some groups of people who have fewer choices and little
communicative opportunities in their collective lives because of their social,
economic or political status. Aguilar (2000) focuses on the Chicano, Spanishspeaking youth gangs who arc an etlmic and minority group within American
society. Cole (1991) proposes that female students who are considered the 'muted
ones' in a mule-dominated society tum to graffiti as their channel of
communication to share intimate problems with other women. Nwoyc (1993)
studies Nigerian students who usc graffiti to display their opinions when they are
suppressed by political forces. Scheibel (1994) suggests that students vvrite
graffiti when they are faced with tension, alienation and loneliness in their lives.
These writings all suggest that for young people, graffiti becomes their alternative
when they fall into a stnge ofunderreprcscntion, or into situations where no other
legitimate channels of communication are offered or available leading to a
situation when their voices are unheard.
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When discussing the communicative purposes of graffiti, Abel and Buckley
(1971) show that even ancient Greek and Roman people, behaved in a similar

fashion to their modem counterparts and used graffiti to communicate, to confirm
their beliefs and self-existence and also to intimidate others. The authors
elaborate that graffiti is used in some hospitals as a way to communicate between
patients who share psychiatric problrms and doctors (p. 12). Many writers share
this assumption. Brongersma (1990), Reisner (1974), Tanzer (1939) and Varone
(1991) similarly state that historical graffiti found in ancient cities (e.g., in

Pompeii, Rome, Egypt, and Athens) functions as a means of communication.
Clabaugh (2000), Fleming (1997), Mooney (1996), Muscat (1999) and Plesch
(2002) show that, ancient graffiti could be found in ancient ships, windmills,
tombs, prisons, chapels and churches throughout the world. All of these writers
agn:e with Abel and Buckley's assumption that graffiti is communicative and
purposeful. For e:<amplc, Tanzer (1939) finds out that the people of Pompeii used
graffiti as a greeting. Onyshkevych (1998) posits that ancient graffiti has magical
and ritual purposes intended for animal hunting and religious ceremonies.
Fleming (1997) and Plesch (2002) have both studied Medieval and Renaissance
graffiti for its religious intent and collcur that graffiti acts as a votive offering.
Reisner (1974) suggests that the Roman, the Mayan, the Aztec and the Egyptians
also produced graffiti in temples and tombs for religious purposes. Apart from
serving religious goals, graffiti also functions as an emotional release.
Brongersma (1990) and Tanzer (1939, p. 83) provide examples of ancient graffiti
that contains obscenities, sc:<ual insult,

g~neml

insult and homosc:<ual content,

arguing that this constitutes a form of emotional release. These findings help to
support the assumption of Abel and Buckley that people usc graffiti to
communicate and e:<press their thoughts and feelings and that graffiti is
meaningful.

The

most

important

point

underlying this 'ommunicative

phenomenon is that graffiti fom1s a basis for sdf-expression and delivers an
opportunity and an outlet for pecrple, who lind walls as a medium of
communication, to unload their minds and thoughts.
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The long practice of graffiti writing activity affinns the creation of a sphere of
communication necessary to all levels of social members. Not only docs it show
the striving of people to communicate but it also confirms that there is a deeply
rooted need for it. Graffiti, by its very nature, exposes the compulsion to express
uninhibited thoughts, desires and other interests usually forbidden for public
communication by convention or regulation. Graffiti also plays an integral role in
venting negative emotions when peopJ.c are aroused by fear, anger and hatred, or
live under some hegemonic conditions and cannot find legitimate outlets of
expressions or are forbidden to do so by authorities or social custom. Petcet
(1996) and Stein (1993) concur that people without political freedom tend to
write graffiti as their way out of intolerable conditions, notable examples of
graffiti were found on the Berlin wall during the repressive communist regime
and in the Palestinian community in the occupied West Bank. People continue to
echo their political struggle, grievances and anger through graffiti.

As a type of human communication, graffiti is closely related to its host society
and its environment, Gross and Gross (I 993, p.l) argue !hill graffiti is the
visualization of the surroundings of those who produce it. Bro\l>il (1995),
Crummey (1998), Klofns and Cutshall (1985), Reisner (1974) and Taylor (1999)
shore 11 similar idea that gmffiti is important because it acts as a barometer
reflecting the society it is produced in, in short it reproduces the conditions of
everyday life. Significantly, graffiti offers a space lbr marginalized ideas,
thoughts and attitudes or things that Abel and Buckley (1977) tenn "the hidden
side of our society" (p. 21). The authors claim 'the hidden side' should be 'read'
as social manifestations, thus,

rcvc;~ling

the more rounded-picture of the society

and its members.

The importance of gruffiti-as-commu11ieation, according to Abel and Buckley's,
is that gwffiti, as hunmn communication, is a social product. It reveals insights
into the minds and concen(s or social members, uncovering the nature of a
I
society, its cultural and moptl attitudes because gral'liti is "no less a renection of
the ch11racter of a society than more polished nrtistic and literary works" (Abel
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and Buckley, 1977, p. 14). The writing of graffiti suggests a need to be free from
social prohibitions, tics and rules that confront people in their everyday lives.
Gross, Walkosz and Gross (1997), Rodriguez (1994) and Rodriguez and Clair
(1999) also recognize this importance of graffiti and share Abel and Buckley's
opinion that graffiti, as a medium without protocols and rules, offers an
unsanctioned chance to c:-;press any idea or feeling without fear.

Rodriguez and Clair (1999) conceptualize graffiti as communication that
represents communicative opportunities through the production of anonymous
te:-;ts. The key communicative benefit of graffiti is the anonymity and secrecy that
allows communicators to discuss any topic they choose and, in tum, anonymity
protects the communicators against arry form of retribution (p. 2). Rodriguez and
Clair state that graffiti bypasses the normal social communkative protocols that
govern other media such as television, radio and

ncwspap~rs.

The writing of

graffiti also challenges a number of other rules such as a<:cess, education,
familiarity with rules, e:-;pertise, communication competence and s"ei~l status to
the benefit of groups who arc normally

disadvanta~:ed

by the social rules they

challenge (p. 2).

Rodriguez (p. 209) suggests that an easy and anonymous access to the graffiti
medium continues to facilitate interaction in grafliti, in tum, enabling graffiti to
exist ns a fonn of communication that

underli~s

the mainstream literacy. To

summarize, the most important assumption that Able and Buckley and Rodriguez
share is that graffiti, as anonymous communication, is a channel and a
commuoicativc opportunity for a group of people who seck a medium or an outlet
to express certain ideas, opinions, sentiments and discourses that are, more or
less, forbidden, prohibitetl or sequestered.

Abel and Buckley first propose that graffiti is a product of a ''less talented
segment group of the society" (p. 14). Rodriguez and Clair elaborate this into a
concept that relate marginalized group to gr:~ffiti writing. According to Nwoye
(1993, p. 419), one such marginalized group is students but before dealing with
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this I wish to se1 out the conditions of the model of graffiti as communication that
J have discussed above.

A model or graffiti as communication

Graffiti is a complicated and tangled web of communication. Graffiti could
originate in several varying factors such as frustration, anger, boredom,
enjoyment or the need to express. The communicative goals of graffiti writers are
also varied: fun-seeking, the affinnation or self-existence, sexual partner-hunting,
emotional release or political involvement. Graffiti itself has few limitations, the
medium is free and needs no communicative protocols, it can be easily accessed
and it can offer unsanctioncd chances to express any idea without fear and
punishment.

In order to construct a model of graffiti as communication, I resort to the S-M-CR model proposed by Burlo (cited in Mcquail and Windhal, 1993) elaborating the
key aspects of the model:
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S-M-C-R MtiDEL
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MESSAGE
Graffiti may be

CHANNEL
Graffiti makes usc

RECEIVER
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may be identified

means: writing,

media such as door

anonymous or they
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scratching or
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Their
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interiors of

symbols. Graffiti
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graffiti content

buildings. Graffiti

receivers arc highly

and
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covers most taboo

channels arc highly

interactive, they
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topics and comes in

flexible and within

'respond' in vmious

several fonns such

reach or easily

ways such as

as a single word,

accessed by graffiti

replying, leaving

sentences,

writers.

names or t~lcphonc

quotations, chained

numbers, making

responses, pictures,

chained responses,

poems, names and

adding or crossing

numbers.

out words in the
pn:vious message.

Figure I
The SMCR model of graffiti as communication

Rodriguez (1994, p, 217) concludes that there arc varying reasons why people
resort to graffiti writing, and in summary these involve the need to express some
opinion, sentiment or feeling such as anger, boredom, frustration or a need to be
noticed but these needs are not allowed to be released through the mainstream
media Rodriguez adopts symbolic hneraction theory to explain that human
beings are "symbol creating, using and misusing species" who create
communication as a type of humnn interaction. Graffiti, thus, consti1utcs a
process of human expression, communication and interaction that exists to
replace a face-to-face interaction when this is not allowed or available (p. 228).
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Marginalization, student and graffiti
Nwoye {1993, p. 419) cites in his Soda/issues On Walls that, groups prohibited
from avenues of public expression will seck other outlets. One such group that is
often denied freedom of expression is the student population. The nm.~on of
university students as a marginalized group commented upon by Rodriguez and
Clair (!999) who state that marginalized people resort to graffiti because "they
are less opt to be provided with an open forum for their voices" {p. 2). 1l!ese
authors agree in the point that uniwrsity students become marginalized for thi·ee
reasons; they may lack access to mainstream communication outlets; they nrc
undcrrepre~ented

members within the structures of their educational institutions,

or they are repressed under some hegemonic conditions. Rodriguez and Clair
{1999), however, assert that this nmrginalized state is multi-layered. Within the
student groups there arc some sub-groups that become more marginalized and
discriminated against by other less marginalized groups. These groups, Rodriguez
and Clair state that arc homosexual male students and ethnic groups.

Hall {1999. p. 88) defines marginalization as the stage of being pushed to the
periphery of a culture or society. People that tend to be marginalized arc mostly
minorities and ethnic groups and tend to lack the freedoms and rights accorded to
the majority of citizens comprising a society nnd thus tend to suffer from
discrimination and alienation. Alfred (2001) states in Recunceptualizing

Marginalily From The Margins that the concept of marginality is used to describe
"individuals and groups who arc situated outside the margins of the majority
culture" (p. 1). The marginalized people arc often labeled and considered as
subordinate, outsider, deficient and arc classified as 'marginalized others'
{Alfred, 2001, p. 2). Pork (cited in Alfred, 2001, p. 3) conceptualizes a theory of
marginality that defines the status of being marginalized as individuals and group
thnt do not lit the mainstream culture. The social reasons for marginalization arise
because marginalized people possess what Park terms a 'cultural hybridization'
which means people who live between two cultures or two societies but arc never
completely fused in either oft he two societies or arc not accepted into one society
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(p. 4). Pankhurst (1999) reasons that a group or an individual becomes
marginalized because they are "put in their places" by a source of higher
authority (p. 2). From this stulcment, the concept of marginalization is perceived
to be based on one group possessing power over another group, and employs the
power to 'other' that group as other or as an outgroup. Pankurst conclude~ that
the relations between the 'dominant' group and the marginalized group is a
dyadic patnm-client relationship (p. 12). Hall {1999, p. 89) adds, marginalized
people arc differentiated from the mainstream society, they riskofbeing silenced
and carry risks of alienation. Rodriguez and Clair assert that the relationship is
about resistance and oppression between the dominant and the dominated (p. 4).

The notion of overpowering others is also mentioned by Alfred (200\), the author
suggests that marginalizrtion has certain social and psychological properties. The
social properties include the factors of differences and situations in which two or
more cultures share the same geographical area with one culture maintaining a
higher status than the other, thus, creating psychological properties that are
embedded in the marginal personality or feelings of inferiority (p. 4). The results
of being marginalized are portrayed through the absence of rights, freedoms,
access to rights and privileges and being socially segregated or excluded from the
mainstream. As Hall (\999) mentions, marginalized persons, stay at the rim of
the society, suffer from stress, stigmatization, ostracism and their needs arc allen
denied. Pankhurst (1999, p. 12) elaborates that access and political and judicial
rights are main clements that a marginalized group always lacks.

Student groups in a hierarchical and traditional culture like Thailand is another
group of people that arc often marginalized. This is also true of other cultures.
Nwoye (1993, p. 419) argues that students, especially in Third World countries,
are often denied rights, arc prohibited from public communication and nrc
excluded from decision-making even within their educational institutions.
Students, in some countries, are othcrcd by the authorities as agents who can
destabilize the government, thus, students are not allowed to involve themselves
in sociopolitical issues, are not allowed to make decisions in matters that affect
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the educational institutions or their Iives and arc not allowed to contribute to
public discussion on some topics such as politics (Nwoyc, 1993, p. 419). The
status of students as marginalized is portrayed through the way they arc othcrcd
as 'social enemies' who can disrupt the social order and the way they lack
freedom of speech nod outlets of communication. Nwoye further suggests that the
lack of channels of communications or access to any legitimate media, is caused
by the authorities who decide to deprive the student's of these outlets in which to
discuss their opinions and to articulate their sentiments.

In Social Issues On Walls, Nwoyc (1993) makes an argument that graffiti, often
dismissed by university authorities as vandalism and a danger to the status quo, is
an avenue through which students as a minority group, denied other legitimme
media, articulate their pent up social nod political concerns (p. 419). The author
argues that walls in university toilets all over the world and public places, are
used extensively for this communicative purpose (p. 420). The marginalized
status of students could be portrayed through several means, Nwoye asserts. In
the Nigerian case, within educational institutions, students are not given
legitimate media. If campus media exist, they are subject to a strict censorship by
the university (p. 419). Students as young people are faced with punishment and
fear if they freely articulate their opinions and political discussions in public and
are always silenced by fear and victimization. Moreover, the author suggests that
teachers may also be regarded as institutional authorities within university that
always deny and overlook the needs of students and act as another oppressive
group by using their power to silence students. The reason behind students'
marginalization, according to the author, is because they are perceived as
'antagonists' of the university and authority, such as the government believe they
will destobilizc constituted authorities (p. 438). Moreover, it is because the
educational institutions, in the Third World countries belong to the government,
that they constitute a "master-servant relationship between the university and the
government" (p. 421}. Thus, students who arc always in connie! with authorities
and the government me oppressed and are not given rights and freedom both in
and out of campus. Nwoyc's main argument is that, in this oppressive situation
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students resort to graffiti both on campus and in public places as a means of
protest nnd resistance to the oppression, and also to articulate their opinions
freely. Graffiti offers these chances in on unonymous way, thus, students can
nrticulme their views without fenr of punishment and sanction. By sharing the
same oppressive situntions, students become united through exchanging
conversations in graffiti. Graffiti is an expressive mode adopted by subgroups
that have been denied other avenues of self-expression that is the result of the
political atmosphere students have to face (p. 438).

Rodriguez and Clair suggest that witltin a group of marginalized people such as
students, may also employ graffiti to discriminate against other marginalized
groups, nnd thus oppress and create another subgroup. The subgroups that often
become the target of discriminntion arc homosexual males and coloured people.
Clair (cited in Rodriguez and Clair, 1999, p. 2) argues that marginalized group
usc homophobic and sexist discourse in graffiti to oppress, abandon and
intimidate others in order to silence other groups and gain a status of privilege
among other margin<~lizcd members. Graffiti, thus, <lets to perpetuate an
intolerant system if minority members usc graffiti to silence other marginalized
group.

Rodriguez and Clair condudc from their study that university students, as n
marginnlized group, usc graffiti for three reasons. One is for self-identity and
representation, students use graffiti to establish identity and in tum contest and
sustain relations of power. The second rcnson is to build a community to counter
student's subordinate position. The third is to discipline others through hostility,
violence and hatred (p. 17).

Other writers perceive youth gmffiti inn different way. Graffiti echoes rebellion
and the repressed state of mind of the youth

r.~oups

(Ferrel, 1995). Element

( 1996, p. I) recognizes this ns wdl, seeing gratTiti is the youthful searching for
acknowledgement from peers and public, which includes the need to find a voice,
fame, pride and fun. However, youth graffiti can be interpreted as a challenge,
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by adults. Concr.ming lhis, authorilies in many countries have declared

war on youth graffili. The reasons for this given by city authorities are that
graffiti is blight on the landscape, graffiti is vandalism and graffiti is a crime that
can intimidale other citizens. Authorities in many countries (e.g., in Australia, in
England and in America) hnve formed alliances with social groups such as police,
watch groups, communities and law enforcers who arc incorporated into the
graffiti wars (Cavan, 1995; Dealing with graffiti, 1997). Nevertheless, graffiti
still proliferates. even in places where authorities arc ncar such as in school and
university. Central to the light between adult and youth over )!;affiti is the
competition over rights, spaces and the freedom of expression. Youthful
resistance to oppression and controlling power is the main element embedded in
youth graffiti. The need for the authorities to maintain power is paramount in this
struggle with youth.
Power and graffiti: a Foucauldian pcrspedi\'C
l11e concept of po·;.,·er is explained by Foucault in his Govemmenlalily (1991, p.
89) as related to the 'art of government' that the author bases his notion of the art
of government and power on The Prince by Machiavelli that involves the issue of
the maintenance of the ruler's sovereignty over the state. According to the author,
it is in The Prince that the Machiavellian ort of government is defined as it
centers on the state, the reason of state and the Prince's ability to keep his
principality. The principality of the prince, according to Foucault, is acquired by
both inheritance and conquest but the ruler himself is not one part of his
principality. Foucault (! 991, p. 90) argues thnt the ruler remains external to his
power but is linked toil through the usc of violence, inheritance, treaty or alliance
of the prince, however, the power is fragile and is constantly under threat from
others who seck to capture the power from the prince and also from his subjects
who see no reasons to accept the prince's power and rules. Therefore, power must
be reinforced nod its excrdsc must be strengthened and, in turn. must protect the
principality of the prince (p. 90). The author asserts that, in order to develop the
strengthening of power, the prince needs some mechanisms to ensure the
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protection of his principality tlmt will link him to his territory and his subjects.
Foucault (p, 91) argues that thc urt of government is multifarious and that there
are several forms of govemnu.'f!t such as within a family and the relations
between teacher and student.

Foucault further elaborates the 'art of gov•:mmcnt' that relates to the concept of
power in his Governmcnlality (1991} and in Politics, l'hilosuphy and Cu//Jirc
( 1988) that the an of govcmmcnt, begun in early Modem Europe in early
sixteenth century, is the reason of the state, is rellective of the nature of the state
itself and is the manner of managing individuals or subjects. According to the
author (1988), to enable the state to consolidate and exercise its power, an agent
of power is needed. In Gmwmuenlclflty (1991, p. 87-88), the author states that
the art of government is problematic because it concerns some important points
relating to power: how to govern others, how to be governed, by whom the
people will accept being governed, how to become the best governor and by what
methods. To govern, according to Foucault (199\, p. 92) is to exercise power
towards the subjects, the wealth and behaviour of the people. This exercise the
author tcnns us a form of surveillance and attentive control. l'oucault (1991)
elaborates that the target of the prince's power are on two things: the territory and
the inhabitants that arc the foundations of principality and sovereignty. In order to
protect the sovereignty and principality, it requires submission and obedience
from the subjects (p. 95). In l'mver!Knowledge (1980), Foucault again asserts that
power could be fragile and dangerous if it is exercised through repression.
censorship, exclusion and blocknb'C (p. 59). The author also emphasizes his idea
of the usc of power as ~state apporatus to maintain itself, he notes that in order to
c~1ablish

a dictatorship, power must be kept sufficiently intact for it to be

employed against the enemy and the power must be maintained. In his

Power/Knowledge ( !980, p, 59·60), the author explains that it requires
'specialists' who arc acquainted with the usc of power and that specialists are the
bourgeoisie, but the power could be undermined by its counter-fotccs such as in
the form of revolutions.
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However, obedience and submission from the subjects under the prince could be
difficult to achieve since Foucault proposes that power of the prince is fragile and
could be under threat by his own subjects. In Politics, Philosophy and Culture
(1988), Foucault raises the issue of resistance as the relation of power, The author
posits, "where there is power, there is resistance" and "as soon as there is a
power relation, there is a possibility of resistance" (1988, p, 122-123). Power, in
this sense, is the law, or interdiction or institution and all are frequently met with
resistance (1988, p. 123). The author proposes that resistance exists as a
component in a power relation, resistance is ruther coextensive with power or is
the contemporary of power and functions to oppose power (1988, p. 122).
Foucault proposes two important points about power, one is that power is not
conceived as a 'property' or possession of a dominant class, state or sovereign but
as a 'strntegy' or mechanism they may deploy when needed. The other point
Foucault asserts is, laws, decrees and regulations are perceived as the instruments
of power that function as the wcnpons of sovereignty (1991, p. 98). According to
Foucault (1988), power, domination and resistance arc struggles between several
forces and are dynamic. Resistance, in his sense, is a relation of power. Like
power, resistance always exists in the same place as power, is multiple and is
exercised through strategies or mechanisms as well (1988, p. 142). According to
Foucault, power has mechanisms or strategies that make itself acceptable to the
majority when exercised legitimately. Smart (1983, p. 79) elaborates this concept
of the mechanisms of power that the mechanisms that legitimize power are
embedded in local, regional and material institutions and that these mechanisms
of power are articulated within the society and through the social order. Foucault
concludes that relations of power between individuals or as termed the art of
government of men could be seen in many forms whether large or small such as
the power of the bureaucracy over a population, power of men vver women or
power of adults over children (1988, p. 84). In Di.\'Cip/ine and l'unislr ( 1995),
Foucault elaborates his concept of disciplinary power to a greater extent that
power is also exercised on the 'body' of individuals as a strategy to govern
people through the body, gestures and behaviours as well. This type of power can
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extend and manifest itself in the fom1 of punishment, torture, pain ami rul~s
directly imposed on the body of individuals.

Discipline, Foucault asserts, is a mechrmism of power to manage the subjects or
the population (p. I 02). Foucault elaborates the concept of the disciplinary power
as a technique to govern and control things and individuals. In

l'olilics,

Philosophy und Culture (1988), the author rc!ntes this concept of disciplinary
power to the idea of the leader as a shepherd followed by o flock of sheep. The
leader, according to Foucault, wields power over his flock by guiding and leading
it to the grazing land under the condition that the flock has to obey to his will and
fo!!ows his orders (p. 61).

Foucault {1988, p. 102) suggests that discipline is

intertwined with sovereignty and government, this triangle has its primary target
as the subjects or the population and works as the mechanism of security to
maintain the power. From the disciplinary power and its exercise, nonns and
rules nrc derived nnd legitimized. From the norms and rules, nomm!ization is
created us a strutegy of power. To Foucault, school, family, hospital, factory and
city nrc places where power is exercised, the exercise of power through
disciplinary regime is to exert control over the body of individuals as human
subjects (1980, p. 58). This notion is closely related to the concept of
govemmcntality referred to in his Gowrnmcll/alily (1991) where he argues a
government exercises power with the aim to "slmpe, guide and affect the conduct
of persons" (p. 2). Foucault explains that it is the 'rotionalc of government' or
the art of government to "observe, monitor, s11ape and control the behaviours of
individuul situated within a range of social and economic situations such us the
school" (p. 4). According to Foucault (1980, p. 125) educational institutions ore
as a place where power is exercised in the form of discipline that succeeds in
"making children's bodies the objects of highly complex systems of manipulation
and conditioning". Power exccrcises itself through social order or social
productions well as through the bodies of individuals and people's attitudes, acts
and behaviours.
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lfwe apply Foucault's argument, graffiti can be seen as a mechanism of power
employed by youth groups as a form of resistance to authority that may be
regarded as a power group that uses laws, social prohibitions and other
institutions to exercise their power. The place where youth write graffiti is
symbolically a contested terrain where two relations of power meet. The way
Thai government places stringent rules and regulations upon students that center
on narrowing their behaviours ami censor their freedom of speech could be seen
as the 'art of government' cited by Foucault. The prince, according to Foucault,
requires submission and obedience from his subjects in order to protect his
sovereignty and principality which is fmgilc, the authorities in the Thai graffiti
case employ the same strategy. The underlying message in the strict rules placed
upon Thai students is the awareness that power could be overthrown if the
subordinates, here mean students, could also reach power. One such way to
subdue the subjects and make sure they will stay in line is to give them few
freedom, liberty and communication. Censorship and suppression has always
been used as the mcch[J]\ism to block freedom and rights of speech in Thailand.
Lotrakul (1985, p. s} confirms that during the l960s·l980s, student's freedom
and liberty in Thai higher educational institutions were restricted, political
discussion and expression was bannt!d, student's publications were ccn:;orcd or
crushed and student's gatherings were suppressed by force. The suppression and
censorship was legitimated by the conditions that student's movement
destabilizes the government, tarnishes the image of the country and is against the
government's policy. lotmkul (p. 41-43) also asserts that, during the periods of
military dictatorship, university students were likely to be killed by the
government and lived with fear and university itself could expel students in the
charge of being an antagonist to the government. This movement, however, is
discussed in the next chapter.

Foucnu\dian concept explains this case that the art of being the prince is to be
able to identify danger and to be aware that his power is continually under threat
from both the external and the internal (Foucault, 1991, p. 90). The author (1991,
p. 90} asserts that the prince must develop the art of manipulating relations of

so
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forces that allow him to ensure the protection of his principality. Foucault tenns
this kind of relationship as the relationship between the master and his slave or
disciple in which the master is the one who pronounces law, is the one who
censors and forbids and exercises his power through the Jaw of prohibition

(19~0,

p. 139). The use of press censorship and ban on rights and liberty on Thai
students by the dictatorial leaders could be explained by the Foucouldian
perspective as the exercise of power through its mechanisms that function to
control human bodies, acts and forms of behaviour (1980, p. 61). By disciplining
others through the discourse of prohibition, the leaders believe the counter-forces
from the subjects could be undermined. The student movement, according to this
perspective, is the challenge of power and its transgression. Rodriguez and Clair
(1999) elaborate Foucault's theory of power, they assert that communication
hegemony theory is about resistance and that graffiti is the result of the
construction of hcgemonk relations. Graffiti is how marginalized groups resist
the dominant relations of power that are exercised in the fonns of rules,
sanctions, prohibitions and punishment. Resistance

in the fonn of revenge, as the

reason behind youth gmtliti, is we\! documented and explained by severo\
writers. Gcason and Wilson (1990. p. 12) posit that because youth have a
tendency to stick together against the adult world. Ferre! ( \995, p.l} hypothesizes
youth graffiti as on attock and as a means to resisting constd!ations of leyul and
political authorities. In the uuthor's opinion, this resistunce and illlnek is both on
ideological and physical one: youth graffiti directly 'destroys'

property

ownership and challenges authorities by disrupting the prc·lilbricatcd visual
scope oft he society.

Marginalized people are often met with stress and feelings of inferiority (I hill,
1999). Thus, grafliti created by a mmginalizcd group is a means to transcend the
inferior feelings, the sense of powerlessness and vulnerability. Morrison, Young
and Young (1998, p. 2) hypothesize young gmffitists re-create a sense of power
and masculinity through writing graffiti so as to deny the neglect of parental
nurturing and the lack of social in-culcation. Lomas (1973), however, believes
graffiti is the result ofbdng neglected and is the expression o[' no angry protest.
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Apart from these reasons, Proctor {1991) also notes that, thrill and eKcitement
seeking is another reason young people use graffiti. Proctor (1991) hypothesizes
grnffitists as having a lower level of ego

dcvelopmen~

and tending to react with

frustrations and aggression. The author expands this finding by considering fun
and enjoyment in writing graffiti as a way youth deny and transcend feelings of

,,"
.·

worthlessness and defeat.

Cole (1991) theorizes that female students arc often marginalized as the 'muted
ones' in the patriarchal society. Although Kinsey, Pomeroy, Martin and Gerhard
{cited in Rodriguez, 1994, p. 43) report in 1953 that graffiti is the outlet of
suppressed sexual desires for both men and women, women are less inclined to
produce graffiti because they have greater regard for moral codes and
conventions. Kinsey eta! {cited in Rodriguez, 1994, p. 44) provide explanations:
women can find other outlets to release pressures, women fo!low the social
conventions and that erotic stimulation is less important to female sexuality than
romanticism. These assumptions arc favoured by several Inter graffiti scholars,
including Arlukc, Kutnkoff and Levin {1987), Landy and Steel (1967),
Loewenstlnc, Ponticos and Pa!udi (1982), Lucc.'l and Pacheco (1983), Otta
(1993), Rudin and Harless (1970), Otta and TeiKcira (\998) and Wales and
Brewer (1976). Their reports of graffiti indicate female students produce less
graffiti, especia\1y erotic graffiti. Graffiti by women tends to contain romantic
themes instead. However, later graffiti observers in the 1990s (e.g. Cole, 1991,
Gadsby, 1995 and Otta et al, 1996) defy previous studies that female students
write more graffiti, both erotic and romantic content. Fer women, as Cole asserts,
their status ns the marginalized 'muted ones', where public communication is
dominated by males, in graffiti functions as an open venue of exchanging
experiences and challenging the patriarchal system (p. 403).

Abel and Buckley (1971, p. 28), Dundcs (cited in Rodriguez, 1994, p. 45) and
Gadpail!c {cited in Proctor, 1991, p. 30) propose a

Freudill~l

psychoanalytic

perspective that suggests graffiti is related to infantile desires: graffiti is the
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release of repressed impulses since infancy and a vicarious substitution. With this
theory in mind, Abel and Buckley (1977, p. 41) explain that writing 'dirty' words
is the subterfuge for prohibited pleasures. Graffiti, according to the authors, is
where the ego finds an outlet to discharge the repression and tension and, in
return, gaining satisfaction. Discharging the negative emotions to other people is
anothe; w:;~y to gain a vicarious gratification.

Hateful graffiti among marginalized groups, apart from being an outlet of sexual
or infantile repressions, could be triggered by other varying causes:
powerlcssne~s,

boredom, protest, and the rigid campus environment.

Sanfior1~nzo

(1987) states that the classroom environment is one of the major reasons for
desktop graffiti because the rigidly structured environment of the classroom
imposes restraints on students. Ahmed (1981), Goikoetxea (1998), Klingman and
Shalev (2001) speculate that students usc graffiti as a social and political protest.
Rodriguez and Clair (1999) refer to the theory of power. According to the
authors, within educational institutions, a stratification of power exists to
segregate people, to empower some groups and to disempower other groups,
especially students. As power is always met by resistance, students under
hegemonic conditions react in several ways including graffiti, protest and riot.
Nwoye (1993) agree with Rodriguez and Clair (1999), groffiti is an expressive
mode of communication adopted by underrepresented groups with a need to
release suppressed communication.

However, the 'suppressed' topics in

educatioual institutions that could create hatred might include the issues of
grading, teacher~ and the academic system.

Kan (2001) and O'Peretti, Carter and McClinton (1997) adopt a matrix of youth
psychological troits to answer the question of hateful student graffiti. They cite a
combination of boredom, anger, rebellion and anti-social behaviours as the causes
of student graffiti. Young people exhibit rebellious attitudes against the society
by revolting against codes and orders and that schooling is 'boring' to most
youth. It must be noted that homosexual male students also produce graffiti from
a perspective of being marginali7.cd and living as :;~ minority group in the
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mainstream society. Graffiti facilitates their need to communicate within their

· grou;Js and functions as a coping mechanism (Inn ala and Emulf, 1992).

_ ;iTo sum, many writers agree that student graffiti is a silent protest from
marginalized members against both authority and educational institutions and that
student graffiti reveals student preoccupations and their true feelings that they arc
not allowed to release through the mainstream media,

However, it must be noted that many writers view student graffiti differently.
Wertham {cited in O'Pcreui, Carter and McClinton, 1997, p. 32} maintains that
graffiti is a part of youthful vandalism resulting from the desire to destroy.
Raywid and Oshiyama {2000) and Lomas (1973) also suggest that graffiti comes
from destructive wishes.

Graffiti in a Thai 'definition'
In order to look closer at the Thai student graffiti phenomenon and to understand
bow Thai students react to authority, control and power, it is better to first look at
some literature that chooses to speak about graffiti in Thailand. The explanation
of graffiti mentioned in these writings and the way Thai writers perceive graffiti
and discuss its origin leads to an understanding of why graffiti is judged

as

'demonic' in Thailand. The cultural conditions of Thai graffiti production,
however, is described in Chapter Four.

There is little \vrittcn about graffiti in Thailand. The two works that I refer to here,.
arc a journalistic article Activity Coo! (2002) and Vorapanyasakul's study of the
idiomatic sticker, A Study OJSignijlcution And Performance Of idiomatic Sticker
( 1996) where she also discusses graffiti. These two writings share two similar
points: on the origins of lbai graffiti and the 'definition' of toilet graffiti that
considered to be a youthful production.

:.r.

is
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two writinb's claim that graffiti in Thailand is a cultural influence from the

continuous

co~tnct

with the West, especially the USA. Vorapnnyusukul (1996)

reasons that Thni grnftiti is of Westcm influence since "writing graffiti is not in
our [Thai] culture" (p. 6). With regard to this assumption, she writes:
This writing behaviour we call grnffiti is influenced by the Western
societies und this practice is illegal in our [Thailand] country. Western
adolescents write graffiti to express sexunl needs. Those who write
graffiti nrc called grnflitists in English lnngunge, to whom psychologists
confirm graflitists arc dcvinnts and nrc ubnormul. Since this prnctice does
not exist in our culture, therefore, Thni people do not write gmffiti (p. 6).
Activity Cool agrees with Vornpanyasnkul. The unidentified writer claims thnt

graffiti was 'brought' into Thailnnd during the 1990s ("Activity Cool", 2002, p.
18). However, the writer makes a clenr distinction between aerosol graffiti 'art'
and 'non-art' graffiti: 'grnffiti art' is art because it is called art in the Western
world. TI1e writer speculates that the 'non-nrt' wall writing that is usually found
in toilets nnd public walls in lbni!and is not art because it is 'vulgnr' (p. 18).
However, the tcm1 "gmffiti" in Tbaibmd is still problemntic. Vorapanyasakul
refers to this term as toilet graffiti whereas in Activity Cool, this term refers only
the sprayed painted graffiti that is culled graffiti nrt in the Western world.

Another writer Sawangcbot in his TeeJlagers and Marginality (in Goranandhakul,
ed, 2002) chooses to mnke the term grnffiti inclusive und include the sprayed
painted one, us a cultural bagguge influenced by the world hip hop cult that is
promoted in Thailand as n youthful fashion trend. However, the writer snys very
little about graffiti as such and docs not mention other genres of graffiti in
Thailand.
The notion of looking at grnfliti, especially 'non-art' one, us vulgarity in the two
writings arises because graffiti involve topics and issues that most Thni people
frown upon, especiully sexunl matters including homosexunlity. According to
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most Th;1is, these topics arc considered as 'lowly', too low to be brought up for
any kind'-::,of discussion. This notion is subtly represented in these two writings,

"
"

Aclivily c'qot refers to 'non-art' graffiti as "a work by cursed hands and minds" (p

. 18). In

thi~\.writing,

.

the author argues, ''young people should be advised that the

scratches on·:: the wall and the sprayed message in public places nrc junk and dirty,

'

Thai youth si\ould consider this well and choose not to be the cursed and evil

'

hands" (p. 18)~~,From this position, the vulgarity of graffiti mentioned in the two
1
writings means \¢irl'iness' or pollution. According to this notion, this 'dirtiness' is
not something tli;1t is phgued by germs but signifies emotionally soiled situations
•.1

characterized by 'lowliness, sexuality and obscenity that Thais deem as 'dirty
......

issues'. Graffiti, a\\rcgarded in the Thai literature, is not 'dirty' because it is n
blight on the city lari~·Jscape but it becomes dirty because of the 'dirty' messages it

'

exposes. The dirtineh in the graffiti message is that graffiti mainly revolves
around sexual matteJ\ that most middle class Thais regard as 'dirty'. Thais

'

notions of sexuality as dirtiness is analyzed in greater detail in Chapter Four.
\\

''

The most important

poi~i\.in

this review is that the two writings, apart from

.1•

mentioning that graffiti is '~'irty', develop the argument that graffiti is a form of
cultural pollution from the

W\~st.
. Vurapnnynsaku! writes, "this writing practice is

not in our culture" (p. 6). Acii'l'ity Cool agrees with this point, and claims that

\\

"although graffiti bas been broui;ht into Thailand around ten years ago but it only

"

became popular recently, during. the past two years" (p. 18). Renders nrc
constantly reminded in these two

.\

\~Titings that graffiti has been 'imported' into

'

the country, and is not a Thai invcntid11. This notion suggests a Thai ambivalence

\,

towards the West, although the country\~as developed itself according to Western
developmental plans and models and

relic~

on Western technological progress for

its economic development. However it cho~-i~s to blame the West for the changes
in the country that it does not wish to sec.

Si~~~c graffiti is regarded as dirty and

vulgar, the country seeks an explanation to

explai~

its C);istcnce. Vorapnnynsnkul

•

makes it obvious that the West should be blnmed':for bringing graffiti into the
country that was 'decent' before the coming of the Western cultural mores and

•

attitudes. From the author's standpoint (p. 6) "graffiti W'riting is not in our culture

\1

'.I

\
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and Thai people do not do [write sexual graffiti] this", she clearly makes her
argument on the common Thai belief that Thailand is a puritanical and moral!y
de~ent ~ountry

that is lured and destroyed by a sexual immorality imported from

the West during the Modernization period. Graffiti, thus. is a cultural pollution
thnt Thai youth imitate. Chnrconwongsak (1996, p. 105) simply explains that this

'

is typical Thai hypocrisy. He reasons that Thai society has a char!ir.teristic where
"the country dares not to accept the truth that exists in the society\:and it tries to
conceal it by

~heating itselfthnt the things do not really exist" (p.\) 16). One of

the 'cheating' techniques that the author mentions is to create a substitute
punishment on something else or blame someone that is unable to defend
themselves (p. 116). For example, Thais tend to 'blame' spirits or other
supernatural power when bad luck occurs, or when an accident, illness,
catastrophe or misfortune befalls them. Thais seek to explain the misfortunes in a
typical Thai way, these arc caused by the doing or the vengeance of spirits, ghosts
or deities. The belief that graffiti is the bad by-product resulting from the

~on tact

with the West is obviously a technique where Thai blame the West The Thai
ambivalence toward the West is detailed in Chapter four.

However. it is because Thais perceive graffiti

!>5

lowly that they decide to cover it

up both literally and figuratively, by preventing any attempt to study or examine
it. The result of this neglect is that there is very little Thai graffiti literature and
information on the subject despite the extent of the phenomenon, especially in
universities and other places where youth congregate. The existing material is
incapable of affording a rich data source on this phenomenon. Vorapnnyasakul
does not identify clearly the date when graffiti, as the by-product of the West,
began to appear in Thailand but generalizes. Aclivily Cool brieny suggests graffiti
was 'imported' during the 1990s. Thls statement suggests that there is a gap in
the recounting of the history of graffiti: what happens to graffiti before the
1990s? It is difficult to be precise but many Thai people suggest that there was
'non-art' graffiti on public walls especially within Bangkok for many decmles
prior to the 1990s. Most of it is I!Ssociated with the male vocational school
students. The study of Thai male vocational school students by Wongthanapa
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(1996, p. 21) confinns that technical school mule students develop a habit of
using aerosol spray to write graffiti on public walls to mark territory and to insult
their rivals. However, the author does not elaborate much on graffiti. This lack of
knowledge and literature clearly confinns the fact that graffiti has been
overlooked, neglected or 'censored' in some ways for decades within the Thai
society. Chapter Four narrates why graffiti is 'censored' in the Thai society.

CONCLUSION
This chapter provides three perspectives important in the understanding of Thai
graffiti: the concept of graffiti-as-communication, the concept of mlll'ginalization,
power and the student and the perception of gmffiti in Thai literature which sees
graffiti as a foreign cultural import that has polluted Thai society. These
perspectives constitute the framing devise for the analysis of Thai campus graffiti
inscriptions. My argument is that graffiti acts as an outlet for communication for
groups of people in a marginalized stage and that Thai university students are
marginalized and disempowered in several ways.

The Thai student graffiti analysis, in the following chapters, draws upon the
above concepts discussed in this chapter. In the next chapter, 1 describe Thai
sociocultural characteristics that are the bedrock of the country thm will lead to
the explanation of its graffiti phenomenon and give an answer why graffiti, that
mostly covers sexuality and aggressiveness is taboo in the society. The next
chapter also details Thai student resistance to authorities that is the result from
the sociopolitical climate and fonnation of the country.
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CHAPTER 3: MATERIALS, METHODS AND TECHNIQUES

This chapter outlines the methodology used in this study. It details the materials,
tools :;~nd techniques employed in the daw collection and reviews the literature
relating to my methodological

appro:;~ch.

This chapter also discusses the

limitations and problem solutions during the data gathering procedure, as tt::c
issue of graftiti is delicate within Thai society.
METHODOLOGY
Subjects and setting: three Thai

uni~·crsitics

as sampling sites

As the study focuses on cmnpus gramti in Thailand, universities arc chosen as
data collection sites. I have selected, for this study, three Thai universities for
three reasons: the accessibility for duta collection within the three subject sites,
all the subject sites could be representative of Thai universities and all the subject
sites possess unique campus characteristics. For snfcty and ethical reasons, names
of the three u~ivcrsities arc not published, codes arc used to refer to these
subjects instead. I sbnll give a brief discussion on the three sites as follow

ScUings: A, 8 and C Uni\·crsily

A University is in

Ban~kok,

the capitul ofllmiland. A is n lnrge, governmental

university and is one of the leading Thai universities in acadcmk, competence
and reputation. JJ Univt:rsity is in a Northeastern province of Thailand (name of
the province could not be revealed). This university is a large, govcrnmcntnl
university that ofii!rs most scats to Northeastern ;1udcnts first C University is a
privntc uniwrsity in a suburban province of llangkok
could not be published).

(n~mc

of the province
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Both A and B arc 'limited admission public universities' among other eighteen
public universities in the country. The 'limited admission public university' in
Thailand means it accepts students annually and students have t(· successfully
pass the nmional university entrnnce examination held annually in April by the
Minisuy of University Afl'nirs. The admission depends on the score student-ascandidates achieve in the entrance examination which is highly competitive.
!'ublk universities have limited admission and scats nrc available for
approximately 250,000 candidates throughout the country. The average score is
500 but students who fail the entrance examination or have low scores can enroll
in private universities. Normally, it takes lbur years for n bachelor's degree after
three years compulsory of upper secondary education. Higher education is under
the responsibility of The Ministry

or Education

(MOE) and The Ministry of

University Aflhirs (MUA). Universities, private and public. arc under the MUA
(Education In Thailand, 1997).lt must be noted that 'public' universities, in Thai
context, predominantly means 'limited admission universities'. There arc two
other 'open' public universities in Thailand, the 'open' j!Ublic universities accept
stud~nts

ut every age level without having to puss the national entrance

examination. However, open unh·crsitics do not meet the Thai society
expectation thnt emplmsi7.es on the value of 'good education in the best
universities brings a successful life'. This social

e~pectation

is obviously based

on academic competition and the 'name' of a few prestigious universities. Open
universities, in Thai context, arc for students who could not pass the national
entrance examination and could not afford private universities. Most major
limited admission public universities situate in B;mgknk. To reduce the
educational gap between Bangkok :md other cities, there nrc major regional
universities in major cities in the three parts of the count!)·: the North, the
Northeast and the South that have a quot."l

~ystcm

i11 acCL'[)tiny regional

~·tudcnl~

!irs\ (Tanghoongam, \986).

Belonging to the state, limited public universities arc linancially supported by the
govemment. Funding from the govcnunent is the main source of income whereas
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come from tuition fees, revenues from academic scrvkes and

income from propeny. Thus, all fees in public universities arc sci as the minimum
rmc in order lo on'cr chances for studenls from lower socioeconomic status
(Educational ln Thailand, 1997, p. 163). Private universities, rely fully on lhe
incnme on tuition l'ccs, thus they set the fees much higher than those in public
unin:rsitics. As a consequence, private universities nffer better campus
conditions and l(lcilities to students (e.g., air-conditioned classroom, new and airconditioned donnitory, more parking lots and more computer labs). Thus students
in private universities have to pay a much higher tuition fees than open and public
universities.
The three different subjects represent three dill'crcn\ groups of students suitable
lbr this study. Wales and Brewer (1976) comment on choosing different schools
as study subjects: dill"crent locations represent different socilJeconomic levels
rdkcting the communities the schools serve. llowevcr, the socioeconomic levels
in Thai society

;~re

not confounded with race. Thcrclbrc, racial differences arc

excluded when the socioeconomic levels of the subjects arc counted. The
dill"crences within the

stud~nt

groups in the three universities arc that students in

the three universities come from

din~rcnt

socioeconomic background. Students in

H University mostly come from Northeastcm provinces, students in A come from
Bangkok 1111d from nll over the country and most of the students in C come from
B1mgkok and its smrounding province;·. 1he S\lciocconomic k:vcl in Thailand
differs from province to province. Bangkok, as the capi1al of the country, hilS the
highest standard ol' livint; with the highest economic prosperity. Bangkok
economy requires a brge numhcr of hllmur and people from all pans of the
country migmtc to Hangkok to be one part of i1s work force. Most of the bluecollar and low-puid jobs arc met by people from the Northeastern part of the
country known as h1ll"ing the lowest standard ol' living and the highest mte of
pol"cny. Nonhcastcrn regional public universities. especially B University, offer
must SCi11S to Nonheastern students first thrliLgh the quo1a system with the
i:
purpose that education will enhance regional S!nhility. The socioeconomic status
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and level differ greatly among A, B and C University: C University students
possess a much higher socioeconomic status and B has a much lower level.

Moreover, the settings and the environments of the three uniwrsitics grL>atly
di!Tcr from each other. B University is very large whereas Cis the smallest and A
is a mct!ium-size university when compared to B. Both A and C situate in the city
mea. The campus life and student integration into campus life di!Tcr within the
three subject sitc's: Students in A ant! B, especially in B, lmve a stronger fraternal
relationship as the universities and senior students emphasize seniority and
student relationships through rituals, sports and university ceremonies students
have to

participat~o:.

Younger

~·tudent~

have a close relationship with senior

students who arc called as 'brothers' or 'sisters', they act as mentors for new
students. It must be noted that there is a strong collective consciousness and a
spiritual bondage within student groups in public universities. This relationship is
formed by rites of passage organized by the university and senior students with
the goals to integmte new students, create relationship within student groups and
instill university ideologies. However, this is different in C University. As a
private university where students do not lmvc a collective nnd shared sentiments
or ideology because these arc not emphasized, students do not feel 'al\achcd' to
the university or peer groups. The 'brotherly' relationship rarely exists in private
universities since the university docs not emphasize or organize ceremonies or
rituals that could tic students together. Students, especially in B University,
mostly liw in sharL'd on-campus dormitories. Thus, their campus life and
personal life is shaped much by peer innucncc and the university. The innucncc
of peer groups docs not have much effect on student life in C University as
students spend lillie time in campus. However, it is in(; University that some
students form themselves into radng-car gangs because they come from well-lotio families di!Terent from students in B University. Students in A aw mow
indcpcndenttlmn B University studcnts but also rely upon peer groups. Students
in A and C University do not live in on-campus dom1itorics as both univcrsitb
arc in the city an:a.
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These difl'erenccs huvc been considered to ensure sampling varimion. Some
important dcwils arc discussed in the analysis chapter. However, it must be noted
that some details of the three subject sites arc exempted li-om discussion in this
study for ethical and safety reasons. Regarding this, I shall not illustrate any
specific detail that could lead to the name~ and locations of the three universities.
Pictures

th~t

could be related to the disclosure of the names and locations of the

three sites nrc not to be attached in this thesis.

Methodological approach anti resca reb tlcsign

This thesis focuses on three main research goals. The first one is to
characteristics and comcnt of Thai campus

~rnffiti

c~amine the

organized by cat<•gorimtion.

The second is to answer why Thai students usc graffiti as their communication
channel. The final aim is to study how groftitl portrays the picture of the Thai
society by looking at the construction of meanings in the graffiti inscriptions.
Thus, models of nn:tlysis allowing such examinations

nr~

required. The three

purposes attempt to deliver an analysis of graffiti as a comnJUnieation 'S-M-C-R'
rnodcl that is constructed from the main mgumcnt of this thesis that graffiti is
communication. The first goal of examining the gmftiti content and gruftiti
phenomenon is the study of the 'M' and the 'C' elements of the communication
model: the message and the channel. The second is the exarnination of tile'S' and
the 'R': the senders nnd receivers of the gmiTiti, here means students who take
both roles. ·n1e final goal answers to the society that creates and shapes the
grafliti communication, it yields a closer analysis into the four clt:ments of the
model.

In order to

an<~l)"lC

the graffiti content, I have chosen the content analysis

framework mentioned by Bcrelson ( 1971) to analyze my graffiti dat:1. Kaplan
(cited in Bcn:lson, 1971, p.\5) refers to this

tcchniqu~

as it ''allcmpts to

characterize the meanings in a given body of discourse in a systcnmtic and
quantitative fashion". Kaplan nlso confirms that the aim of this technique is to
provide "a

quantit~tivc

classification of a given body of content, in terms nf a
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•nd tcdmiqucs

~ategories

devised to yield data relevant to 5pL'cilic hypotheses

concerning thai content" (p. i 5). Content analysis is a research technique suitable
for the objccti\"e, systematic ar.d quanliwtivc description of the manifest content
of communication. The main idea of thh; approach is thai content carries
meanings intended by the communicalors and understood by the auliience and the
meanings arc based on shared cull ural and social background (Bcrelson, 1'l71 ).

According to Bcrc!son (p. 15-16), there nn: three assumptions that the content
analysis approach is baseL! on:

•

Content analysis assumes that inference~ about the relationship between
intent and eonlcnt or between content unLI effect can validly he

m:~de.

Content unalysis is done to reveal the purposes, motives and other
clmrnclerislics of the communicators as they arc renccted in the content.

•

Coment analysis assumes that study o!"thc manifest content is meaningful.
Content is accepted us a 'common meeting-ground' for communicators,
thus the content analyst assumes tlmt the meanings he ascribes to the
content correspond to the mennings intcndc'' by the communicRtors. Thus,
the n1unifcsl content can be taken as u vnlid unil of study. llowcver, the
latent

cont~·nl

is given importance in the nnalyzing process us well since

there arc several levels of conununication conlcnl.

•

Content

analysis

assumes

that

the

quantitative

description

communication content is meaningful.

llerelson ( 197!, p.l 5) provides six characteristics of content on~lysis:

•

!t applies only to sociul science generalizations.

of
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It applies only, or primurily, to the detennination of the ertCcts of
communications.

•

It applies to the syntactic and semantic dimensions of language.

•

It must be objective.

•

It must be systematic.

•

It must be qunntitative.

The author illustrates three frameworks of analysis:

Framework 1: characteristics of the communicator or the S as sender
This framework requires a probe into communicator's environment and the
position of the communicator in the society. Jlcrelson suggests that this
framework also searches into the communicative intentions and motives
underlying the communication.

Framework 2: charadcristics of the M and Cas media-content
This framework focuses on the media characteristics and the content of the
communication that Bcrelson (p. IS) terms as 'sign-vehicles'. The author states
that categorizution could be used to hdp systematically analyze the content, the
catcgorizution also looks at the categories found in the content, the writing
pattern, the interaction pattern, traits, values, meanings and purposes of the
content, the motives of the senders found in the content and medium used to
create the content and how the content is communicated. This second framework
is the stucty of theM in the S-M-C-R model or the message.

Framework J: ch:ar:.ctcristies or the It as receiver
Bcrclson (p. IS) suggests this frmnework focuses on the reaction to the
communication and the chmncteristics of the audience. The po5ition of the
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audience with rcspecl to the ~ucial structure and the audience's environment is
also given importance.

To answer the first research goal, I have chosen to adopt the second framework
thnt focuses on the 'M' or the message-content for this study. Graffiti data are
categorized into categories found prominent in the entire data and thus analyzed
to see the meanings, characteristics and medium used.

To summarize, content analysis approach stands by its cntegorics and frameworks
of analysis by which the content of the communication is investigated. Content
analysis is, according to Berelson, a system of categories that could be appiied to
communication materials.

For the second research goal, I have adopted the philosophy of youth media usc
and gratification to answer why Thai students usc graffiti and whnt do they
gratify conununicalivcly through

thi~

medium. I choose to focus on ynuth media

usc and gratification concept proposed by Arnell {1995). This methodology sees
late adolescent age in a life cycle as an impm1ant indicator of how young people
choose and use media and what do they need from their media use. Arnett
proposes si:-; uses of media: cntcrta.inment, identity lbnnation, high sensation,
coping, youth culture identification and socialization. The main idea is that young
people need different types of media fiom adults and that they usc media to
escape or to 'shut out' adults.

Sherry {2001) suggests that this use and gratification methodology, which
remains one of the oldest continuous programs of research in the discipline of
communication,

offers

an

insight

into

the

understanding

of human

communicative needs. One tU!~or focus of this methodology is that people tum to
some media to release pressure or to escape from reality. Rosengren {cited in
McQuail and Windhal, 1993, p. 135) believes that social situation is one factor
that make people tum to media. Katz, Blumlcr and Gurevitch {cited in Baran and
Davis, 1995, p. 123) support, social situations could cause tensions that lead to
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pressure and soda! situations impoverish real life opportunities. People with
suppressed tensions thus seek what Stephenson (cited in Baran and Davis, 1995,
p. 224) terms as 'communicative pleasure' from the media that act as a substitute
or a buffer against pressures of the real world. Stephenson states that people seck
to free nnd plensc themselves from n degree of social control by using some
media to nchieve imaginative realities, new conditions or pleasure. This is also
supported by Tsao (1996, p. 1), people tum to media to compensate for an
impoverished real life. When focused on young people, Arnett (1995, p. 2)
suggests that young people tend to face more pressure from the adult world and
that they lend to seck sensational media to both release

tcn~ioos

and add

enjoyment and pleasure. Chu (1997) asserts that when mainstream media are not
available, young people tend to create their own self-made media such as selfmade mngazine and gran"iti (p. l-2).
By examining student's purposes of why they usc graffiti and drawing
conclusions nbout the roles campus gmfliti play in student's life, the answer to
the second research aim could be achieved.
Finally, [have chosen Fiske's (1991) concept of construction of meanings to
npply with this study. Fiske's main point is that n message· that is understood
between communicators is created out of a sign sptcm that is slmred between the
communicator~ ~nd

that the shar~·d sib'n ~-ystem is cn:at~·d from the culture nnd the

soe,i_cty. Fiske's assumption is that,

~ll

communication involves Si!:';ns that refer to

something other than themselves and the transmitting and receiving of signs in
the communication

proce~s

is the practice of social relationships bccnusc

communication is intcgratei.l intu the -culture and its society (p. 1·2). Accordinl:'; to
the author,

~igns

can he understood in terms of the uses people put them to and

ore developed to meet the needs of each society and it is the society tlwl gives the
meanings understood through the signs (p. 42). Within a sign system, there is
three clements: an index, nn icon nnd a symbol. an index resembles the object it
represents, an icon is related to its object but a symbol stani.ls Jbr something else
than itself thm is agreed on by the sodct>' {p. 46). It is the symbol that
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communicators need to learn and understand its relation to its object because it is
created by the consensus within a society. Words, according to the author, are
symbols because they stand for something else and visualize the objects.
Graffiti, that is made up predominantly by words, is an indirect and symbolic
communication that communkators arc not in a vis-il-vis situation but exchange
their conversation by !caving a message on a medium. Even though it is an
indirect communication in which some senders arc anonymous, the message left
on the walls could comtnunicate and is understood by the readers. Obscene,
scxualund derogatory message in graffiti always creates further communication
in the form of chained graffiti mtd hostile comments. It is because the
communicators could undcrSl<md and interpret the signs presented in the graffiti
inscriptions that ctnotionally trigger them to create a reply or a comment to the
previous inscription. This methodology helps to understand the construction of
the symbols as sign system used in verbal communication us graffiti, in turn,
helps to understand a part of the Thai society that creates the sign system.
To summarize, the three research goals and the three methodologies are
interrelated and arc linked together to study the S-M-C-R model of graffiti-ascommunication as a whole. !t could be represented diug;rammatically as follow:

.,.

I

Usc and grotificotion appro"':h

I
Use onJ
Gmtificotion
Approaoh

Gra

Content
Analysis
Approach

"'

AsComm nicatlon

·c•

'R'

I

Content analysis approach
'M'

Figure 2.
Theoretical map of graffiti as communication
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Data collection

Graffiti is collected from A, Band C university. Inscriptions are copied verbatim
in designed graffiti record index sheets indicating where and when graffiti is
found. Pictorial graffiti is photographed by camera. Graffiti here is classified as
verbal inscription and picture inscription described in the operational definitions
below:

Operational definition

Campus graffiti means written inscriptions marked, sprayed, written, scratched

or drawn found within university· area. This definition excludes formal and
l

informal inscriptions produced by the university such as notice from university or
university internal letter posted on bulletin board or on the wall.

Verbal inscription graffiti means graffiti that contains word, phase, poem, story,

sentence, name and number or email address.

Pictorial graffiti means graffiti containing drawing of any kind and symbol.

Zigzags and lines that appear without any verbal inscription are not counted as
graffiti in this study.

If both verbal and non-verbal graffiti appear together as one unit, they are
photographed. If any pictorial graffiti is small, it is copied verbatim as exactly as
the original. Several graffiti observers such as Arluke, Kutakoff and Levin (1987)
and Otta et al (1996) choose to work with copying toilet graffiti verbatim in
standardized recording sheet since the observers could record other details coexisting with graffiti such as the condition of the place where graffiti is found.

Locations

Graffiti is collected from these places:
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•

Male toilets in each university.

•

Female toilets in each university.

•

Lecture rooms where possible.

•

Male student dormitories where possible.

•

Female student donnitorics where possible.

•

Canteens.

•

Libraries.

•

Public walls in each university.

•

Miscellaneous (bus shelter, sitting area, parking lot).

,'·

Data collection began in the second semester of the year 2001 (August) to the end
of the first seml!ster of the year 2002 (July).
Data collection procctlurcs

TIJC data collection procedure begins with setting up research assistant teams in
May 2001. The teams include nine students from the three universities. They arc
instructed to record graffiti verbatim on record sheets. Each location needs to be
re-inspected for new inscriptions regularly and systematically. Before collecting
the data, assistants sign a confidentiality letter confirming they have no rights to
usc and release the data. During the pre-pilot study, the research

a~sistant

first

task is to report of graffiti surveys within each building to sec the quantity of
graffiti inscriptions in each location in order to apply appropriate tools and
methods to usc for the collection.

Aft~'!'

the reports, teams arc assigned to collect

the data both by hand-recording method or by photogmph according to the
locations. Graffiti arc recorded for a period of time. However, data collection
stops during semester intermissions, examinations, national holidays and
weekends. It is because university buildings are highly restricted to outsiders
during these times or else arc closed. During the intermissions that usually Ins\ for
two months, walls, buildings, rooms and toilets in university arc
repainted. Some graffiti arc lost durin.g this

repln~cment.

wa~hed

and

We have to wait for one

or two months ulier each intermission before new graniti nppears.
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Rc-inspection of graffiti is needed twice a month in the place where graffiti iS.'
prevalent such as in some male toilets in B University and inC University. We
re-inspect once a month in the place where few or none graffiti appears (e.g.,
female toilets in A University).! meet the assistants twice a month for discussion
and travel to each university SC\'eral times during data collection. After each
session of graffiti collection and re-inspcction, a discussion on graffiti samples is
held. By this discussion technique, we compare fonner graffiti samples and
recent ones to sec chained-responses or any relationship and network of
communication within the

.~,';roUp

of graffitists. We compare the handwriting of

graffitists, their symbols and writing styles to sec the writing and interaction
pattern.

Data collection procedure could be diagrammatically illustrated in the next page:
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Graffiti survey in the three universities

Do.lgolog oolleotloo

tool.,grnffi~

"'"' >heot ood '"''""'" >h'"

Setting up rcscnrch assistant teams

a

Research assistants sign confidentiality contracts
Rcscrch assistants

~rvcy

each university

a
oc~rnlood

Research assistants report of graffiti survey

R"""h ""'"'""

to keop cooocd>

First data collection phase in each Ullivcrsity

D

Research assistnnts rrporl of the collection
Discussion on the results

D

IU:-itl!>'jlCCtion
Seoood pho>C of doto

oolleot~o

dodog Aog.200\-Joly 2002

Rc-inspcction after August 2001

D

Discussions
End of data
Figure 3.
Data collection procedure

col~ction:

year 2002
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Limitations nod problems
This study faces some problems, as graffiti i:; n delicate issue in Thailand. There
arc three major problems in Ibis study. lbe first problem is the restricted access
in university areas.

S~'Veral

classrooms in A, B and C University as wc!l as some

dormitories nrc inaccessible. Classrooms are always locked immediately after use
by b\unrds who keep patrols in university buildings. In C University, we find
guards patrolling every floor in each building almost every two hours. We could
collect classroom graffiti in some ro-oms and in some male-dormitories toilets
where possible.
'":-

Anolhcr problem is that some faculties in B Universit;-htwe
,, a reputation of being
'unfriendly' to male strangers, especially male students.ji"om different faculties. It
arises from inter-faculty fights that happen for a lf;~g period of time in this
university. For safety reasons and because we do not'.yvlsh to be identified, we do
not visit these faculties (names of these faculties could not be published). Some
students, feeling graffiti as vulgarity, deny interviews or deny giving important
information to this study. For ethical reasons, we do not urge participants who

a~e{/

unwilling to participate but lo respect their rights.

j('
N

The third problem is the lost of graffiti during semester intermissions or long
holidays because some toilets are cleaned or repainted during these times. The
lost of graffiti bccnust:' of toilet materials replacemcnt could not be retrievable.

However, the graffiti samples in this study nrc reasonably representative of
campus grafliti from each university since they arc gathered systematically not
randomly and cover as many places within each campus as possible. This data
collection ndopts an 'opportunistic' research technique lhat Hagen, Ender,
Tiemann and Hag1-'0 (I 999) usc in their graffiti sludy in which they capture each
given situation or chance as their opportunity to study graffiti in a flooded town.
Moreover, each location is inspected in close proximity to ensure the collection is

-
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completed with every graffiti inscription tlmt couhl be found. Scwrol university
instructors and mnhorities acknowledge and allow the teams to inspect faculty
toilet, statT room and inside some faculties ·~ncr the purposes of the si~tdy arc
declared to them.

For ~raffiti unit analysis, I have us,•~ the same criteria as Otta c\ a! (1996),
Sechrest and Flores ( ]969) and Wales m1d Brewer (1976) usc to identify a graffiti
unit.

_.A unit is an inscription, a drawing, a marking, a scratching, a word or a phrase, a
picture, u number, a symOOI or a sign. Ottn et al (1996, p. 872) refer to a unit of
~:~rulliti

as "anything produced by what appeared to be ol1L' individual on one

occasion". 'Jltcrdore, a unit b not considered by number of words counted. For
example, an, email address of s1imeonc written on a wall is counted as one unit or
a heart shape drawn on a table is n unit. Chain response or a reply or u comment
to pre\·ious gr..1fliti is counted as separate units but fall into the same unit

~roup

and should be analyzed as one cluster. Sechrest and Flores ( 1969) su~;gcst that the
cues in identifying chain graniti arc thcmn,tic consistency, proximity,, location,
reference and identifying signs such a.s :marrow pointed to the previous graffiti.

If a previous gralliti unit is filled with words, signs or drawing obviously made
by other writers, this is counted as one cli.1ster instead of a single unit. The cues,
according to Sechrest and Flores (I 969) arc different handwriting, color, different
writing tool and thcnmtic inconsistcucy. Rc-inspcction could be of much help in
this mallcr. If it is unidentifiable. ( opt to count it as one single unit instead.
llowcvcr, [choose to follow Wales and 13rewer \hut, in considering a graffiti unit,
the thought content, handwriting and writing tool must be also consid~rcd. A
short poem or a short story is, therefore, treated as a unit. Otta ct nl also lind this
method nppropriatc to ditTcrcntiatc a single unit, regardless of how long the
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inscription is. from a chain response that should be regarded us a distinct but
related unit.

In addition, research assistants also record other infonnation surrounding the
grafliti including the location of the data as to building, level, room (llld other
infommtion importunt for the data un~lysis. The collected surrounding
infommtion is considered the primm'): data source important in analyzing the
irnplic~tion

of the graffiti data a11d to understand the rchtlionship between the

environment and gmfliti. Snow (1983) hypothesizes that there is a relationship
between person-behaviour and environment among people who write and do not
write graniti. Snow maintains that graffiti IHilcrs react dilicrcntly to the same
environment uml might develop a stimulus to vandalize the environment. This is
relevant to the findings of Alvi, Schwar\7., Dckescrcdy et al (2001), Braga,
Wcisburd, Waring et al {1999), Greene, Collinij and Kane (2000), Kelling and
Coles (1996), Piqucro ( 1999), Ross, Mirowsky and l'ribcsh (200 l ), and Sampson
and Scott ( 1999). They agree that grafliti signnls violence and negative feelings
p<:ople react to the environment 1111d reflects the br!.!aking down of the orders and
civility in that place. The surrounding graniti infom1ation would be nble to help
vulidutc this in the Thai graniti euse.

lnstrumenls and participant~
I have used six instruments ns discussed below:

Graffiti rccortl intlu

~heel:

hand-written record

Each graffiti inscription is copied vcrbutim in a grafliti record index sheet 1 have
designed for <.htln collecting. This is a report-like form on A4 pnpcr, dntn
collectors need to write the code of the university (A, B, C) where they collect
duta at the head of the p<lpcr, alongside with the date and time they spend on
collecting

gro~niti.

Other dcWils such-us location of the dntn (e.g. building, room.

toilet or noor level) arc to be recorded. Collectors have to report handwriting,
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IITiting tool, color, size,

i.lur~bility

of the graffili ani.! other information. For

example, a ~ollcctor l"isits a tuilct, the collector has to survey ani.! rc~ori.l the
~onditions

of the toilet ani.! checks how olicn this toilet is cleanci.l or whether

cleaners supervise it.

Clmin graffiti is adi.lressed as a cluster of inscriplions rmd n~ed to be recorded in
the same record sheet. If the gr.tffiti message i~ in other language than Thai or
Thai dialects, it is copied nut exactly as the manuscript is. Error spelling is
exactly copied us the original. If an inscription !tppears with small dmwing (e.g.,
an arrow or~ heur1 shape), lhcsc urc -copied as ~loses\ to the original as possible.
The record sheets and the recorded information arc not to be published or
attached in this thesis as they contuin the names, locations of the universities and
names of persons.

Obscnation form
1\n ohscrvatilln form i~ dcsigncd to usc in thi~ ~tud)', This form is hascd on
Srirasa (19H9) who studies student lil"i: in 11 University and the work or
K:tcwoimitchni ( 19%) on Thai university students. They u~c this llmn to ohtuin
important inli1rmation on student liiCstyle or conditions of student dormitories
:uul clussruoms. In the!r studies, both

as~istants

and researchers co-opcmte to

obscrw nnd record the needed inlbrmntion (l'.g., the cl~.·anlinc~"S or the t·ampus or
the canteen). My purpose is to obserw the university environment. buildings :md
racilitics provided ll1r students such us canteen, classroom or silting areas that
could help constituting the clcurcr picture or the Thai campus liiC and student
culture. Moreover, Sriras:t {1989) suggc~ts th:tt university environment und
climate is an important fac10r in the shaping and constructing student cdncatiomtl
life, their !i:clings ttm·:trd their instimtions and their socialliiC. Tawccnt\ (1997)
tcmls this as 'cnvirmmlental datn' or duta which surround u person.

This obscr\'tllion form is to
each uuiwrsity,

~ystcmuticnl!y

building und

observe und

rcco~d

the l.'tWironmcnt of

llldlitics, university landscape :md other
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infonnation. This information is treat-ed as data surrounding gmffiti and

~1ut!cnt.

Both the research assistants and I observe and record the data in each university
and summari1.e the raw dnta after each discussion. With

thi~

technique, more

infommtion on student :md universities lms been nbtaincd that help in assessing to
the 111ai

~1udcnt

lc~hnique

is ulso CQnsidercd. Each

~·nmc

culture and lifestyle undcrst;mding. The reliability of this
re~;carch

assistant and I choose to observe the

locution SCI"Crnltimcs nnd record the dma on one's own observation form.

Finally, we generalize ull the data and make discussion to finalir.c it to achieve
the informution surrounding students und grafliti.
The observation fom1s arc not to be published or attached in this thesis.
l'holngruph record

Research assistm1ts und I tnkc photographs of l;uge pictorial graffiti by cameras.
We arc careful not to photograph building. or signs carrying the name of the
university. l!owcvcr, some pictures ufcatnpus grnlliti arc not to be published or
!Ll\Uched in the appendix in this thesis as they me considered confidential and
cou[J lc;1d to the disclosure of the names ond locations ol"thc thrcl! universities.
Chc~klist:·rc-iu.~pl!ction

rurm

A ~hccklist limn is assigned to cad1 research ussistant to accompany the record
il1dcx shL'I.'\. The ft.!nction of the checklist is

!0

re-check the locutions of the data

within euch unii'Crsit)" in order to check for new inscriptions. In our discussions,
the checklists and the record sheets arc to be brought in lOr exumination und
discussion.
By relying on the index sheet and the checklist, we keep a S)"Stematic follow-up
on new gralliti. This tcdmique and materials arc helpful in planning uhcad for
next surveys anJ sec the rising number of gralliti inscriptions in each place.
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Questionnaire
One set of questionnaire is (k..>signed to usc in the study, its purpose is to probe
into the perception of the students regurding the graffiti phenomenon. Thus, the
questions arc developed l'or Thui students us miljor participants in the cumpus
graniti subculture. For safety and ethical reasons, the questions and answers in
the questionnnircs could not be revealed nod arc not HUnched as an appendix in
this study.

Questions in the questionnaire arc both open and close-end and are divided into
three parts. In the first pmt, questions ask the personal data of the infommnts su~;h
as gender, age and other infomullion excluding names. For ethical reasons,
infonnants arc asked their consent before answering the questionnaire.

Cons~;nt

fom1 und instructions stating that informants do not have to write their nam~;s and
that they hold thC rights to IL'a.Ve the questions unanswered are on the first page of
the questionnaire. Participants are chosen by stratified random sampling
technique based on age, gcmler and educational >"ear of enro11mcnt.

In he second part of the questionnaire, the infommnts are asked their perception
on campus grafiiti. Questions arc both open und close-end. Checklists and Likert
five rating scale nrc adopttd to usc in the questionnaire.

The third part of the questionnaire is a spcciul one. A specific instruction diffcr~;nt
'

from the two previous parts !luides the questions. This part is anachcd as the last
pa!lc of the questionnaire set. The instruction

~tmcs

the purpose of the questions

and consent of the respondents is asked again. !f the respondent docs not wish to
participate, hl!' or she could leave tlw questions

unanswcr~;d.

There are open-end

questions askin!l whether the respondent writes graOiti and other infonnntion
such as the location and the message the respondent writes.
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This set of questiormuirc is pre-tested with 120 students in B University in 2001
through the consent of students and B University instructors. The result is
satisfactory because all students arc willing to give information. The
questionnaire arc sent to three judges in A, Band C University to test its validity
and reliability. It is n:-cditr:d in March. 2001.

Research associates ore directed to send the questionnaire to students in each
university and I 00% of the qucstionnoircs return in scaled envelopes. Participants
arc students from A, Band C and the total arc 200 students.lThc participants ore
50% of male and female and are recruited by strntilied random sampling
technique, according to gender, age, faculty and enrollment year. The
heterogeneity between strata is given importance in selecting purticipan;s in order
to ensure sampling variation. The heterogeneity among student ilroups is bused
on the school, faculty, age, student grude average and year. Participants are asked
their consent before answering questions.

Depth intcn-icws
I usc un open-end interview to access the perception of the graffiti writers as
interviewees. An interview guide directs each interview, to ensure that the
questions asked in each interview contain the same content and meet the same

l

goals. Rodriguez {1994, p. 129) explains that an interview guide is a "list of
questions or issues that arc to be

explor~d

in the course of the interview" and it

could ensure that the same intbrmntion is obtuined from respondents because the
same material is covered (p. l :!9). I have conducted all the interviews and none
research assistant is allowed to conduct the interview. All the interviews are
conducter.l outside universities and some arc conducted through telephone and
email. Consent of the respondents is asked before each interview. I usc the
snowball sampling technique to reach the gra!Titists-us-intcrviewees. This
technique works this way: in fact,

~orne

research assistants know some graffitists

personally to whom I om introduced later. Some grallitists know each other very
well and they arc willing to introduce their gmffitist 'friends' to me. I have
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and 1c,hni4uo;

'tracked down' some homosexuul granltists by calling their given telephone
numbers in their grafiiti message, this technique also works well and it is more
direct to reach the writers. All the persons I call urc willing to help und arc able to
provide information.
!lowcver,us grafiiti writers who give their consent and ure willing to share their
experiences do not wish to be idcntilied and since we need to protect their rights,
safety und privacy, I have developed un interview protocol suitable for this study.
Interviewing through telephone, via email und via MSN Messenger interactive
conversations arc adopted to usc with writers who do not wish to be seen. Time
span !Or each interview depends on the availabiiity of cuch respondent.
The interview involves __?ome open-end questions aiming to inquire the reasons
writers write gralliti. Although some informunts refuse to answer some questions,
the obtained responses ore useful enough. Many students choose to reveal their
c.werienccs of graffiti writing by answering the questionnaire (the third part)
instead of giving interview. l11is technique also hdps to facilitotc the informants
und provides them on co.1icr way of disclosing their experience. The interviews
arc finished in December 2002.
[have used another set of interview in this stud)•.] hove interviewed 6 instructors
from the three universities in November ond December 2002. Questions involve
perceptions on student

~ramti,

reasons the instructors believe students write

graffiti, opinions about students-as-graflitists and how the university munages
this nmllcr. Their consent is asked before each interview und all of them arc
willing to participate.
All interviews and questions used in the interviews are not to be published und

~(C ;:;-Ot' uuoehed as on uppcndix in this study.

'I

I.
Procedure anti data analy~ls: pha~e l-4
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pre-pilot study

To cn>11W the po>sibilily of the study and to survey grarfiti, 1 have tmveled to A,
l3 and C University

~everal

times before beginning to collect the data. The aim of

this procedure is to gather some primary inlbrmution. The primary information
(e.g., location of graffiti and university map) helps to pbn for next surveys and in
designing tools :md mcthm.!s suituble for the data collection in each place.

Rescurch associate teams arc set up during this procedure. They ure also
instructed how to record the duta and how to usc the record sheet during this
procedure. This process is finished in February 2002.

l'hasc 2: pilot study
A pilot set of questionnaire is tested with students in B

Univer~ity

in February

2002. The number of respondents is 120 students from 7 faculties nnd 60 % is
female. The students ore selected by random sampling

accordin~:~;

to age, faculty

and gender. Most of the respondents answer they lmvc seen u !urge number of
graf!lti in student toilets. Whcrcus only 3% report they huvc seen few gmfliti. Of
ullthe respondents, 5% confess they have writtl:n graffiti within tbL· campus and
outside campus for several reusons. l'romincnt mnong the rcnsons arc that they
need to sec their names 'alive' on tk• walls. Only one of the 5% is female.
Almost I00% of the respondents ugrcc that gruffiti writers ure 'abnormal' people
or 'psychoputhic'. The rc.<;pondents agree that \YJiters produce grui'Jiti becuuse of
their ubnormnlity and that they lack other e.xprcssivc outlet. Only 2% of the
respondents said they think reading gmfflti is 'fun' because they feel grai'Jiti is
witty and humorous. 80% of the respondent> ugrec graf!iti message is vulgur und
obscene. All the rc>pondcms believe males write more grul1iti than women
because men arc more expressive in nature. They also believe that another group
of grufflti writers is gay men who want to seck sexual partners.
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On being asked abmn their opinions on B University, most feel quite satisfied
with the ucadcmic quality and they arc 'proud' of their university being famous in
the Northeastern

re~:ion.

llowcvcr, <JO% of Ihe respondents arc douhtful with the

university administrmion and feel the unh\.'rsitr docs not 'cure much about the
students'. Many respondents report scandals occurred in the univ.::rsity during the
past rcurs including student riots :md protests. This infonnntion from the
respondents is used Ill develop nexl t]uestionnuircs and interviews.

The task given to research associnles yields a !urge pack of ~:ruffiti photographs
and records. Group discussions arc set up several times to sort graffiti content und
improve new recording methods more suitable Jbr each locmion. Three
instructors from three tlJcultics in B Univcrsit>· arc interviewed during the pilot
study as a pre-lest. The result is that they haw seen \'cry few campus

~:ra!Titi

or

heard vel)· little about this. ·n,c rcuson is that teachers seldom visit student toilets.
1\owever, they also notice that the univcrsit)l re-paint buildings a11d toilets oficn.

ll1c information obt.lined ti"om this prc-ll'St

intt,rvi~'llt'd

is u.-;,,.-d to develop further

questionnaire and interview.

Phase 3: datu collection

Gm!Titi havc been recorded for two consecutive semcslers li"om the year 2001 tu
the year 2002 with series ofre-inspcctions and discussions.

Phase 4: data anal)·sis and creating mcthodoln~:Y

Rodriguez ( 1994, p. 136) suggests that

pr~vious

research on campus gralliti often

involves these following sequences: I) assigning the data to rlthcr apriori or
'
posteriori schemes, 2) conslructing a fr<.XJ.Uency db·tribution of gm!Titi types, and
3) conducting tests for sunistical signilicunce. Rodriguez posits that the focus of
these research types is on the numeric value of the data instead of inlerpreting
meanings of 1hc data. lle suggests that the numeric tr..msfom1ation of gratnti datu
dismisses the underlying mcanings in lhe graffiti. Several gra!liti studies choose
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Mal<riab, rn"lwd< •rrd lodnri~""

frequency lists. The statistical cfiOns and breakdO\\Tl of data help to contribute to
the presentation of each graffiti phenomenon in each university by whkb data
compari&on and contms\ could be made.
Research question 2: The undcrswnding of the significance of campus graffiti
in 1'1mi universities must he achieved. The emphasis is on the study of the
!Unctions and why llmi stw.lents need graffiti us their venue ol" communication.
This research purpose is primarily based on the view of campus graffiti
investigated from a communication perspective. I have hypothesized that
university students produce campus graffiti for several reasons including soda!,
psychological and environmental reasons. Thus, campus graniti act as a mcm1s of
communication and as venues of cxpressiun for nwrginalizcd ami discmpowcn:d
groups of people who lack chanr1cls of communication. This hypothesis requires
interpretative data anal)·sis ami a philosophy of adolescent media usc and
gmtification is appropriate for this. I chose to focus on adolescent gratification
map dL"I"C!Opl'd by Arndt (1995), that is, cntertair1111ent, identity formation.

hi~;h

sensation, coping, youth culture idL"ntilication and sodalization.
Research question 3:

I aim to r.liscem the underlying soda!. cultural and

subcultural codes, signs, meanings in campus graffiti production in order to
understand the underlying subcultural meanings

~nd

the slmred sign systems in

Thai society.
I have used

Fiske'~

(199!) concept ol"the construction ol" meanings to answer this

question. Accorr.ling to the author, signs can only be understood in tenns or the
ll~es

people put them to lind nrc r.lcvcloped to meet the needs

o["e;~ch

society. It is

the culture anr.l the society tlmt gives the meanings understood through the signs
(p. 42). Therefore, the communicatlJrs usc the signs accordingly to the cultuml
context in which the communicators live. The study of the sign systems user.! and
understoor.l within gmf!itist groups could be representative of some culturul
appc~mnces

nnd pcrspectil'es of the Thai society. This methodology helps to

l'I!AI''I"ER J
,\(oL<ri;LI'-. mcLhuJ' OILLI "<hniquo<

study the

si~n

system represented in the gratliti inscriptions and analyze them in

a systematic way.
To summarize, the purpose is tu study the S-M-C-R model of graffiti-ascommunication. The first aim seeks to interpret the M and the C. The second aim
analyzes the S (gmf!iti writers) and the R (gratliti reader;·) whereas the la;;t aim
provides a deeper analys:,s of the four clements in the Thai sucial context.
Validity, rcliahilily and objcclh·ily

All the instntmcnts mcntiuncd abow arc pre-tested with students in B University
durin~

the pre-pilot and pilot study pwcedure. Taweerut {1997) indicates that the

content validity must he tested bcf(Jrc implementation. The questionnaires and the
interview guides arc pre-tested and re-checked lOr V<"!lidity by instructors within
the three universities. They add a few more questio!ls that could be more
appropriate with students in each university. The instruments arc tested lOr their
consistency and ubjt:ctivity with 1:!0 students in B University.
The implementation of the instruments and analysis techniques arc chosen
carcl"ully to

b~

"ppropriatc with

i!llill}"si.> ufthe duta.

thi~

study and

ar~

of

b~st

help in shnpiog the
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CHAI'TER 4: THAILAND: A CULTURAL UNilERSTANDING

Before stnrting to analyze graniti produced in a Thai context, it is bcl\er to reexamine und understand the socioculturnl bedrock and chmacteristics of the country
that contribute to the Thai graftiti phenomenon. This examination will help to
explain three questions important to this study: why the country chooses to 'overlook
graniti and dcmoni1.cs it as deviant and vulgar behaviour, what roles, duties and
conducts the society expects from students and what arc deemed as taboos by Thai
culture. It is because Thais attempt to conceal taboos that they ofien resurfaces in
grufiiti, which in tum helps to illuminate an understanding of the Thai graffiti
content. As proposed in the preceding chapters, Thai student graftiti, although
caused by various reasons, is the result of student resistance to authoritarian power
within educational institutions. This ch3pter examines and explains wch a
relationship and the interplay between power and

resi~tancc

in the Thai context. I

have also mentioned that the graniti phenomenon, although hus existed for decades,
has been overlooked by most anal)·ses of Thai

cont~mporury

society, kept 'hidden'

in the darkest comer of the society as it is considered as the 'bad by-product of the
West'.! shall investigate this sccnmio in this chapter.

I have divided this chapter into four pans. l'he first part provides a brief general
hack ground of 'llmiland thnt foc~,;ses on the SCJcio-political establishment that makes '
up the cultural fonnation and shapes many of the cuhural characteristics of the
country. The second part annly1.cs the major sociocultural characteristics of
country ami links these with the Thui

belief.~

the concept of power and resistance in the Thai
relationship hctwecn

~tudcnt

r,hc

toward gra1liti. The third pan discusses
conte.~t

that

cmbodi~.i

the

and educational institutions nnd the final part links all

explanations to the graffiti phenomenon.
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Cl-lAPTER 4: Thuiland: a cuhurnl undcllitanding

A brier general background ofThai\aud:

il~

socio-political forma!ion

Thailand is a Southeast Asian country with Buddhism as the main religion and Thai

as the national language. The history of the country is believed to begin around 700
years ago but the origin of the country and its people is still in doubt. The country
contains four main regions, the North, the Northeast, the South and the Central Plain
that cover an area around 513,115 km. (Saettho, 1989, p. 19). Nimmannhaeminda
(1996, p. 221) writes, Thais arc the majority but there arc minority groups in each
region such us overseas Chinese, migrants and indigenous people. The country,
according to Sacllho, relies economically on agriculture. The population reached
6287 mil lien in the year 2001 ("Scoop Na 1", 2001, p. 2). The name of the country
has been changed from 'Siam' to 'Thailand' in 1939, meaning a free and
independent land to suggest its cseap!.! from being colonized by Western countries.
The country has developed four kingdoms: Sukhothai (131h century), Ayudhaya
{1350-1767), Thonburi (1767-1782) and Routor.akosin (1782-prcscnt), the present
one with Bangkok us its capital. During the first three kingdoms and before 1932 in
the Rattanakosin Kingdom, the country was an absolute monarchy. The Democratic
Constitution was first drawn up in 1932, through a 'peaceful and silent' coup d'Ctat
by The People's Party or Khanaradth, which was a group of foreign-trained young
intellectuals. Wun'Gaeo (1996, p. 235) explains that the Party 'effectively' seized
power from King Rama VII by relying on the military force. Nuechterlain (1967, p.
45) adds, the

P~rty

sei1.ed power from the King by sending him an ultimatum and

the King 'peacefully' accepted it by deciding to leave the country in exile. However,
Samudavanija (199"1, p. 122) and Vallibhotoma (1994, p. 47) similarly believe \hat
the coup was 'silent' because it was done by only a small group of people, not with
the consent of the whole country, which did not seck change and did not understand
democracy. The purposes of the coup, according to the Party, were to 'refonn' the
country and create a liberal government like European countries (Nuechterlain,
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1967). Therefore, after 1932, the coulltry began its 'modernization' period or as Na
Thalang (1994) and

Siwarak (1988)

argue,

the

'Westernization'

period.

Vallibhotama (1994, p. 47) conclude that although the political system has been
changed, the country was not prepared for the Western-style democracy. The authors
posit that th~ citizens did not understand the need for 'chang!l' and therefore, could
not accept the concept of democracy that came to replace the old belief in the
monarchy that had lasted for nearly seven centuries. Samudavanija (1997) proposes
that this led to ideological and political splits and gaps in the country. For example,
the so-ca11ed 'Western-style democracy' has been adapted into 'Thai-style
democracy'. Samudavanija (1997, p. 89) explains that the new democracy was
adjusted to follow the old Thai 'ru[!ls' that ore based on centralism, authoritarianism
and patron-client relationships. In fact, the author suggests, the new democracy was
used to prevent the elitists to return to power. Paradoxically, the new democracy has
been governed and censored by the military for many successive decades after the
1932 coup. During the period 1920s-1980s, military dictators, still ruled under the
Constitution, and chose to use press censorship and other fonns of control to make it
' unlawful to criticize the government, banned public discussion and opposed the
formation of political parties. During this period people could be arrested under the
charge of being communists (Asavapichayont, 1987,

Sinlamt, 1983). Tejapira

(2001) quoting from The Politician written by Srlnawk, K. explains how common
Thai people 'understand' the legitimisation of the series of co11ps after the 1932 as
democracy;

Tbey call it a dcmocrntic coup d'Ctat, see. You have to have
a lot of coups d'oli!tat. Otherwise it isn't democracy (p. 75).

The 1932 Democratic Constitution placed the Prime Minister as tbe leader of the
government while the King was placed under the law and was no longer the head of
the govemmenL These developments highlight two important points that will be
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elabornted next. The first is the Modtmization period that 'is heavily based on
Westernization and Western philosophy, which paradoxically leads to an
ambivalence toward the West lah.•t·. The second point is the concept of power that
relics on authoritarianism helps to create the ideology that sees suppression as
rightful lms governed many of the political developments in the modernization
period.

Buddhism-Brahminism and the monarchy as the national and cultural bedrock

The country developed its history and nation-building strategies over a 700 year
period based on Buddhism and the strong belief in the absolute monarchy in which
the king held the absolute power and remained above all laws. The beli..::i in the
absolute monarchy and practice reached its peak during the Ayudhaya period, which
lusted for 417 years, and appears to be deeply engrained in the Thai pc.liticnl psyche.
Largely influenced by Brahministic ideologies, Pongsapich (1996, p. 253) explains,
kings are trumpeted as the 'Devaraja' or the divine bodies or the reincarnation of the
supreme divinity and are believed to possess special god-like characteristics that
demnnd an utmost high reverence and status. Wun'Gaeo (1996, p. 222-223) states
that in the Thai nation·building strategies, that the monarchy is the only institution
that stands as the centralized body of the nation, people and religion. Pongsapich
(1996, p. 252) shares Wun'Gaeo's idea, the divine-king monarchy is supported by
some teachings from Buddhism-Bhraminism specific to Thailand. In other word, the
ruling class has long used Buddhism-Brnhminism-animism, acting as the Thai
religion, as a political tool and national ideology (Siwarak, 1993, p. 46).

The belief in the monarchy is so pervasive and deeply rooted that The Democratic
Constitutional Laws, paradoxically states that the monarchy must be considered
sacred and it is
diminishes

a~_inst

th~'tole

the law to criticize this institution. The Law, however,

of the monarchy, as kings are to be under The Constitution and
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can only exercise legislative power through the National Assembly to remain the
constitutional head of the country.

Wun'Gaco (1996, p. 236) suggests that the cultural formation of the country n:lies on
both the monarchy and Buddhism as reflected in the national doctrine 'The Nation,
the Religion and the King' that is used in the shaping of the national culture.
Buddhism, as the main religion in Thailand, is both specific and complex.
Pongsapich (1996, p. 7.53) explains the complexity of Thai Buddhism because Thai
Buddhism must be understood as a three-fold religion in which Brahminism and
animism remaining important. Many important Thai scholars, such as Kitsuwan
(1997, p. 65), S!warak (1993) and Vallibhotama (1997, p. 71) seek to explain this
phenomenon. Vnlllbhotama hypothesizes animism as being a custom common to
most Southeast Asian countries and consequently has strong bearings on social
structure and the psychological make-up of each Southeast Asian country. According
to Vallibhotama, Thais developed the idea of animism and spirit-cult based on the
existence of reincarnation and life after demh as early ns 10,000 years ago and it still
remained central to commom beliefs even after Thais accepted Buddhism as the
main religion in the Sukhothai period. Kitsuwan shares Vnllibhotama's assumption
that the belief in animism is a part of an ancient civilization and that these beliefs in
supernatural powers arc "outside the realm of modem science" (p. 65). Among these
beliefs arc the notion of spirits, deities, demigods, demons and life after death seem
·~·

most prominent. Kesten (1997, p. 2) explains that the belief in life after death is
expressed in many forms in the country. One example of this notion of reincarnation
is that it is linked to the divine kingship and supports its long-life span: thll king is
the reincarnation of the Supreme God.

The three-fold Buddhism in lbailand has an intertwined relationship with Thai
politics that is based on centralism and traditional monarchy. Pongsapich (1996, p.
252) suggests, becausll the country has been relying on the Buddhism-Brahminism
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philosophies, Buddhism has played a vital role in stabilizing Thai politics. Podhisita
(1998, p. 37) states that the history of Thai culture is dominated by religion and that
"if we take aW!l) the Buddhist component, there is lillie to say about it" because the
orientation towards Buddhism is important and all-pervasive in the country. It is
appropriate to memion that Thai political beliefs, during the absolute monarchy
periods, are also strongly based upon religious cosmographic beliefs that men are
born unequnl and hierarchical. Siwarak ( 1993, p. 47} elaborates this into a concept of
the supportive relationship between Thai Buddhism and politics. The author asserts
that Buddhism-Brahminism has been used as a political tool by the ruling class to
function as the national ideology. The main point in this relationship, according to
the author, is that the belief in the reincarnation creates an illusion making the ruling
class 'sacred' and places the rulers inn god-like position. Siwarak (1993, p. 47)
explains, the invented sacredness and godliness demand a great degree of sacrifice,
devotion and contribution from the ruled class in order to make itself totally accepted
without skepticism and remains 'untouchable'. According to the author, the total
acceptance without resistance and skepticism has its main function to force peo9le to
yield to the higher power. The Thai-style politics has remained unscathed for such a
long period of time because of this technique that makes the common man yield to
and believe with fear in the sacredness of the ruling class. Aiewsriwongsc (1984),
however, adds that the longevity of the Thai absolute monarchy also results from the
creation of an elite and the nobility, who profit from the lands, manpower and farms
given to them according to their official ranks uphold this elitist system. Thus
democracy's emphasis on equality is largely unacceptable to Thais who have been
acculturated into an hierarchical system. To sum up, Podhisita (1998, p. 38) posits
that Buddhism and the monarch stand as 'strong pillars' of the society which
together constitute the major parts of Thai culture.

As a strong national ideology and a tight control of manpower was needed during the

1\

Ayudhaya period

and since the monarchical-style government needed to be
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sustained, Buddhism was seen as an instrument to achieve nationalism (Nuechterlain,
1967). Wun'Gaeo (1996) argues that, apart from ihe fact that Buddhism has
remained and survived as the only major religion and core value system for Thais, it
has fanned a close supportive relationship with both the state and the monarchy
since the first kingdom. Moreover, the impact of doctrinal Buddhism-Brahminism
teachings on certain aspects of the social order and social status helped support the
ideology of divine kingship by setting up a boundary between two classes of people:
the ruling and the ruled (Saihoo, 1988, p. 11). The core doctrinal t11achings are the
notion of 'boon' or merit and the idea of 'kanna' or the actions from the past lik
innuencing the present. In deed, the establishment of the nation and the success of
the monarchy in harnessing the people under the toialitarian government resulted
from these two core values: the boon and the karma that Thais accept

liS

the core

attributes of their life. Siwarak (1993, p. 46) supports this, by pointing out that
Buddhism-animism in Thailand also serves as a tool for the ruling class to rule the
country.

According to the Thai viewpoint, 'boon' and 'karma' are intertwined and work as a
cycle. 'Kanna' is the actions one has performed in the past life that affects the degree
of 'boon' in the present life after one's reincarnation. Saihoo (1988, p. 12) explains it
thus, as the present is conditioned by the past and, in turn, detennines the future, a
person becomes what he is as a result of his kanna in his past life but one can
improve this life's position by perfonning more 'bovn' or good merit in order to
· achieve a better life in the next life. The merit and karma perfonncd in the past life
will yield benefits visible in the present life such as wealth, health, social status,
fame and physical appearance (Klausner, 2000, p. 148). To put it simply, the
attributes.of a higher social status, good health, good fortune and wealth is a 'reward'
from the good merits and karma done in the past life. By coolrast, one who is
wealthy, famous or possesses high social status but docs not perfonn good merits in
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this life would end up as a poor, unhealthy person or is born at the lowest social
hierarchy when they reincarnate.
Many scholars, i.e., Saihoo (1988), Pongsapich (1996) and Podhisita {1998) share t~to
same idea that Thais identify these attitudes as a coping strategy to explain both the
unexplainable and explainable incidents such as death or illness and accept
conditions of life as the result of 'boon' and 'karma' without question. Podhisita,
however, comments that Thais use tho concept of boon and karma as an alternative
when they find scientific explanations nrc unsatisfactory (p. 46). Central to these
attitudes is the view that Thais believe men arc not born equal but into an hierarchy.
These values, in tum, are fu11Ctio11al in supporting and strengthening the monarchy,
the 'snkdina' or the feudal system and the social structure of class in Thailand. They
work towards presery_ing th~> r!!l!r>g class by making it sacred and inviolable, and by,
separating the rult;rs from the ruled. To explain it simply, the Law of Karma explains
that the ruling elite class is born to rule because they havll a better and higher set of
karma a11d boon, thus, they are given the right to rule because of the higher karma
that is pre-determined by the divine will (Chaisinghghananont, 200 1; Saihoo, 1988).
Tho common people on the contrary. are born as the ruled because they do not
possess good karma. Thus, tbe common man, with lesser boon and possessi11g no
divine kanna, needs to accept the ruling power and totally believe in the ruling class.
Ch3isioghghananont {2001) asserts that this belief is directly derived from the
Buddhist cosmography explained ill Length in the Traibhumi of Phra Raung. The
Traibhuml or The Three World of Phra Raung compiled by King Lithai in 1345 is an

influential document detailing descriptions of Buddhist cosmography, the
consequences of boon on the next life and the past life ore greatly emphasized in the
book (Podhisita, 1998, p. 41-42). The social positions that are determined by the Law
of Karma arc beyond amendment in the present life, one can improve life's position
by collecting more merit in this life to reward the future life after reincarnation.
Saihoo (1988, p. 11-12) argues that by relying on the immutable Law of Karma,
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Thais readily accept the unequal social position and the superior-inferior relations
between the social hierarchies and have awareness that social mobility and changes
are nearly impossible. Thais do not demand social equality. Chaisinghghananont

(2001, p. 78) also agrees on this point, that the belief in boon, karma and that men
are born unequal is very innuential in the way that it suppresses social status
mobility, makes people yield to the position and social status they are born into
without resistance and leads people to accept those who have higher power without
question. Siwarak (1993, p. 46-47) also suggests that the Law of Karma and the
belief in the unequal social hierarchy help to construct the Thai national ideology
that sees authoritarian power of the ruling class is rightful and acceptable. In fact, the
Law of Karma legitimates the ruling power, according to Siwarak, makes the citizens
accept the power and controls them by decreeing that resistance against the power is

a sin (p. 48).
To elaborate further, these Buddhist-Brahministic-animistic notions of boon, karma
and reincarnatio11 are instrumental in forming social relations ill that they decree
commoners and the monarchy hold different sets of boon and karma. Kings and the
nobility hold divine characteristics different from commoners because they have the
'divine boon' or the greatest merit that commoners can never possess. Moreover,
they are born out of 'divine determination' or are 'sent' from the supreme god, thus,
their political power, high status, innuence and wealth cannot be questioned but must
be obeyed, accepted and respected. As a result, the absolute monarchy and political
power of the leading class has been legitimized and nurtured by

thes~

beliefs for

almost seven centuries. Siwarak (1993, p. 48) suggests that one distinct Thai cultural
characteristic is the acceptance of power through the religious-animistic belief
system.

To make the acceptance without resistance more solid, another supportive
mechanism und apparatus is needed. Saihoo (1988, p. 14) points out that the
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'sakdina' of the feudal system is another tool that bir.ds the common people under
the ruling elite class. The author explains that the sakdina system, first legitimated in

-/
/(

the Ayudhaya Kingdom and extended into the Bangkok period, is a feudal system

\1.

'i·.

.

decreeing that Thai males from the age of twenty has to register himself to a noble
patron and works in the )and of the patron (p. 15). The patron gives protection and
sr~me farrr. produce in return for the service whereas the noble patron himself ·i~

" lands by the king. Under the sakdina system, the Thai society is composed of
·: giv~n
tOur' classes of people, the king, the nobility, the common man and the slave (p. I 8'·19) showing the influence of the Indian social system on Thai thought. Both the
common man and the slave work for the nobility and could not free themselves from

\1-, the patron. The sakdina system supported the authoritarian system by giving the
ruling class privileges, special rights and totalitarian claims over the people.
Moreover,

Chaisinghghammont

(2001)

and

Ghoranadhokul

(cited

in

Chaisinghghananont, 2001, p. 82) contend that a set of codes was introduced to the
public sphere in the fonn of laws and regulations, that worked as a state apparatus to
execute the decrees of the ruling class. Ghoranndhakul (cited in Chaisinghghananont,
2001, p. 82) explains, that the set of codes include: aesthetic codes such as music and
art, dress codes, codes of conducts and disciplines and a belief regarding how
'civilized people' behave that concludes that only royalty nrc civilized people
because of the highest degree of merit they hold. According to these codes,
commoners could not perfonn music, art and dance similar to those of the royalty,
they could not dress or usc the same kind of materials the monarchy use no matter
how wealthy. The laws reinforce the codes by decreeing that commoners could not
look directly into the king's face or speak with him, becouse kings possess the
highest merit and the greatest sin occurs if kings are disturbed, touched or seen by
commoners. Regulations, and severe punishment were employed as a means to
harness and regulate people to follow the codes of conducts assigntld to them
according to different social classes.

\•,

'
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Several writers, i.e., Chaisinghghananont (2001), Klausner (2000), Pongsapich
{1996) and Saihoo (1988), similarly believe the outcome of this totalitarian
phenomenon is pervasive, affecting the present Thai political fonnation. It
contributes to Thai's passivity in political involvement and in their lack of agitation
over the denial of political rights. Moreover, it makes Thai people accept their
conditions of life without question, being submissive to authority and yield to
superiority without resistance {Chaisinghghananont, 2001, p. 98). Suparb (2000, p.
30) contends, the long surrender to tho absolute monarchy government without any
urge to resist makes Thai people view changes as ruther destructive to the status quo
and difficult to accept. An obvious example is, throughout Thai history, there has
been few records of coup d'Ctat made by Thai commoners against the monarchy
except the first 1932 coup d'Ctat, which was the work of a small group of foreigntrained intellectuals

(Wun'Gaeo, !996). Klausner {2000, p. 377) concludes that

Thais accept and justify the power structure in tenns of the Law of Kanna, the
acceptance places the ruling class whose status that demands respect, obedience and
fear.
The Thai philosophy of power is reproduced in the political climate of the country.
Many scholars, i.e., Nucchtcrlain (1967), Samudavanija (1997) and Vnllibhotama
(1994) believe the \932 coup is indeed a shift of power from the monarchy to the
nobility and the military but not the vast mass of people. Vallibhotama (1997, p. 4748) states, the political changes arising from the coup do not mean that the Western
democracy was neither embraced nor it established and learnt nmong Thai
commoners who did not perceive the need for a change and did not understand
democracy in its modem, Westemised sense. After 1932, the country fell into a
series of military dictatorships that demanded unquestioning obedience from the
people (fhanyaseth, 1987, p.l). According to Tejapira (2001), the 1932 coup was a
fonn of authoritarian constitutionalism that accepted 'democracy'as a necessary evil
and the coups that followed led by Khana Paliwal or The Revolutionary Group (p.75-
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76) should be seen as an attempt to undo the drift to democracy. Tejapira (p. 76)
concludes, that politics in Thailnnd is chmacterizcd by the routine use of force.
During the sixty years under military dictators, demonstrations, protests and
publications against the dictatorial leaders are totally suppressed by force. To a large
extent, the long periods of absolute-style politics and ideology resulted in certain
Thai viewpoints about being submissive to authority, accepting censorship and
power without resistance and of being able to remain 'patient' under rigid control
were firmly established. Sacttho (1989, p. 81) asserts that by being forced to be
receptive for so many centuries, Thais are politically inactive and always remain the
'silent majority'.

Sexuality, aggression and seniority as taboos in Thai society

Kesten (1997, p. 7) writes, to most Thais, the most important social value is the
accumulation of merit. Apart from following Buddhist mora! codes and performing
meritorious acts to gain merit, Thais believe that being ordained as monks is another
way to gain n greater degree of merit for the ordained person himself and his family
(Kesten, 1997, p. 7)._Since women are forbidden to be ordained, it becomes
important to have sun ordained in order to obtain merit. As the Thai phrase says
women have to 'clutch to the end of the saffron robe of the son' to reach merit. The
most important underlying message in this belief is the Thai's perception of morality
and the role of'vchicles' to reach merit.

Morality, within the Thai context, imi:atcs the ideal morality that monks are deemed
to possess through the application of discipline. The ideal morality, in monastic
discourse, involves constant abstention from secular activities, one of which is a
complete abstention from sexuality (Kesten, 1997, p. 7). The ideal morality of monks
is constructed by the 227 rules of conduct. The four major sections are: I) never to
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have any sexual relationship, 2) never to kill or take even the smallest of lives, 3) live
with no possessions and abjure luxury and 4) earn a living by accepting food made
by layman as daily alms and cat only one or two meals a day (Kesten, 1997, p. 8).
From the Thai viewpoint, monks deserve great respect and higher status because
their conduct physically, ideologically and spiritually always remains 'clean'.
Crucial to this notion is the construction of what constitutes 'unclean' behaviour in
the Thai context. Based on the monastic rules ar>d Buddhist core teachings
emphasizing abstention from life's passions, 'clean' conduct most prominently
involves self-restraint from sexuality, luscious meals and other forms of luxury. It is
echoed in many Thai proverbs and maxims, with most carry a similar message
saying "winning one's self is a true victory". The construction of the 'unclean' is, in
fact, shaped by a form of the othering process that draws a line between layman and
monks by indicating layman conducts as 'unclean'. Being 'unclean' also, in this
sense, means being immoral. Immorality, as a consequence, blocks the way to merit.
Obvious in this notion it is the Thai perception on sexuality as being unclean,
destructive, menacing and, most importantly, demonic that remains important and
contradictory given Thailand's reputation as the destination for sex tourism.
It is necessary for Thais to find a 'vehicle' to reach merit, as it is the only way to

ensure a better next life and make present life less miserable. Thus, Thais perceive
the 'clean' conduct of monks as a vehicle to gain merit. By imitating the monk's
conduct, laymen can also reach a certnin amount of merit by practicing self-control
and the greater the degree of self-control the more merit is gained. As a result, during
the Buddhist Lent, Thai men choose to follow the monk's conduct as a pathway to
gain merit by refraining from drinking, gambling, and sexual relationships and at the
same time attempt to be truthful in their everyday conduct.
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To provide an antidote against sexuality as being unclean and demonic conduct, Thai
sodety attempts to implement a puritanical code of conduct to govern it, and people
are reminded not to bring this topic into public conversation or discussion but rather
they should 'leave it in the closet'. Social control and soda! sanctions in several
forms are always operative to ensure people's practice sexual repression and selfregulation. Klausner (2000, p. 148) comments that in the past, the society itself docs
not approve of premarital sex and public expressions of affection. The study of
contemporary Thai women by Vasighasin and Hemaprasit (2002), however,
confirms that this belief still exists and that Thais have a dubious standard on
sexuality. The society believes women should avoid premarital sex and women must
be virgin before marriage whereas premarital or extramarital sex, for men, is
acceptable. Thus, proper behaviour and good conduct, in Thai discourse, especially
for youth and women is based on sexual innocence and purity. A good example in
this case is the 1969 ministerial regulations enacted by 1l1e Ministry of Education
that are still operative today, chief among these arc regulations decreeing students at
all levels must not engage in sexual relationships. Another example is that
prostitution is illegal in the country. According to Thui viewpoints, sexual matters
and issues must be confined to a very limited extent. However, it must be noted that
Thailand holds a double standard upon sexuality. Although the country has a
puritanical code of behaviour on sexuality for its people, it subtly encourages sex
industry as a tourist attraction. Klausner (2000, p. 225) comments that sex industry in
the country is disguised in several forms such as massage parlours or hotels.
Charconwongsak (1996, p. 109) argues that the country's double standard on
sexuality is hypocritical, the sex industry flourishes in the country because it is
'protected' by some authorities. Through the protection by the authorities, the sex
industry is legitimized (Chareonwongsak, 1996, p. 110). Charoensri et al (1996) and
Vasighasin and Hemaprasit (2002) agree with the concept of the Thai double
standard. The authors agree that the government encourages the sex industry because
it brings in money and attrncts more tourists into the country.
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The attempts to regulate and control people are so effective that it gradually becomes
a standard of conduct followed in Tlmiland, establishing sexuality as taboo and
preventing public conversation involving this topic. However, sexual release often
takes other quite subtle forms in several disguises and subterfuges such as folk songs
and some local rites and rituals.
Seni. ·ity, is of a paramount importunes in Thai society. As Thailand has been a
hierarchical society under an absolute monarchy for nearly seven centuries with few
political changes, the socio-political environment has accepted respect based on
seniority as a core dimension of civilized behaviour. The sakdina or the feudal
system, maintained in Thailand for over five hundred years, contributed greatly
towards the importance of seniority. Saihoo (1988, p. 17) believes the relationship
between commoners, including slaves, and patrons from the sakdina system forms
itself into a patron-client group relatio11ship in which seniority is the barrier between
the patron and the client.

According to the Saihoo, the long years of the sakdina system leads to a feudal
consciousness and values where seniority is a part of it that continues into the
present. The belief in seniority is, in fact, another tool for the
people and, thus, serves the nation-building purpose.

Seni~rity,

~tate

to control its

in this sense, has a

political edge, it works to support the notion of boon ~nd karma. It means that
nobility, born with a greater boon and better karma than commoners, deserve respect
and obedience from all. This also implies that seniority, in the Thai context, also
means superiority.

The Buddhist-Brahministic teachings reinforce the impact of seniority within the
family. Again, this conceptualization of family relations is based on the idea of
boon, karma, sin and merit. Suparb {2000, p. 16) points out, the Thai family's
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principal tics and rules are primarily based on respl!\:1 for the elderly that involves
around the notion of 'gha-tan-u' or obligation and gmtitude. Similar to Confucian
ideology, Thais believe children owe a 'debt' to parents because parents give birth to
them and provide for them and children pay off this debt by achieving merit. Merit,
in this sense, is being obedient and showing great respect as well as gratitude to
parents, partly to repay the debt a child owes one's parents and partly because of
their seniority. Sons, if ordained, can totally redeem this debt and thereby give the
greatest merit to the parents. The issue of sin and the belief in torment and
punishment in hell after death without being able to reincarnate are used to reinforce
this practice; it is considered the greatest sin if one neglects his or her parents or does
not treat them well. Seniority, in the family context, is established around the matter
of age and gratitude. Approximating the sentiments arxi the needs of the larger
society, an amount of regulation and control is exercised within Thai family; parents
control and children obey. Klausner (2000, p. 147} comments, that in the past, 11mi
family relations were based on the pervasive control and authority of parents over
children and children do not think to question such authority nnd seniority. Podhisita
(1998) confirms that this pa!!em still exists in the contemporary society, within the
kinship circle and outside. Thais regard parents as Phu mi pra kun or one who has
done great favour and children are tied to them with social obligations. It does not,
therefore, require a vast leap in the imapi>tation to transfer this model to the Thai
university system where the authorities are tiJ.c parents and the students the children.
Podhisita (1998, p. 48} posits that Thais also regard teachers as Phu mi pra !run and
that students have to repay the favour.

Non-violence, non-aggression and peacefulness are deemed ideal behaviours in Thai
society. Severn! scholars, i.e., Kesten (1997), KI:IUsner {2000), Podhisita (1998) and
Suparb (2000), suggest these ideal behaviours have Buddhist·Brahministic traits
because Buddhist teachings emphasize peacefulness and hannonious living.
Influenced by religious ideology, the 'good character' in the Thai context is most
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importantly based on the ability to avoid expressing anger, hatred and displeasure
and retain the capacity to remain calm without showing emotions in even the most
trying of circumstances (Klausner, 2000, p. ISO). In Thai, this quality is called 'chai
yen' or as Podhisita (1998, p. 48) terms it, a 'cool heart'. The author gives an
explanation of having a 'cool heart'; it implies a psychological ability of not being
anxious when confronting problems, it means not getting angry easily and, thirdly,
being able to suppress one's emotion (p. 49). Confrontation, thus, must be avoided
and expressing anger or displeasure openly is considered vulgar and rude.
Chaisinghghananont (2001, p. 122), however, argues in his work A Malter ofTas/e,
that 'good character' has a political root. The ability to remain serene in spite of
conflicts is a strah:gy the ruling class used to differentiate the nobility from the
commoner. It stems from the notion of the 'civilized pcoph:' who are born with a
greater and higher degree of merit and kanna. In this sense, 'civilized people' arc
distinguished because of their higher degree of self-control, their self-discipline and
their capacity to suppress negative feelings. Klausner (2000, p. 146), however, offers
~,another

explanation in his Reflections on Thai Culture. He suggests that since Thai

society is an agricultural society with very little machinery and a reliance on
manpower to perform tasks in negotiation become important in labour exchanges.
According to Klausner, in such a closed community, if overtly expressed, feuding
would make co-operation and mutual aid impossible. The avoidance of confrontation
and the suppression of negative feelings are social strategies that meet the needs of
an agricultural society.

Watson (1980), however, points out that by the need to suppress feelings and
remaining polite, Thais show negative emotions in other ways such as reckless
driving and watching bloody sports. This view is shared by Klausner (2000, p. 323),
who argues Thai develop a variety of indirect outlets for their emotions. Chief among
these, according to the Klausner, is the indirect verbal and non-verbal abuse in the
fonns of gossip, backbiting remarks, and a technique called 'prachot'. A 'prachot' is
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an indirect verbal or non~verbal abuse spoken or done in front of the targeted oerson

"

but aimed at another 'innocent' person or thing, intending to create uneasiness and
more painful feelings than a direct abuse. It must be noted that Thais like to release
negative feelings, especially hatred and anger, in an anonymous way with some
specific 'tools'. The tools include unsigned anonymous letters sent out to the public,
'bombing' by Chinese firecrackers, garbage or waste matter in ,ron\ of the house of
·· ·' the targeted pcr~on at night or even resorting to black magic. The 'bombing' method
is often chosen when a younger person needs to express hatred towards a senior
person or a person who holds a higher social rank. These methods bring more shame
and embarrassment to the targeted person than the perpetrator as the abused person
has lost his 'face', which means dignity. The secret ways Thais express hatred and
anger approximates closely Thai ideal behaviour and the core values Thai deem
imporlllnt: the ability to suppress feelings in public, the avoidance of confrontation
and seniority. Yet, it is important to understand the ambivalence toward the issue of
confrontation in Thailand. Although Buddhism emphasizes peacefulness and Thai
ideal behaviours echo this ideology, th.ere are some certain social values common in
some provinces in the Western part of the country that resorting to extreme violence.
Klausner ..(2000, p. 326) comments that, in the past and in rural areas, confrontation
with extreine violence such as killing, gun fighting and ambushing is deemed an
indication of manhood and is heralded as a rite of passage for young men. However,
a contemporary writing by Sudthisakom (1999) confirms that this behaviour of men
resorting to gun fighting and killing still exists. Wongthanapa (1996, p. 28) explains
that this is because Thai youths perceive extreme violence as heroic. This perception,
according to Wongthunapa is the major cause of inter-school fights between male
students in Thailand.

To summarize, Buddhism-Brahminism-animism plays a vital role in shaping the
political and socio-cultural shape ofth.e country. However, the religious ideologies
are utilized as the vehicle of the state as a political ploy for nation building purposes.
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In tum, it sustains the ruling class and the nbsoulte-style government by establishing
itself as the national ideology and thus justifies and glorifies the differences and
inequality between two social classes. It becomes a sha:o:ed understanding and
consensus that inequality cannot be amended and thus people must accept what they
are destined to become without questions. The attempts to harness people might s;em
from the fear of the vulnerability of the absolute monarchy. In ordcl' to avoid the
danger of people uprising against the ruling class and to insert a control without
resistance, the notion of different forms of merit and karma that cannot be amended
in the present life are used to dominate the people by influencing their minds and
thereby affecting Thai people's attitudes toward life. The long periods under the
totalitarian control gradually shaped Thai major attitudes and sentiments towards
political passivity, submission without resistance or challenge and the perception
viewing opposition as rather destructive and negative. Without labouring the point, it
will be argued that the production of graffiti in Thai universities is shapped by these
socio-political factors as I will show in this thesis.

Thai ambivalence toward the West

To understand beller why Thailand chooses to treat youtll graffiti in a very specific
and contradictory manner by blaming Western culture, the country's ambivalence
towards the West must be analyzed. The first recorded contact between Tllailand
and the West began in 1518 with the Portuguese and in 1600s with the Dutch,
British and French respectively (Nuechterlain, 1967, P. 20). The Thai ambivalence
toward the West, expressed as a form of cultural lear, arose in the early stages of the
relationships with the West. In 1518, ihe country welcomed the West with abundant
trading and religious freedom. After the 1600s, for fear of tile West rising political
power away from the established Thai elite of the time, the country put an end to the
East-West relationships with a massacre in Ayudhaya Kingdom

and excluded
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Europeans from the country for over a century (Nuechterlain, 1967, P. 28). Therecontact with the West first appeared during the reign ofKing'Mongkut {Rama 1111) in
Rallanakosin Kingdom resulting from the fear of the encroachment of the British and
the French. The King himself was convinced that the nation had to nccommorlate
itself to the West, thus, starting the first phase of the Thai Modemiz.1tion period
which was indeed a tbrm of Westernization. This ideology of accommodntion
echoed the needs of the Thai elite to be equal and compatible with 'civilized'
nations, a view often portrayed in the National Economic Development Plans for
decades. Tejapira (1996, P. 240), believes the country's desire to accommodate itself
to the West has resulted in a 'blind following of the West' that corrupts the national
culture, its people and the country's 'Thainess'. This gives rise to an ambivalence
towards the West that is expressed in the country's wish to re-build the nation
according to Western models and accepting Western technology, capital and
expertise but at the sam!l time to deny the Western cultural baggag!l that follows
(Siwarak, 1993, p. 88). The so-called 'vulnerability' and the opposition to the W!lst
functions es the anti-modernization discourse important to the country and its
attempts to 'save' the national culture because the country sees itself as being
polluted by external forces. The notion of othering the West as damaging the Thai
iclentity is, in fact, a cultural and moral fear and panic as the country chooses to
'blame' the West for the Joss of its national culture and identity. Kaewthep (1996, p.
82) temLs this ambivalence as finding a 'cultural scnpegoat' to share the
responsibilities for the loss of its national culture. Tejapira (1996, p. 247), ngrees
with Kaewthep, calling it a 'symptom of cultural schizophrenia'. The opposition
against the West becomes a political and cultural ploy the country adopts to 'explain'
contemporary cultural problems. It must be noted that the student graffiti
ph!lnomenon is no exception.

Siwarak {1998, p. 38) argues that the ambivalence toward the West is not new,
especinlly in Asian countries. In the Bangkok period, between 1809-1851, the
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ambivalence and hatred against the West, according to Siwarak, could be seen during
the reign of King Ram a Ill. The King himself declared that the West was 'The Mara'
or The Devil (p. 34). This resentment has been linked to the Buddhist mythology
about The Mara and Lord Buddha where The Mara tries everyway to corrupt, destroy
the purity of Lord Buddha and attempts to block his way to reaching the
Enlightenment. This comparison of the West to The Mara is to suggest that the
coming of the West into the country causes the destruction of Thailand's alleged
purity and morality. Although the country, during the reign of King Rama Ill!,
believed the change toward modernization to be crucial to the survival of the country
in the face of Western colonization and thus began to 'improve' the country by
following the Western models, education, lifestyle and culture, there lies a sense of
othering and resentment towards the West beneath the acceptance of the West.

Thai modernization or Westernization was speeded up during the reign of King
Rama V, the purpose was to re-create a new type of state that is defined by
modernization according to Western standards to be 'equal and compatible with
civilized nations' (Nuechterlain, 1967, p. 44). Accommodating the country to the
Western standards was seen as a way of saving the country from being colonized.
This ideology has been re-addressed several times; in the reign of King Rama VI
(1786-1910), it was accelerated during the time of Prime Minister Pibulsongkram
(1938-1957) and resurfaces in the early National Economic 8Jld Development Plans
(1961-1970) (Nuechterlain, 1967). Phagaphasvivat (1999) agrees witb this point, the
early National Economic and Development plan closely follows the American
model. The desire to modernize leads to the acceptance of Western culture, lifestyle,
economic development models, technology and expertise often at the expense of
traditional local models. The modernization period that relies heavily on Western
models suggests that the country sees itself as 'uncivilized' wben compared with
Western countries that arc 'civililcd'. Siwarak (1998, p. 34) suggests that the
modernization discourse clearly states that what is traditional and ethnic Tbai is
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uncivilized and that of the West is civilized. This was echoed in the writing of King
RamaVI,:

When young Siam [Thai] became obsessed with the idea of civilization at any
pricll, it was natural for them to think that in order to become
effectual civilized, we would have to turn our backs upon everything
that belonged to the old order of things. Such people believe that we
have only to ape European manners and European ways in outward things
in order to be nccounted civilized (Chaisingghananont, 2001, p .114·115)

The tension between the modernization discourse and the anti-modernization
discourse can be seen during the time of Prime Minister Pibulsongkram in the 1930s.
In order to re-create a new state, the government believed that a new national culture,
following Western models, was needed.. A National Institute of Culture was
established, its job was to define a new Thai culture in which the loyalty to the
Leader was the first duty of Thai citizens. At the same time it was charged with
finding ways of persunding people through propaganda to accept the 'new' culture
which was based on a Western precepts (Phagaphasvivat, 1999, p.\0). The national
cultural policy of the 1930s was, according to Wun'Gaeo (1996, p. 235), proWestern and anti-Chinese. Wun'Gneo concludes that the 'new' Thai national culture
promoted at the time providlld a new cultural outlook, lifestyle, ethics, beliefs,
manners, dress and behaviours that copilld the contemporary Western ones.
However, the Prime Minister believed, by making Thais behave like westerners,

,,

albeit superficially, the ifansformation of the country could be accomplished
("Follow Thll Leader", 1996).

However, the underlying resentment toward the West appears in the residual belief
that the country was damaged morally and culturally by the external forces. This
concept is not new as Nuechterlain (1967, p. 23) suggests, pointing out that the
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notion of othering the West as damaging Thai identity and the people began in the
1600s. It appeared first as a political awareness and resentment toward influential
Western people in Thailand but later turned into a cultural fear and moral panic.
Tejapira (1996, p. 240) concurs with this argument and suggests that such concern
dominates the 1990s, and has led the Thai government to launch a campaign 'Thai
Culture Promotion Year' in 1994 to help restore the Thai culture. The underlying
message in the campaign is a fear of Western cultural power that may be overcome
by the awareness of the changing Thai culture that has strong traditional roots.
Improper behaviour among youth and the cultural problems in the country are
deemed the results of the cultural damages from the West. Notable examples of this
damaging influence are Madonna and Michael Jackson. The government posits that
they

bring

undesirable Western values, especially in regard to sexuality, into

Thailand and thus destroy young Thais and the 'proper' Thai cultural values
(Pattarakulavanich, 1996, p. 56). These proper values can be rebound by following
traditional Thai cultural p.•t:cepts. Kaewthep (1996, p. 82) suggests, this oppositional
discourse has been adopted to help explain the changing culture in which the West,
according to Thais, has to he responsible. Kaewthep explains that ofthe discovery of
the 'cultural scapegoat' represents Thai cultural vulnerability that arises from the
cultural instability (p. 82). The cultural scapegoat syndrome is visibly based on the
idea of othering and superiority in which Thailand sees itsclfas spiritually, culturaHy
and morally superior and spiritual to the West. The scapegoat syndrome also
suggests that what comes from the West is corrupting and undesirable. This reveals a
Thai viewpoint that sees Thai values and culture as authentic, unique, traditional and
spiritually 'clean' whereas the Western ones are not.

Thai university: a contested terrain between students and authorities

Formerly, the Thai educational system began in the mO!ldstery (Education In
Thailand, 1997, p. 5). The new educational system and edt'cational reformation was
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initinted during the reign of King Rama V during the country early modernization
period when the view that sees education as a tool to re-make the country and that
Western knowledge is trumpeted as the nation's life-saver was widely aCcepted
(Somboon, 1991, p. 149). The first university was established in 1927.

Th~: aim of

the modernized education is to produce a new generation to keep pace

wit~

the

modernization (Education In Thailand, 1997). Dulayakasem (1988, p. 16) shows
that education management in Thailand is a state monopoly under the Constitution
which states that

th~

state is the only entity to manages and control the educational

system and that every educational institution within the country is answerable to the
state, which is responsible in setting up rules and regulations used in educational
institutions. Somboon (1991, p. 3)

poir~ts

out that the new 'modernized' educational

refonnation of the 1920s and 1930s followed closely the British educational model.
Sinlamt (1983, p. 13) asserts that the new Thai educational system since the 1950s
serves the aims of authoritarianism in the country by encouraging submission and
respect to seniority and authority without question among students.

It is clear that the administration of Thai universities approximates the constructed
totalitarian-style sentiments that underpin Thai society to 'shape' Thai youths. The
reasons Thai youth appear to need to be contro[[ed by the state are simple, if you
subscribll to the traditional Thai view of life. It is because thll education is statecontro[[ed and centralized and nearly every educational institution is state-owned.
Consequently students have an obligation to the state, which acts as the parent,
although on a grand scale. Moreover, education has been heralded as a tool to
civilize and modernize the country since the 1800s, making Thailand compatible
with the West. Dulaynkasem (1988, p. 18) believes the Thai route to WesternizationModernization sees Western-style education as the tool to re-make Thailand. With
the nation-rebuilding purposes in mind, the state sees youth as the future nationbuilders and creatllS universities as the places to guide and shape the nation's future.
Logically, it follows that the state has the right to control students because they have
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the duty to prepare for the future. Control is exercised in the rules nnd regulations
'.•'

Placed upon students. In 1969, the Minister of Education sets up a ministerial
regulation to establish sixteen codes of conducts, decreeing what conduct is deemed
proper and what is deviant. The sixteen codes of conducts are still operative today.
The regulations closely approximate the sentiments and the needs of the government
and reflect the Thai authoritarian and puritanical sentiments. According to the
regulations, students cannot wear long hair, may never to engage in sexual
relationships, may not visit department stores after class, never play snooker and
never drink or smoke, write graffiti or commit any other kind of vnndalism
(Pattanapong, 1995, p. 95). The government believes that by excluding them from
the adult world, youth will follow the right way thnt society expects and become a
clean intellectual young person. Thai society emphasizes that the 'quality' of youth is
measured by its sexual innocence, purity and the degree of respect youth play to
adults, this need is reflected in regulations the government places upon students.
Thanyaseth (1987, p. 109) concludes that one of the first aims of the government
during the 1950s-1980s was to control and suppress student activities. Sin!arat (1983,
p. 13) agrees, Thai education closely follows the authoritarian regime, suggesting the
goals of the Thai education are to establish the 'good' people that are docile,
receptive i1:1.1 are easy to control. Sinlarnt (p. 59) gives an example that within
classroom context, students are taught to 'listen' to teachers and 'memorize' from
books rather than question and think for themselves.

During the 1960s-1980s, the golden age of military dictatorships, high-ranking
militnry officials were sent to universities to take up the positions as university
presidents (Lotrakul, 1985, p. 47; Thanyaseth, 1987, p. 108). Martial laws were used
inside campus and students were banned from political involvement, public
discussions, gatherings and were not allowed to have a voice of their own
(Asavnpichayont, 1987, Thanyaseth, 1987). The nuthrorities clearly saw a need to
suppress students resulting from the government's awareness of its own vulnerability
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and at the same time perceiving the 'power' of young people (Lotrnkul, 1985;
Ttl3nyuseth, 1987). Tile result was the rigid control of universities, which resulted in
the production of 'underground' student publications and journals becuuse students

saw the official student media as tarnished and censored (Asavapichayont, 1987, p.
222). Strategies effective in tarnishing, silencing and suppressing student forces,
academics and people's voice varied enormously. Ranging from the abolition of the
constitutional regime,the ban on political parties and public gatherings, which led to
a Thai censorship authority being founded, army troops were based on university
campuses and people could be arrested or murdered under the charge of being
'communists'. To suppress alternative political and anti-government ideas,
publications and printed matters were placed under strict surveillance and are
constant confiscated on the charge of being ''probably contrary to public order and
morality" (Tejapira, 2001, p. 133).

Students, during the l960s-1970s, began to

'question' the university and teachers and started to oppose the educational system
and the way universities were ruled under the military (Asavapichayont, 1987, p.
226). Asavapichayont (1987), Lotrakul (1985) and Thanyascth (1987) all agree that
students during the 1960s-l970s acted as political agents and student movements are
crucial to the political climate at that time that was under military dictatorship.
Lotrakul (1985, p. s) asserts that the important factors, apart from political
suppression, arc that the freedom and liberty within universities was restricted and
the distant hierarchical relationship between teachers and students prevailed. Despite
restrictions, political oppression and the fact that universities are under state control
and therefore 'watchful eyes' from the country's leaders, Tejapira (2001) asserts that
universities, at that time, were the most fertile breeding ground for new revolutionary
political ideas ond movements (p. 101). The government, however, chose to pass a
law removing the word 'kanmeung' or politics from Thammasat University's full
name (fhammasat University of Moral and Political Sciences) in order to
depoliticize the

ur~iversity

and its students who had actOO as active political agents

(Tejapira, 2001, p. \00). These attempts clearly suggest that the government
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understood the force of student power and feared its being unleashed if freedom of
speed\ was given to the students. This situation also gives us a dearer picture of Thai
university campus being a contested terrain between two contrasting forces.

There were two students attempts at bringing about the downfall of the military
government in 1973 and 1976. These arc

s~:en

as the most severe bloody political

demonsti-ations in Thai society. Both student uprisings were met by mass shooting
from troops of soldiers and were finally suppressed by the government. Student rebel
were

l~:ft

with two options; they either had to remain silent or go into exile

(Asavapichayont, 1987, Thanyascth, 1987). Although the student uprisings were
almost successful, this social phenomenon has never been clearly revealed to the
public and still remains obscure. The missing phenomenon that has been excluded
from

beb~ _documented

and clarified is a strategy Thai society adopts to deny and

forget its exl~tence by choosing to overlook and keep it buried and clouded. This
'suppression' and gatekeeping of the information is merely a renection of how the
society censors and seals off 'undesirable' social phenomenon. There ore parallels
between the graffiti phenomenon and the two student uprisings in that they are not
recorded and arc exempted from Thai history textbooks used in schools.
Asavapichayont (1987) and Thanyaseth (1987) believe that this suppression, led to
Thai students becoming political inactive at a later date and student movements
failed to resurface.

Throughout the modernization period, Thai universities arc the locatioll where the
two opposing powers, student and authorities, meet and contradict each other. The
situation is that students need to express themselves and the authorities try to silence
them. After all, universities state that rules and regulations are there to guide students
to proper conduct so that they may become the natioll's 'intellects'. Appropriate as it
muy seem, students seek to deny the control a11d munifest anti-establishment feeling
in many ways. Like an underwater tide beneath a calm surface, the manifestations of'
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student feelings are carried out in an 'underground' fashion similar to the way fonner
students during the !970s-1980s published their own 'underground' journals and
public letters (Thanyaseth, 1987, p. 142).

A more recent example of the attempt of students to oppose the authoritarian power
of Thai education authorities is a student demonstration in 8 University where
students opposed to the appointment of the university chancellor rebelled. They fe!t
they could not lind any other outlet of expression to discuss their dissatisfactions
with the appointment. It must be noted that student publications in this university
have always be<!n suppressed. The student demonstration has ended, finally
suppressed by police force and student leaders have been expelled from the
university. Since suppression from the university is strong and no communication
channels are available, students write hateful graffiti against :he university and the
chancellor in student toilets and in public places in tl1e university.

Mackerras, Maidement and Schak (1998, p. 3) conclude that the Asian viewpoint on
education diverges greatly from that of the Western. The authors explain that the
West regard the role of the government in education as being restricted to providing
finances and facilities whereas in Asian countries, education is seen as the vehicle of
the state and the degree of control from the government is considerably higher than
in the West (p. 4). In Asian countries, the emphasis is on nation-building purposes.
The authors also assert that Asian education establishes a social hierarchy where
students must respect teachers and trent them with deference whereas this is absent in
the Western world._

This chapter emphasizes that, to understand the Thai graffiti phenomenon, one has to
reconsider the notion of power and control within Thai society that, in tum, helps to
constitute graffiti phenomenon as its resistance and opponent. As Mackerras,
Maidement and Schak (1998, p. 4) compare the exercise of governmental control
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over education in Asian societies as largely differs fro~ that in the Wcstcm
countries, the authors argue the degree of control and influence from the government
in Asian societies is enonnous. The authors posit that, in Thailand, the government
decrees education to assist national economic development, making t]l.e country
modern and strong. However, the emphasis of education is not to foster individuality
or equality. The analysis in this chapter shows that the government seldom loosens
their reins over university and students and never tolerates student resistance. The
rigid rules, regulations and social expectations placed upon students, on the otOer
hand, could be perceived as tools to retain control over them.

Conclusion
This chapter outlines the socio-cultural

a~d

politkal dimensions of culture discussing

the Thai characteristics and sentiments and rClates them to the pwduction of graffiti
by Thai students. The first part shows that the three-fold Buddhism plays an
important part in 5~~porting and strengthening of Thai politics and has become the
tool of the state in imposing an authoritarian world-view on the people. Religious
beliefs, especially those of reincarnation and the Law of Kanna, also help to harness
the people and thus prevent resistance and create an acceptance of an unequal social
hierarchy. Thailand had to wait until 19J2 for its first popular uprising to overthrow
the absolute [and

sa~redJ

monarchy that had remained untouchable for nearly seven

centuries. However, the 1932 coup was the work of a small group of people who
lacked the support of the majority of Thais who still held a deep respect for and
belief in the absolute monarchy. The political changes associated with the 1932 coup
brought a short-lived democracy and established the basis for military dictatorships
for decades afterward; the shift in political power was from the social elite to the
military. The seven centuries of livillg under the absolute monarchy created an
awareness and a notion of power that Thais still perceive as the natural order where
there is absolute and authoritarian power, a monopoly of power and control is that is

·.~··
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rightful. An example of this belief could be seen in the .way the government exerts
control over universities and, student~. A good' illustration of it in practice is the
suppression of student movements during the 1960s-1980s, which has led to very
few student movement~ appearing in public in later periods.

Graffiti, for young Thai people, functions as their alternative means of
communication when they arc under pressure. However, there has been little writing
that records this function of graffiti during the student uprisings which in turn means
that has been little studied. Gang graffiti, by contrast, serves several purposes: .
communication that understood within the gang membership, the marking of
territory, the boasting victories and threaten outgroup.'J. Students usc graffiti to
express rebellion, exhibit their forbidden thoughts, and ·~hallenge the authority that
has been imposed upon them as well as share conversations within their groups.
Young people, view popula1 graffiti as fashionable and have established graffiti as a
youth cult in Thailand. The youth graffiti cult suggests two important points. O'nc is
another cultural impmt from the Western countries especially the USA. Another is
youth's struggle to lind their own social space. The way young people resprt to
deserted houses and petrol stations as their grnffiti canvas indicates

ho\~

the

mainstream society givf.ls few outlets for this activity, space and chances for youth
expression in Thai society are quite limited. If we look beyond the social view of
grnffiti as a problem of cleanliness, Th:~i youth graffiti obviously reveals a fact of life
of young Thai people: they arc an underrepresented group are under constant control
from a society that has developed a particular view of youthful development that
hands youth limited opportunities for freedom of expression. The way they seek
deserted house, toilets, public walls and bus shelters to produce their own voice
shows how the society marginalizes them and their collective concerns. To sum up,
the Thai graffiti phenomenon develops from a poverty of chances, inequality and
youth being marginalized in Thai culture and society. As a consequence they have to
re-construct their own freedom of expression and re-create spaces for expression. To
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illustrate further, the way young people are cornered into writing graffiti in deserted
places and toilets indicates their being isolated from the mainstream of Thai culture
meaning that young people have to negotiate for rights to expression,
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CHAPTER 5: DATA RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION

In this chapter, the results of the study are presented. Graffiti data collected is
sorted into five major themes according to the content of the inscriptions. The
themes deal with personal issues, sexual matters, social organization, hostility
towards society and university issues. There are sub-categories associated with
each theme such as entertainment, humour, superstition and social i3sues since
these sub-categories could be representative of the Thai society that is reflected
through its younger members. The personal theme covers love, the perpetrator's
name and self-identification because these reveal personal needs. University
themes detail university issues and ar.ademic subject issues. The hostility theme
contains insults, offensive words and hostility toward a variety of subjects.
Finally, sexual themes cover all sexual issues including homosexual issues.

The organisation of this chapter is supported by a quantitative analysis of the
graffiti data to give a picture of the entire topic. The three universities are briefly
discussed here to establish a better and clearer picture of each location that
constitutes the universe of its own graffiti subculture. The themes presented in
this chapter are organized under four sub-headings: the location of the graffiti, the
, breakdown of graffiti data, material analysis of the inscriptions and the major
graffiti themes expressed by the subjects. It must be noted that all names, email
address and telephone numbers in graffiti inscriptions arc not published in this
thesis. All names of those involved arc referred to by codes. All quotations from
personal interviews maintain the anonymity of the interviewees.

Tbe location of graffiti: campus en., ironment and student graffiti culture

Many researchers see a causal relationship between the environment and graffiti.
Kelling and Coles (1996), Piquero (1999). Ross and lang (2000) and Sampson
and Scott (1999) believe graffiti is the product of the decaying neighbourhood
and, in tum, the uncivilized neighbourhood helps to produce graffiti. Snow
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(1983) maintains another view: grnffitists react to the environment more
aggressively than non-graffitists do because they possess a stimulus to vandalize.
Landy and Steel (1967) and Rudin and Harless (1970) find out that specific
graffiti is related to specific types of buildings and the population utilizing the
building and sexual graffiti tends to appear more in general use buildings.

In general, the graffiti data in this study is obtained from male and female
batltrooms in as many buildings as possible. Although the research assistants and
I collected graffiti in classrooms as well, classroom and desktop graffiti arc not
counted in the overall data in this study but are used as a context for the
information on the campus graffiti subculture analysed.

Graffiti, however, does not appear in every building on campus; there are some
buildings that are graffiti-free. Most of these exceptional cases are buildings
where the offices of university authorities are located and maintenance is
regularly ensured. This is relevant to the findings of Buser and Ferreira (1980)
and Collins and Batz[e (1970), who point out that the ease of writing graffiti
helps to produce more graffiti. Rudin and Harless (1970) also support the view
that the availability of writing spaces will yield more writing chances.
"A" University is in Bangkok. According to the surveys carried out by the
research assistants and the col!ected information in the observation forms, the
central library is crowded since a large number of students go to the library on a
daily basis and usc the library as their meeting point with friends. Classrooms are
always occupied making the anonymous recording of classroom graffiti data
impossible. Furthermore, academic buildings are restricted to outsiders and
university caretakers lock classrooms after class.

/(

"8" University is in a Northeastern province and is the largest when compared to
A and C University. According to the surveys, the library ofB University is not
crowded but students gather at the central canteen that opens until late at night.

,,
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From the survey, tables and toilets in the library and in canteens show evidence
of vandalism and neglect as well as graffiti.

"C" University is the smallest campus when compared to A and B. The academic
buildings are crowded and classrooms an: always occupied. Similar to B, tables
and chairs in classrooms, walls and elevators are vandalized IUld show signs of
graffiti and doodling. Although there is an effort on the part of the university to
ensure mainteniUlcc in toilets, the finding of Salamad (1993), however, reports
that students in C University are mostly dissatisfied with the school washrooms:
they demand to see cleaner and better-equipped toilets.

To summarize, A University shows more mainteniUlce and cleanliness than B and
C. Many student toilets, especially in B and C, lack basic maintenance to keep
them clean, functional and hygienic which has the effect of making them ideal
targets for graffitists. The places where students use as sitting areas arc related to
the frequency of graffiti. Graffiti tends to appear more in places where a large
number of students gather anonymously such as canteen and library because
these places offer more anonymity than in faculty toilets. In A University,
students gather in the central library. In 8, students are in the central canteen. In
C, students stay in academic buildings. The reasons behind the graffiti production
that relates to the campus environment are detailed in greater depth in the next
chapter.

Breakdown of graffiti data

Of the 1,257 pieces of written graffiti and 223 pictorial graffiti collected from the
three universities, the breakdown is as follow. To show the overall picture, Table
I demonstrates the total nwnber and frequency of written graffiti data sorted by
university.
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Table I

Breakdown of graffiti data by location in A, 8 and C Univcnity (written
graffiti)
University

Graffiti

Frequency (N)

Percent of total(%)

A

Male graffiti

232

100%

0

0%

Female
Total
B

Male graffiti
Female

100%

573

93.48%

40

6.52%

N 613

100%

Male graffiti

504

98.30%

Female

7

1.70%

Total

c

N 232

Total

N 412

100%

Ovcrnll total

N =!,257

100%

Following Table I, Table 2 shows the number and frequency of pictorial graffiti
data sorted by university.

Table 2

Breakdown of graffiti data by location in A, B and C Univenity (pitforial
graffiti)
University

Frequency (N)

Percent of total (%)

A

25

11.21%

B

82

36.78%

c

116

52.01%

When we combine all the data, another view of the situation emerges. Table 3
compares the frequency and number of the overall graffiti data, both pictorial and
written, and shows the conclusion of the entire data.
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Table 3
Breakdown of the overall graffiti data.

University

Written graffiti

Pictorial

Percent of total

Total

A

232

25

257

17.36%

B

613

82

695

46.96%

c

412

116

1,257

223

"'

35.68%

Total

1,480

100%

The overall total of written and pictorial graffiti, as shown in Table 3, is 1,480
units. The overall total reveals that the largest proportion of graffiti comes from B
University, followed by C and then A. My earlier surveys support that cleanliness
is best ensured in A University. InC, caretakers supervise toilets several times a
day to remove graffiti but new inscriptions are likely to reappear within a few
days. It is different in B, graffiti is left undisturbed in many toilets through the
semesters. Graffiti tends to appear more in secluded places such as toilets that
offer more freedom, anonymity and a larger group of readers. The result of
graffiti frequency in each location, as demonstrated in Table 4, supports the
above statement. A closer analysis of each campus is presented in Table 5 and 6
respectively.
Table 4
Breakdown of graffiti by location in A, B and C University

University

Are•

A

Male toilet (MT) in 221
general area (gen)
I"T ;, academic II

I

,,

Frequency

Percent of total
95.25%
4.75%

building (acad)
Female toilet in

0

0

0

0

gen.
FT in acad.
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N=232

100%

MT in gen.

506

82.05%

MTin acad.

67

10.93%

FT in gen.

34

6.03%

FT in acad.

6

0.99%

Total

B

Total

N=613

100%

MTingen.

I

0.24%

Mt inacad.

404

98.6%

FT in gen.

0

0

FT in acad.

7

1.70%

N=412

100%

N- 1257

100%

c

Total

Overall total

A+B+C

The results presented in Tables 5 and 6 are extensions of Table 4, the data reveal
that male toilets in general-use buildings (e.g., canteen and library) in A and B
university contain more graffiti than 11ny other location in the universities which

is clearly demonstrated in the two tables. Table 5 shows location in A university
of the prevalent graffiti writing sites and also compares the frequency of graffiti
inscriptions in each location. Table 6 shows the extent of graffiti production at B
University. Both tables include data frequency in male and female toilets in every
building.

Table 5

Breakdown of graffiti data by location and frequency in A University
General area

Academic

Frequency

Total

Percent of total

149

149

64.22%

building
MT in central
librnry

\22
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MT in central

72

221

31.03%

10

231

4.3%

I

232

0.43%

N"'232

232

100%

canteen
MTinX
Faculty
MTinXX
Faculty
Total

Table 6

Breakdown of graffiti data by

and frequency in B University

Frequency

Total

Percent of total

\53

\53

24.96%

123

276

20.07%

324

7.83%

508

30.01%

526

2.94%

I

527

0.16%

46

573

7.50%

central

7

580

1.14%

;, small

6

586

0.99%

21

607

3.42%

613

0.99%

General area

Academic

lo~ation

building
MT in central
library
MT in central
canteen

;,

MT

X 48

Faculty

MT ;, small

184

canteens

MT

;,

XX 18

Faculty

MT ;" XXX
Faculty

MT ;" male
dormitories
FT in
library
Ff

canteens
FT

;, female

donnitorics
Ff

;,

XX 6
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IFaculty

ITotal

613

1100%

However, as the data reveals, there is a different inC University. Since students
do not have general spaces in which to congregate they assemble in academic
buildings. Therefore, the amount of graffiti rises sharply in toilets in academic
buildings as shown in Table 7 compared to the other universities but toilets in
general-use buildings show smaller numbers of inscription.

Table 7
Breakdown of graffiti data by location and frequency inC University

General area

Academic

Frequency

Total

Pei'C<lnl of total

X 22

22

5.33%

XX 133

ISS

32.28%

building

MT

;"

Faculty

Ml

;"

Faculty

MT

XXX

"

173

4.36%

y

lO

l83

2.42%

yy

12

195

2.9!%

384

45.87%

401

4.12%

XYX 3

404

0.72%

'

405

0.24%

;" yyy 7

412

1.69%

'"

Faculty

MT

;"

Faculty

MT

;"

Faculty

MT ;" yyy 189
Faculty

MT

;"

XY l7

Faculty

MT

'"

Faculty

MT

;"

gymnasium

"'
FT
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ITotal

Ifaculty

IN

412

1100%

In summary, the breakdown of the graffiti data reveals that graffiti is commonly
found in male toilets. The higher frequency of graffiti in general-use building
suggests that they provide more freedom and anonymity to graffitists compared
to other

spac~s

on campus. General-usc buildings arc more 'public' than

academic buildings allowing larger groups of potential graffiti writers to
assemble and thus also attract more readers or 'consumers' of their production.
This factor is commented upon by several researchers, including Anderson and
Verplanck (1983), Be.<s eta\ (1976), Lucca and Pacheco (1983) and Sechrest and
Olson (1971), who collectively point out that there is a significant difference in
the frequency of graffiti between academic buildings and non-academic
buildings. Thus Thailand is little different to other nations in terms of where
students write graffiti. Rodriguez (1994, p. 209) offers three explanations for this
phenomenon: general-use buildings allow access to a more diverse audience,
writers find more convenient opportunity to facilitate interaction and writers have
more immediate access. The campus survey conducted at the same time as the
data collection supports this claim. Faculty toilets are smaller and thus less prone
to graffiti because the writers require considerable space in which to post their
messages and further, outsiders mostly cannot locate toilets on campus. On the
other hand, toilets in general-usc buildings, with more toilet cubicles and are easy
to find, offer more spaces and chances to write.

Graffiti materials analysi~: media, tool and writing pallern
From the survey we can ascertain that graffiti is produced with a range of tools.
The writing tools favoured by the writers vary and include pen, marker, pencil,
spray paint, chalk, lipstick, correction liquid, cutter blade and bums made by
cigarette butt In the student graffiti subculture, the availability of the tools and
the adaptability of materials is crucial. The most 'favourite' tool for the student
graffitist is the pencil because it c:an be used on almost every kind of surface. This
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statement is supported by the fact that writers change to pencil to write on graffiti
resistant walls after toilet walls replacement in C university. This strategy of
replacement by the university authorities is simply based on the assumption that
'no place to write, no more graffiti'. However, students quickly subvert this view,
using the pencil nnd other writing tools to produce graffiti on the glossy tiled
walls. The result is, more graffiti appears as soon as the replacement is finished.
This is contrary to previous Western findings on graffiti such as Cooze (1995),
Gettleman (1998), Keating (2000) and Samdahl and Christensen (cited in
Rodriguez, 1994, p. 108). These Western researchers point out that removal signs
of vandalism in campus toilets and improvement of toilet materials help to reduce
graffiti. The Thai finding, howcve-:, shows the reverse.

The sudden increase of graffiti after the replacements shows the Thai student's
'silent' reaction to the official attempt to prevent their rights to write. This
reaction is, however, known to Thai people as a 'pra-ehot'; a condition where
Thais react negatively to orders and vent their anger in anonymous and subtle
ways. Klausner (2000, p. 253-255) explains that pra-chot arises because Thais
tend to avoid direct confrontation and "have refined indirect techniques of social
expression to a fine art and one such form is referred to as prachot" that perplexes
Westerners. A prachot is, according to Klausner (p. 255), an indirect expression
of anger and annoyance that is turned towards another object with the purpose of
causing more displeasure and more annoyance. The Thai technique of'prachot' is
one of the principal ways that students employ to react and resist to the changes
placed on their environment by university authorities. According to Klausner, this
social technique is a 'projected vilification' or another variation of the 'scapegoat
syndrome' (p. 256). The incidents of graffiti and vandalism tend to rise sharply
after each attempt at replacement by the authorities, clearly demonstrating that
both may be seen as techniques where 5tudents vent their displeasure and anger
at authority on the wall.

They are a way of challenging indirectly and

anonymously the authority Thai society invests in the university administrations.
In short lbai students resort to traditional Thai social pmctices in order to express
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overt feelings of anger towards seniors whom they perceive to be oppressive and
tyrannical.

The writing pattern employed in Thai campus graffiti is also as varied

as the

writing tools. From the analysis of the survey results we find that writing patterns
include inscription in the fonn of a single word, a sentence, a poem, a song, a
story, or a picture and even numbers.

The diverse writing patterns suggest that graffiti is a communication that needs
no protocols: one can write anything one wants on the wall. The writing pattern
differs very little among the three universities. However, it is the language of the
graffiti that differs. Although the language in most graffiti inscriptions is
offensive and vulgar, students in B University choose to express their feelings in
their dialect rather than standardised Thai language. This is because students in B
University mostly come from the Northeastern provinces of Thailand they speak
dialects as part of normal everyday discourse bnt speak the standardized version
of Thai in more fonnal situations such as in the classroom. However, it is the
seKual words that are most problematic in the Northeastern dialects as they are
I\

more 'dirett' than the Central Thai, which is more 'refined' when tlllking about
sexuality. The survey reveals that the bulk of the sexual words used in most
graffiti inscriptions in the three universities are from the Thai dialect rather than
the standardized Bangkok language. Kola (1991) suggests, when it comes to
seKual matters, people resort to words in dialects because of their directness,
eKpressiveness and bluntness. In the discourse of graffiti, refined and 'civilized'
Ccntrdl Thai language is unacceptable. This ideological gap between what is
deemed civilized and uncivilized calls for further explanation.

In the Thai construction of 'civilization' as a part of modernization scheme, the
.·_.government consolidates and centralized the country into one single unit:
Bangkok was re-defined as the center of civilization as its name suggests 'the city
of gods'. Siwarok (1998) and Wun'Gaeo (1996) share similar ideas about why
Thailand saw the need to reform and modernize the country in the middle of 191h
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century when the power of the West was tremendous in Asia. It was also the
effect from the re-contact with the West and the signing of The Treaty nf
Friendship and Commerce with Britain in 1855 that Thailand saw the need for a
national reformation to accommodate itself to the West and to resist the Western
power by aligning itself to the west by reconstructing itself as a nation state
(Nuechter\ain, 1967). The centralization was, therefore, part of the internal
adjustment within the country to re-build itself. Thus a plan to develop Bangkok
as the prototype of modernized society according to the Western development
model was adopted. Apart from other tools, the government of the Prime Minister
Pibulsongkram in the 1930s, saw that a new set of language norms could be used
to centralize the country (Chaisinghghananont, 2001).

The adoptation of the new language began with the education that is monopolized
and centralized by the government (Siwarak, 1988). Under this system, the
'national' language based on standard Bangkok language is inculcated in schools
throughout the country to reunite the people and re-create a new sense of
nationalism and national security. Chareonsri, Chanthieng and Tackhanmark
(1996, p. 23) elaborate, arguing that this state policy also places a ban on the use
of other Thai dialects. The government obviously perceives Bangkok and its
metropolitan Eastern-Western culture as the national culture, and thus expressing
a distinct form of Thai nationalism. To achieve this end the fanner Thai language
wa.~

re-defined and reformed in order to create 'aesthetic' and civilized language

suitable for new generations of civilized Thais. The alphabet, the spelling, the
writing and speech were all changed, and people were forced by The National
Institution of Culture to usc the 'new' language. Kola (1991) suggests that the
new Thai language, especially the one that was re-created after the 1932 coup, set
strict rules and standards that determine and judge which discourse is acceptable
and which is not. The rules and standards, according to Kola (1991), arc based
upon \he standards and practices of the 'new bourgeois' who were Europeantrained intellectuals that became new elitists after the coup. The common ami
typical Thai discourse used by common people was thus considered impolite,
vulgar and low. However, it must be noted that tl:e 'typical and common' Thai
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language, that was demonized as low, bd been used since the first Kingdom
during the 131h century. In fact, the new language established an ideal poetic and
dramatic style that does not allow for any vulgarity or commonality.

The way the government 'unites' and centralizes the country through the
introduction of a new language was undoubtedly a political strategy to strengthen
the nation by excluding choice, denying diversity and making sure people
conformed to the new behavioural codes. It can be assumed that since the new
language forbids vulgarity, people breaks the taboo by resorting to dialects or
'common' Thai language that allows freedom through the use of offensive, swear
words and sexual words as 'natural' emotions and as a part of everyday life.
Therefore, in contemporary Central Thai language, 'direct' sexual words and
words relate to sexual organs are 'borrowed' from dialects. The reasons are
simple, sexual words in dialects, mostly monosyllabic words, come to represent
closely to the original meaning and have what Abel and Buckley (1977) term as
"cathartic or purging effect on the pent-up emotions" (p. 69). Using taboo words.
according to Abel and Buckley, have a relief-giving effect and give an emotional
release (p. 74). Kola (1991) concludes, the swear words and sexual words, in
Thai dialects, arc directly related to the actions or the sexual organs whereas
sexual words in the 'new' language, that are borrowed from Pali and Sanskrit
languages are very remote from the original meanings. The author elaborates.
The vernacular word 'kauy' meaning male sexual organ is considered vulgar, low
and obscene but is able to give a more direct visualization and representation of
the object than the Pali-Sanskrit word "leung":its 'formal and official'
counterpart that needed to be translated.

The writing pattern of the eampiiS graffiti supports this view. The single words
found in most graffiti inscriptions are sexual and swear words taken from the
dialects. From the surveys, these words are often written in big letters or are
circled so as to capture the attention of the readers and appear as stand-alone
words with no further context because the words are strong enough to convey the
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meanings and feelings. To summarize, Thai graffiti inscriptions arc mostly short
sentences and not descriptive but use direct, precise, expressive and pin-pointed
words to llirectly convey meanings and feelings.

Graffiti theme analysis: what do

~tudents

reveal in their graffiti?

To discover what students reveal in their inscriptions requires the systematic
categorization of the graffiti data to lind the campus graffiti themes. From the
entire data, Thai campus graffiti may be sorted into live major themes: sexual
matters, personal issues, social issues, hostility to Bociety as well as other
individuals and university matters. Each theme with its sub-categories is
presented with an operational definition in Table 8.

Table 8
Graffiti themes and sub-cdcgorics with operational definition.

Graffiti theme

Operational definition

SOCIAL THEME

Religion

Comments and items on religions.

Politics

Comments and items about politics.

Racial

Comments and items that center on ctlmic
group or racial group.

Social issue

Items that deal with social issues.

Philosophy

Comment and items on philosophy.

Superstition

Items that center on beliefs in superstition
or supcmaturul powers.

Humour

Items that relate to humour or arc meant to
be humorous.

Entertainment

Items that center on sports, music, movie
and other types of entertainment.

PERSONAL THEME
Opinion/ help! advice

Items that seck/ give advice/help
opinion.

"'
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Question and answer

hems that center on posting questions and
answering posted questions.

Name

Self-identification

hems

that

'"
identification.

names

without

ooy

hems that express self-identification such
as name with email address.

Love

Waste elimination

Items and comments that center on love.

hems and comments that center on wnste
elimination.

HOSTITLITY THEME
Hostility

hems and comments that express hostility.

Gmffiti

Items

"'

comments

that

center

""

graffitists and the action of writing/reading
graffiti
General insult

Items and comments that express insult
(excluding sexual insult).

Offensive word

Items that express offensive words.

UNIVERSITY THEME
University issue

!terns and comments that center on A, B
and C University.

Academic subject

hems

"'

comments

that

center

academic subjects.

""

SEXUAL THEME
Sexual insult

hems and comments the express sexual
insult to malc/fcmalefhomosexual.

Sexual description

Items and comments that describe sexual
activities and sexual organs.

Offering sexual service

Items that express sexual service
malclfemalclhomoscxual.

'"

Homosexual appointment

Items that center on sexual appointment

Sexual humour

Items and comments that express sexual

between homosexual.

humour.
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Items and comments that express sexual
desire.

The above categories and operational definitions are based on Bates and Martin
(1980), Oua (1993), Rodriguez, ( \994), Sanfiorenzo (1987), Sechrest and Flores
(1969) and Workman ct a\ (1983). Bates and Martin suggest graffiti content
categorization should be analyzed separately as sexual and non-sexual content
categories. To sec what student graffiti reveals and which topic mostly attracts
students, Table 9 shows and compares the frequency of graffiti inscriptions found
in each graffiti category in A University. Table 10 and II demonstrates that ofB
and C University respectively.

Table 9

Number and percentage of campus graffiti by category in A Univcnity

Category found

Percent oftotal (%)

Frequency

Graffiti

14

6.03

Se1mal insult on gay

2

0.86

Politics

2

0.86

Academic subject

2

0.86

l~umour

2

0.86

Opinion

5

2.15

Hostility

34

14.66

Racial

3

1.29

Social issue

I

1).43

Sexual insult on men

15

6.46

Self- identification

10

4.3t

Name

2

1).86

Sexual insult on women

7

3.01

Sexual

15

6.46

Entertainment

2

1).86

Homosexual appointment

107

46.12

desire

homosexual

'"
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Waste elimination

I

0.43

Sexual description

8

3.44

Total

N

232

!00%

Table 10

Numbl:r and percentage of graffiti by category in B University.

Category found

Frequency

Percent of total(%)

Graffiti

28

4.57

University issue

22

3.59

Politics

2

0.33

Insult

2)

3.75

Academic subject

21

3.43

Humour

5

0.82

Word

26

4.24

Hostility

62

10.11

Love

45

7.34

Offering sexual service

I

0.16

Sexual description

29

4.73

Name

2)

3.75

Homosexual appointment

114

18.60

Sexual insult on men

7

1.14

Sexual insult on women

7

l.l4

Sexual desire (m to f)

"

6.52

Entertainment

12

1.96

Waste elimination

7

1.14

Opinion

7

1.14

Sexual desire (flo m)

4

0.65

Female hostility

8

1.30

l·lomosexual desire
liomoscxuallovc

'"6

3.26
0.98

Sexual humour

30

4.89
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Q&A

5

0.82

Self·identification

42

6.85

Philosophy

4

0.66

Social issu!l

3

0.49

Homosexual description

10

1.63

Total

N

613

100%

Table II
Number and percentage of graffiti by category in C University

Category found

Frequency

Percent or total(%)

Graffiti

30

7.28

Insult on homosexual

8

1.94

Politics

I

0.24

Sexual description (flo m)

4

0.97

Academic subjects

25

6.07

Sexual humour

15

3.64

Hostility

'10

17.00

Wom

10

2A3

Religion

5

1.21

Sexual description

12

2.91

Name

14

3.40

Sclf·identification

60

14.56

Homosexual appointment

33

8.01

Sexual insult on woman

7

1.70

Sexual desire ( m to f)

15

3.64

Entertainment

15

3.64

Waste elimination

7

1.70

Humour

8

1.94

Q&A

4

0.97

Superstition

4

0.97

Sexual desire (m to f)

28

6.80

University issue

30

7.28
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!

ITolnl
Low

1.70

To summarize, from the entire data, it is revealed that homosexual topics
including homosexual desire and appointments between homosexual males rank
highest in two

~amp uses:

A and B. Another topic that is also frequently used is

hostility. These themes suggest two important points, one is that campus graffiti
is used as an altem~tive communication between homosexual male students at the
same campus. Another point to consider is that Thai students use graffiti to
humiliate, intimidate and dominate other people including outgroups such as
homosexual males,

ethni~

people and women. l11e reasons behind these two

points arc discussed next and also discussed in Chuptcr 6. What follows is the
analysis of each graffiti theme.

Social theme

The social themes include eight sub-categories: religion, politics, racial, social
issue, philosophy, superstition, humour and entertainment.

Contrary to some Western findings (e.g., Ahmed, ]981; Goikoetxea, 1998,
Nwoye, 1993; Schreer and Strichartz, 1997; O!owu, 1983; Olin, 1993; Olla eta],

1996; Wales and Brewer, 1976), Thai campus graffiti from the three universities
have very few political, racial, philosophical and religious inscriptions. The 11Jai
political graffiti does not criticize, comment or address political events but is
laden with a specific Thai sense of humour on political and international political
events. One remarkable aspect of the humour concerns the events in the US on

9/11/2001 bombing case, where two chained inscriptions read: "We B Uni
students will not Jet Bereden [Binladen] escape. Sure, a terrorist" and another
replies underneath "1 agree, friend, Jet's find him". Obviously, this is a Thai
mocking feeling to the reaction of the lluJ.i government after the bombing
because the government believes 'terrorists' are migmting to Thailand. The
'panic' and fear of the government is represented in a mocking and jeering
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sentiment seen in many comic strips in local newspapers. This graffiti seems to
relate to the sense of scorning humour expressed in the local media. Other
political inscriptions reveal only names of politicians with few other surrounding
context. For example, a graffiti inscription reads "Hey, I am Thaksin
Shinawatra". The above graffiti, altholtgh it looks simple clearly states the sense
of mocking humour Thais feel toward the present Prime Minister who never
hesitates to speak his mind. Although scholars such as Siwurak (1998) or
Pongsapich (1996) suggest that although contemporary Thais have become more
politically active, Thais still seem to involve themselves very little in politics and
become what Saettho (1989) tem1s as 'the silent majority' in political movements
or discussions. This needs further explanation. Open criticism and public
discussion on politics has been suppressed for many decades in Thailand under
martial laws and military regimes from the 1932 coup on, as Thanyaseth (1987)
explains. The political passiveness among Thais partly results from this long
suppression and partly because of the 700 years of living under the absolute
monurchy system that decrees political power docs not belong to the citizen.
Moreover, Phongpaichit and Baker (1997) state, there have been much opposition
from a variety of governments to the widening of political pru1icipation by Thai
citizens and there have been successful attempts to censor the press that promotes
open political debates. Lotrakul (1985) and Thanyaseth (1987) state that students,
who may act as active political agents, give very little attention to political
concern~

after the suppressed student uprisings during the 1970s and students

have been banned from political involvement. It can be assumed that, from these
suppressions. Thais alter their needs to articulate political concerns in the
indirect expression of nvposition such as through humour and jokes.

Supurb (2000) finnly states that Thais ure 'broad-minded' toward other races and
give religious freedom and opportunities to other races living in Thailand. The
author confirms that this broad·mindedness makes Thailand a peaceful nation and
racial problems have never existed in Thailand (p. 67). Nuechterlain (1967),
however, doubts this Thai broad-mindedness. The author said that Thais gave a
'friendly' reception including commercial freedom and religious freedom to
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expatriates since the time of Ayudhaya period, in early 16'h century, but ended
this East-West relntionship with a massacre and shut out all Europeans in later
periods. Graffiti inscriptions obviously defy this broad-mindedness but reveal that
there are racial and religious conflicts in a country that believes itself peaceful.
Some examples read:

A-

Fucking the Christians, they are stupid and ignorant.

B-

That fucking Indian bastard named XX:XX, death to the Indian
race. Even if you and your fathers get married to Thais, your lowly
Indian blood will still be low.

Writers use hostility and discrimination to attack other races and religions.
Dominance is the key tool writers use to undcnnine and discriminate against the
'outgroups' or the ethnic people in the country. Indians migrated to Thailand a
very long time ago and, similar to the migrant Chinese, became wealthier than the
natives. It is because Thais, according to Saihoo (1988), prefer government jobs
rather than commerce in order to have more privileges and could be a part of the
nobility. The Chinese migrants came to fill the career gnp by being merchants and
later became influential in Thai economic and politic circles (Samudavanija,
1997). The resentment and the fear of trading and political power of the Chinese,
Indians and other races in Thailand exists. Racism seems to have occurred for the
first time among Thais during the Ayudhnya period when Europeans arrived in
Thailand and later spread to other races as well, especially the Chinese.
(Nuechterlain, 1967, Samudavanija, 1997).

The resentment toward other races is represented through the feeling of
superiority and ownership of the land. Thai chooses to "other" the other races as
ones who are culturally inferior becnuse they are 'exiles' seeking better lives and
environment in Thailand. By holding this belief, Thais believe the natives excel
because they possess a more refined culture that is expressed through relined
manners, behaviours and language. The graffiti cited above reflect these notions
clearly. Although the writer in gmfliti B seems to express a more personal
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conflict, rather than the endemic racial discrimination that is subtly embedded in
Thai culture. As Rodriguez and Clair (1999) suggest, students use graffiti to
defeat the out group that, in tum, helps sustain tmd preserve their sense of power
and dominance.

Philosophy is another topic that receives very little attention from Thai students.
However, some philosophical inscriptions that we find in the graffiti collected for
this study mostly concern religious beliefs such as the shortness of life and
mortality, both are common beliefs among Thais as Buddhists. Most writers
produce philosophical graffiti in poems that arc well-rhymed and reveal a fine
selection of words. Philosophical graffiti, however, is found in B University only
and are written in the Northeastern dialects. Since most students in B University
come from Northeastern provinces, they might inherit a Northeastern
characteristic in preferring to cite religious and vemacular philosophical verses in
local tongue. The existence of Buddhist-philosophical inscriptions suggest that
writers view graffiti as informative and usc graffiti to advocate vernacular
teachings. Tejapira (2001, p. 199-200) gives another explanation to answer why
philosophical or political ideas, in Thai society, arc conveyed through poetry,
Thais are rhymers by habit and that Thai people have long used poetry as
'vehicles of thoughts' that are easier to recite, remember or sing.

Graffiti inscriptions in the entertainment sub-category reveal a reflection of the
contemporary Thai society: an Asian society that follows the Western world. The
graffiti inscriptions reveal names of Western, especially American, pop stars and
English football players and football clubs, for example Beckham, Eminem,
Oven, Liverpool and 'ManU'. Only one inscription cites the name of a Thai popmusic group 'Lo So'. These inscriptions reflect a contemporary Thai youth fad
and the Western media influence in the country. Tcjapira (1996) and Wongkul
(1998) comment that it is because Thai youth culture has been hegemonized by
the Western media that Thai youth have made heroes of western figures. Tcjapira
terms the Thai youth's appreciation of Western fashion as an example of cultural
hegemony that reflects the "consumerist behaviour of the grown up fellow
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country men" (p. 242). Siwarnk (1998), however, points out thutthe following of
the West is not new in Thailand but started since the \BOOs when the country
decided to refonn itself in order to accommodate the Western countries and
which required un acceptunce of Western technology, expertise and development
models. Thus, it may be hypothesized that youth graffiti ucts as a mirror of
today's society and youth culture that is the results from an acceptance of the
subcultures of Western capitalist societies. The high degree of association with
Western pop-stars in Thai youth graffiti could be an indication of the Thai society
and its culture that chooses to develop itself according to the foreign power and
Western capitalist ideology.

Social issues in Thai youth graffiti involve two topics: drugs and police. Drugs, in
the Th'li context, means amphetamine or as it is called in Thai the 'crazy pill' that
has become fashionable among youth. The Thai student drug culture and the
police are intertwined and inseparable in Thailand. As the 'black list' revealed by
the present government shows, police and army officers arc the ones involved in
trafficking and contributing to the process of illegal drugs. The campus graffiti
found on campuses docs not advise other students not to use drugs but clearly
announces where it can be purchased on campus through the police network. An
example reads "If you need crazy pill, call Sergeant XXX at 01-xxxxxxx, safety
guaranteed. 24 hrs". Other inscriptions re:.:orded contain the similar content to
graffiti A. This reflects another facet of a truth that underlies the Thui academic
environment; that many university authorities claim that Thai higher educational
institutions are 'drug-free' and 'clean• unlike their foreign counterparts. However
the existence of rtrug graffiti clearly shows that Thai universities is prone to
illegal activities as any other.

By contrast, superstition themes seldom exist in campus graffiti studies in the
Western world but remain important in some other countries. Olowu (1983) finds
superstition topic ranks at a significant level in Nigerian student graffiti but
absent in British samples. The author concludes that this gap probably shows the
difference in the socio-cultural milieu (p. 986). The superstition theme in Thai
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campus graffiti draws a high degree of interaction. One inscription in a male
toilet inC University nllracts seven replies,

s~ch

ns:

A·

What about if! have my hair cut on Wednesday? Will it be ok?

B·

(Reply to A with an arrow) Don't. They say it will bring bad luck
for the whole month.

Other writers seem to agree with the writer B and advise the writer A to "give it a
trim but don't cut". This is a popular belief among Thais: cutting one's hair on
Wednesday brings bad luck. This belief is inherited from Bhraminism that

Ganesh The God of Art is accidentally beheaded on Wednesday. These
exchanges suggest that contemporary Thais still believe in supernatural powers
because they actually see supernatural power ns influential over life.
Val!ibhotama (1997, p. 55) explains that Thais developed the idea of spirit cult
based on the existence of a soul after death as early as 10,000 years ago.
Kitsuwan (1997, p. 65) considers the beliefs in spirits as a part of Thai
civilization. The author, however, explains that the belief in supernatural power is
a Thai way ofeoping with life's crisis and mishaps. The author writes:

Thais choose to explain the problems, tragic and crises in life in tenns
of the concept~ with which they feel comfortable by referring to the
power of supematural who could manage the order of the universe or
change p~Wple's life courses (p. 66).

The belief in superstition gives a more rounded picture of the Thai society that
calls itself a modernized one. The Thai context of modernity is complex: it refers
to the attempt of the country to modernize by accepting Western technology and
standards but seeks to associate Western technology with spiritual attributes.
Siwarak (1993, p. 14) questions this perplexed Thai term of 'modernity', by
providing the example where Thais still places channs and amulets in cars for
safety to show how thin tbe veneer of modernity seems to be. Spirit cults seem to
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exert a control over almost activities in Thailand: people seek intermediaries or
clairvoyants for advice, illness is associated with punishment from spirits and
exorcism is nccdcf. to cure illness or render harnt to people. Kitsuwan (1997)
gives an explanation. Magic, according to Thais, is employed to force the nature
to go against the law and is used to explain life's problems and crises such as
illnesses that modem science and technology cannot explain (p. 68). It is the
beliefs like these that act as the socio-psychological formation of the country
where Thais explain modernity in their own term.

Modernity, in the Thai

context, is the industrialized country with modem technology that is governed by
the influence and power from spirit cults. It could be explained simply that,
according to Thais, even modem technology can malfunction unless protected by
spirits.
Unlike the findings in Western graffiti studies, non-sexual humour theme
receives little attention from Thai graffitists. Freud (1976) asserts in his Jokes

And Their Relations To The Unconscious that humour is a disguise of the
repressed impulses that need to be free from the social censorship. Abel and
Buckley (1977, p. 112) reason that jokes arc the "least offensive way of
discharging aggression" by giving pleasure in the form of an escape from the
social taboos. The content of non-sexual humour found in the three universities
revolves mainly around student's life. Three linked inscriptions read:

A-

Want to sleep all day, reading too much.

8-

(reply to A) Why don't you sleep all night?

C-

(reply to A and B) Go to sleep then both of you.

Although jokes, according to Freud and Abel and Buckley, discharge the need to
cause someone harnt in a disguised manner but Thai students realize they do not
need such disguises. Students find that they can express aggression and insult
easily through graffiti and hurl hurtful feelings toward others with ease. As a
consequence, the non-sexual humour theme ranks very low in the three
universities but hostile graffiti ranks very high. This finding supports the
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assumption that Thai students use

~raffiti

to attack and discriminate against each

other and to release negative feelings rather than to support each other or to create
unity among themselves.

Person11l theme: a need for

sclf~reassuranee

Many writers agree that tagging exists from the need for self-identification and
the search for acknowledgement among young people, graffiti constructs the
meaning of one's existence and can be interpreted within a framework of selfidentification and status (Austin, 1996; Collins, 1998; Element, 1996; Goldstein,
1998; Miller, 1993). Chalfant and Prigoff (1987, p. 7) support this view saying,
graffiti is an "expression d the longing to be somebody in a world that it's
always reminding you that you're not". Dennant (1997, p. 3) quotes a graffitist
simply explaining that "it's a way of presenting yourself to the world, something
like: here I am". This hypothesis is supported by the graffiti produced in Thai
universities, where the name and self-identification theme ranks at a vmy high
level in Thai campuses.

From the entire collection of data, there are eight writing patterns encountered in
these two sub-categories:

•

Nickname and full name without further self-identification

•

Signature

•

Name with tag, for example, • XX Zippo'

•

Name that uses faculty, school or department as self-identification, for
example, 'XXX Engineer' or 'XXXX Faculty of Commerce'.

•

Name with email

address or telephone address,

for

example,

'XXX225@chaiyo.com'.
•

Name and gang or group's name as self-idcntilication, for example,
'XXX from The Bonk' or 'We are X, Y, Z, M, N, we love each other very
much.'
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Name with name afa province, for example, 'XXX from Udomthani is
here'.

•

Name with secondary school's name, for example, 'I am from Sxxxxx
School'.

The patterns embedded in this graffiti reveals that Thai students obviously have a
high degree of attachment to their education institution and refer to this as a fonn
of self-identification, they reassure themselves of their self-existence through the
sense of belonging to a place or to a group. This can be explained within two
intersecting frameworks: youth psychology and from the Asian society
viewpoint.

Culturally, Asian people are highly-group oriented, a social characteristic that is
opposite to the

individuali~t

Westerners (Mackerras, Maidment and Schak, 1998,

p. 7). Fukuyama (cited in Mackcrras, Maidment and Schak, 1998, p. 8) concurs,
saying that Asian people possess a 'familistic culture' that makes kinship ties,

family bonds

and social ties very important to the individual. Orientation

towards family and group, according to Fukuyama, is important for Southeast
Asian people. Wougtbanapa (1996, p. 21) cst~blisltes that Thai male students tend
to fonn a specific brotherhood tic within male student groups in their educational
institutions. This tie is based on the acceptance of seniority and 'groupness'
practiced in Thai society. According to Wongthanapa, student's attachment with
group and with the educational institutions become a reference to which students
fonn their own self-concept ami self-image. Findings by Jaruchainiwat (1998),
Kaewnimitchai (1996) and Srirasn (1989) support this claim. The graffiti
collected shows that students in A and B University arc highly-group orientl'd,
peer-oriented and possess a high attachment to their respective educational
institutions. Anothl'r viewpoint that is based on youth psychology points out that
the search for self-identity is probably the predominant concern of youth who
tend to try several ways to define their own ideas nnd identity (Light, Keller and
Calhoun, 1989, p. 148). Ferrel (1997, p. 97) and Chu (1997) recognize the
narrowed social chances and social status youth possess as the cause for the
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searching of youth identity. Moreover, m;my writers view tagging as a form of
youthful protest. Fcrrd ( 1995) recognizes it as an symbolic attock directed at the
ideology of owncr,;hip that authorities place on space. Rushing (2000, p. 6)
suggests youth think

they have the potential to change their environment by

leaving their presence through tagging because ''their ability to actually change
their world is limited, so they change what they can". Some writers (e.g., Aguilar,
2000; Alonso, 1999; Flanary, 1996; Kim, 1997) argue that writing one's name on
the wall reflects a sense of belonging and a wish to occupy a territory.

The existence of graffiti in the form of questions and answers around general
topics found on toilet walls b a good example of how students consider graffiti as
their alternative fonn of communication. Two chained graffiti read "What is the
English name of our uni? Can someone spell it here? I'll come to check" and one
writer replies "It's XXXXX University". A number of inscriptions in the question
and answer category reaffirm the preceding hypothesis that students usc graffiti
to communicate within their groliJI and

~mp\oy

graffiti to seek what they need.

Toilet walls thus become a notice board for Thai students to exchange
conversations and infonnation. The q1<cstions posted in this category do not rcllltc
to sexuality but mostly concern student life such as where to find a used bicycle
or how to play computer games. Graffiti, in this sense, acts as the mediating agent
providing communication and services that meet student needs. Thus students
rccogni7.c graffiti as serving their need of daily communication with others.

Scholars give varied reasons and explanations as to why youths arc attracted to
graffiti writing, 011c is that youth needs to express their innermost feelings
(Schwartz and Dovido, 1984). One of the 'innermost feelings' is love, which is
represented in a large number of graffiti inscriptions that both male and female
write. However, with female graffiti inscriptions we find they mostly concern
romanticism and the elL pression of lovelorn feelings. For example, "It's ok you
found someone new, don't tum back to say goodbye" or "I wish you huppincss
with your new o:1c with tears." Most graffiti inscriptions, \VTitten by both male
and female, share similar writing patterns of'X loves X' or 'I love X very much'.
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However, romanticism is usually ubsent in male graffiti. Interactions in the form
of chained replies are quite high in male graffiti. One unit reads "I love XXX"
and another replies "Go and tell her, friend". Rcgardin.; love theme in student
graffiti, results from Western studies differ in two main ways. One group (e.g.,
Cole, 1991; Hentschel, 1987; Lowenstien, Ponticos and Paludi, 1982; Lucca, and
Pacheco, 198J; Sanfiorcnzo, 1987; Rosene and Evans, 1986 and Workman ct a!,
1983) find that love is one of the main topics in student graffiti, especially in
female graffiti. Cole (1991) explains, women seck communicative participation
and share their feelings with other women through graffiti. Another group
including Gadsby (1996), Otto (1993) and Schreer and

Strich~rtl':

(1997) report

differently, explaining that romantic content is absent in most gtaffiti, especially
in male graffiti. Schrcer and Strichartz point out that men use toilet graffiti to
express unconventional issues instead. Gadsby and Otta show that women
produce more sexual and hostile inscriptions since the rise of feminism in the past
decades.

"llmi female studtints use graffiti to 'pour out' their minds and feelings. Timi
women arc considered to be the 'silenced' ones in public communication in the
Thai society. In a patriarchal society, Thai men perceive their roles as the ones
who dominate and women are perceived as subordinate, especially in sexual and
romantic life (Vasighasin and Hemaprasit, 2002). Female students might find
graffiti as their alternative means of communication and expression to 'speak out'
their mind and some feelings they muy not generally be able to share in public. In
the Thai context, Klausner (2000, p. 85) explains that in the past women were
not supposed to initiate the courtship but nrc expected to remain passive, shy and
repress their feelings. A more recent study of Thai women by Visighasin and
Hemaprasit (2002) echoes the same view, contemporary women arc still reluctant
to approach men and begin a courtship and married women find it unacceptable
and difficult to express sexual needs opcrdy ev'<n to their spouses. The authors
conclude this results from the double standard Thais put on women and sexuality.
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Contrary to Western findings, wm:te elimination theme docs not rank lligh in the
three universities. Abel and Buckley (1977, p. 10) concur that waste elimination
is one of the main themes found in most male toilets and that the act of
eliminotion is used in context to express hostility toward persons, races, religions,
nationalities and institutions. The graffiti we lind in this category docs not
express hostility but refers to humour relating to the act of defecation. One
graffiti inscription reads "Don't read, it's a waste oftimc. Go on to shit, it's more
fun". Other graffiti has the some content similar to gml'fiti A but differs from
what Abel and Buckley (1977) in that Westerners regard toilet training in
childhood as important, but as Chaiyaviscs (2002) explains, Thai people do not
sec the products of the waste elimination as 'forbidden'. The author states that it
is because Thais perceive this as a "natural' act that it does not equate with
shame. Moreover, the author confirms that Thais sec this act as an act of natural
pleasure, which is widely reflected in vernacular humour in the fonn of jokes,
story-telling and proverbs (p. 18).

Hostility themes
Hostility and insult graffiti constitute a sizable proportion of the entire data and
resurface in other themes as well. It is obvious that hostility is one of the main
clements in Thai student b=ffiti. Gmffiti inscriptions in this category display an
obvious anger, hostility and insult to unknown individuals and treat other students
as out groups and as enemies:

A·

11tis is me XXXX. I am the father of all students in this uni. Go to

B·

(reply to A) I am XXXX from The Faculty of XXXX. I am your

die now aiJ of you.

father and your ancestor. Death to you.
C-

If you write something about my school, leave your fucking real
name and your school. If not, you're a coward. Don't dare to touch
me, you're a dog. From XXX, The Faculty ofXXXX.
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(reply to C) I am not stupid enough to leave my name. Don't dare
to teach me, you're a dog. I'm not so stupid like you. Go to hell
both of you and your fucking school.

Although Thailand perceives itself as peaceful and as a 'land of smiles', youth
graffiti subverts this ideal. Derogatory and offensive words arc used as tools to
hurl hostility and threats towards unknown persons and groups. As shown in the
examples above, student conflicts arc organizational rather than personal.
Wongthanapa (1996) explains that it is because Thai male students attach their
self-identity to educational institutions and groups, and any insult aimed at their
educational institution thus becomes a direct oJTense to their identity and selfimage. According to Wongthanapa, Thai male students unite under one shared
belief; the school is above oneself. This communal identity and ideology is
articulated through student rituals and values instilled by older students within a
university or school. This shared identity and values set up a framework of
'dignity' by which students arc bound together under one communal purpose and
consciousness: 'our' school is the 'best' and it is compulsory to protect its
'dignity'. As students

thcm~clvcs

arc aware of the vulnerability and the frailty of

their assumed self-existence, they feel an urge to defend it when they perceive an
insult. Wongthanapa suggests that the need to protect the school's dignity is so
crucial to Thai male students that it remains the major cause of inter-school
fights, which are very c<>mmon in the country. Relying upon this belief, students
can achieve power within their group by overpowering, discriminating and
undermining others in order to maintain the status quo and to reassure their power
remains intact. Central to lhis practice is that students are aware that they are
powerless. Expressing aggressive behaviour and seeking to dominate other males,
b~:omes

the means whereby they redeem their superiority and masculinity.

Foucault (1988, p. 83) suggests that "power is a certain type or relation between
individual~

and the characteristic feature of power is that some men can more or

less entirely dctennine other men's conduct." Using Foucault's theory, Thai
students, as young and vokeless members in the educational institutions, struggle
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to find the 'mechanism' to reach their ovm power. Graffiti, as an anonymous
discourse, could serve such need and could act as a mechanism through which
students can intimidate others and tllUs gain power in tum. Rodriguez and Clair
{1999, p.l) ~upport the theory 'about power and oppression. Marginalized
individuals perfonn acts that are intended to oppress other marginali7..cd
individuals and treat each other in terms of privilege and abandonment by using
hateful and sexism discourse against others. Several graffiti researchers support
this claim. Proctor (1991) concurs that graffitists react to others with aggression
and grandiosity to defense themselves and to deny their feelings of worthlessness
and defeated. Solomon and Yager (1975) find out that cumpus graffiti is mainly
about anti-outgroup as to release aggressive impulses.

University theme: when studcnh reveal the truth

Students express negative feeling, boredom and hatred towards their university
and teachers in their graffiti, they also vent anger, frustration and question their
university's e:dstcncc in their inscriptions:

A-

XXXX is the most boring teacher because he gives the most
boring lecture.

' )

B-

What do we study for? I hate it. Life is hell in this university.

C-

Allention! Allention! Being inC Uni is a wrong decision.

D-

Objection to B University going autonomous, the tuition fee will
rise. Who cares about us?

E-

(reply to D) Agree. This is very selfish. The uni cares for itself
only.

Students reveal dissatisfaction toward the university, the tducational system and
teachers in their graffiti. For example, they question the purpose of stu<lying, they
demand to sec 'practical' and 'more relevant' academic subjects, they demand
better services such as clean toilet or they need teachers who 'listen'. Student
graffiti also reveals 'public secrets' that arc knovm among students. Some
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inscriptions, found in male toilets in C University, send a warning message to
other students against a homosexual teacher who, according to the inscriptions,
takes sexual advantage of students in return for better grades. Many inscriptions
' express anger and frustration over some teachers, exam results and question the
pedagogic ability of teachers. Some express concerns over rising tuition fees and
academic services fees, especially in C University. Several inscriptions cite a
feeling of hopelessness and an uncert3inty about studying especia!ly in C and B
University. Why Thai student express hateful feelings toward university and
teachers through graffiti needs to be explained.

There arc several mechanisms in Thai society that help young people remain
silent and obedient. As the youngest members in the educational organization,
students voices arc usually unheard and unrecognized. University rncdia such as
campus newspapers or radio in the three univcrsilies in question arc owned and
controlled by the university and student publication needs to pass the censor
system in order to publish. The university plays the role of the gatekeeper in
managing campus media and is the only authority to set the agendas. Campus
mt•dia, therefore, serve the purposes and interests of the university rather than
those of students. In Thai universities, unlike Western ones, students do not have
the right to make complaints and to evaluate teachers, the university and its
services. Complaint against teachers, in llmiland, is still viewed as largely
inappropriate and unacceptable. In line with Confucian ideology, Thais believe
students, as younger person, have to pay a 'meritorious debt' to teachers, as well
as to parents.. The action of 'giving' to people of the higher age level by juniors,
from the Thai viewpoint, demonstrates respect and gratitude. With this belief in
mind, the relationship between teacher and student is hierarchical and is bound by
unquestioning respect and obedience. Within the Thai context, the status of
teachers should not be questioned or challenged. Many Western writers ha•,e
commcrited upon this intricate relationship between students and teachers in
Thailand. Mackcrrras, Maidemcnt and Schak (1998, p. 4) observe that there is n
strong tendency in Asian societies to regard teachers with respect and deference
that dif!Crs from Western practices. Klausner (2000, p. 259) also notices that the
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relationship between student and teacher in 11mi society revolves around the
notion of 'kreng·jai' or deference

mi:"~cd

with consideration, fear and respect that

is considered a proper behaviour for young pcoplt: to express towards their elders.
Due to the 'meritorious debt', Klausner (p. 275) explains that the relationship
betwc~u ~tudent

and teacher is base-d on seniority and students are obligated to

return or be aware of the 'debt' teachers incur through the giving of knowledge
and advice that places teachers in a higher status. From such social and culturol
restroints, young people have to repress and mask negative feelings when
confronting teachers or adults. As a direct consequence, graffiti that attacks
teachers might be a mechanism students release negative feelings and thoughts
they ore unable to vent in public or when confronting teachers.

If we look at this scenario from Foucauldian viewpoint "where there is power,
there is resistance" (Foucault \988, p. 122), it is possible to see student graffiti as
one of the student's major mechanisms of resistance and reaction to the control
imposed by 1he university authorities and to the absence of the freedom of speech

by constructing their own subculture and voice through their self-made media.
Student graffiti subculture underlieS- the mainstream society and pmeticc within
the educational institutions, and survives from the involvement and participation
of students as active and participating communicators. Its existence resists the
mainstream culture by disrupting and contesting the authoritarian power in a
~ubtlc

manner.

Under the so-called peaceful scene of Thai universities, the

educational institution itself becomes a contested tcmin where students align
themselves in secret against the adult world.

Rodriguez and Clair (1999, p. 2) also relate student graffiti to the theory about
power, arguing that student gmffiti arises out of the suppression of the right to
communicate. Nwoye (1993) shares similar ideas, arguing that groups prohibited
from or denied avenues of public expression will seek other outlets, this
phenomenon always occur with students as the muted ones in educational
institutions. Several graffiti observers (e.g., Bonuso, 1976; Deiulio, 1973;
Klingman and Shalev, 2001; Obeng, 2000) agree, for students, graffiti functions
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as a means of communication that rcllccts s\lldcnt concerns, their ideas, true
feelings and shows what students like and dislike. When compared to the Thai
case, Thai campus graffiti in this category actually express student's repressed
feelings, unheard sentiments and concerns and 'true' feelings and points of views
that students have toward their educational institutions that they cannot express ia
public.

Se:m:d theme: graffiti as communication for tile 'outgroup'

Sexual graffiti makes up a large proportion from the entire data from the three
universities. However, this Thai finding in this category differs from most
Western studies in that there is a very high degree of homosexual graffiti found in
the three campuses. In A und B University, homosexual appointment graffiti
ranks highest among the entrie data. Apart from students using graffiti to break
the se)(ual taboos by releasing and expressing sexual desires, there are a number
ofhomose)(ual male students who employ graffiti to find sexual partners or, in a
sense, to find new sexual experiences. Other sub-categories, apart from
homosexual issues, arc few.

Heterosexual male graffiti inscriptions from the three campuses are similar, the
focus of the message is always on the writer's sexual conquest of women and
provides an account of their sexual experience. Most graffiti use direct obscene
words, mostly in dialects, to visualize and express the viseeml thoughts and
experiences of the writers. The interaction is high in this sub-category. However,
the reaction from other graffitists is frequently hostile, where graffiti readers try
to intimidate and insult previous writers by bragging about their own sexual
conquests that arc assumed to be 'better' than those of others, some examples arc:

A·

I have fuckcd XXXX from The Faculty ofXXXX, very good.

B-

(reply to A) Do you know, stupid, I've fuckcd this woman before
you!
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However, many students, malo and female, report in tbe questionnaires that this
type of graffiti does not contain any truth and that writers arc just 'showing ofr.
Many writers try to explain Ibis phenomenon (e.g. Abel and Buckley, 1977; Farr
and Gordon, 1975; Rodriguez, 1994), arguing !bat men focus on sexual desire as
tbo main topic in their graffiti. These writers cite Freudian psyehoanalitic theory
for their main explanatory system because, men arc more concerned with male
sexuality and that graffiti represents suppressed sexual desires and becomes
sexual outlets. Freud (1974, p. 15) terms this need to seck outlets for repressed
feelings as the vicarious substitution. Dundcs (cited in Abel and Buckley, 1977,
p. 33) concludes that by writing graffiti, graffitists are "symbolical!y giving vent
to their unconscious wish." Proctor (1991, p. 16), however, gives another
opinion, writing sexual graffiti is a d[sp1aeemcm of energy. The author speculates
that graffiti that shows the desire for masculinity and grandiosity may be a deniul
of limits in life or u compcnsution for an underlying sense of low-esteem.
Aggression toward females often resurfaces in male graffiti. When looking closer
at hetcwsexual male graffiti, women arc portrayed as helpless objects of sex and

as victims. Examples are:
A-

Want to fuck XXXX Qf The Faculty of XXXX. Want to fuck this
bitch hard until it bleeds. This woman wants sex badly.

B-

Any bitch in this uni and is good for me to fuck, come to meet me.
It must be good-looking, ugly crippled bitch is unwanted.

C-

A good woman is a gQod whore.

Male writers treat females in their writing in a degrading manner that is portrayed
through the choice of words they use: they call woman as 'it' instead of 'she'.
The pronoun 'it' represents woman in a lowly state signifying inferiority to men,
more or less, becoming inanimate objects in the graffiti inscription. Male
students, as portrayed in graffiti, take the roles of sexual assailants toward
females and do not sbow any sign of empathy in their writing. Lutze and Murphy
(1999) and Norris, George, Davis, Martell and Leonesio (1999) term this as
hypermascu\inity or ultramasculinty trait that males perceive aggression as
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manliness personified and accept the masculine sex-role stereotypes to devalue
women. Pleck (1992, p. 20), May (1980), Kaufman (1992, p. 39) reach similar
conclusion, suggesting that men have a deep-psychological need to assert their
power over women. Plcck (p. 20) attributes it to a 'vicious cycle' because men
have experienced women oppressing them in their childhood. In order to validate
male power according to traditional masculinity, it "requires that women play
their prescribed roles of doing the things that make men feel masculine" (p. 20).
However, Kaufman (p. 39) has another opinion that male aggressiveness over
women can be a compensation for male powerlessness in the society.

Culturally, Thailand is a highly patriarchal and traditional society where males
have more advantages and a higher status than women. In fact, it is a maledominated society (Vasighasin and Hemaprasit, 2002, p. 8). The authors assert
that Thai society has a sexual double standard in place for both genders: males
are encouraged to gain their manliness through premarital and extramarital sexual
experiences whereas females should repress their sexual desires and remain
virginal (p. 8). Knodel, Low, Sacngthienchai and Lucas (1997) support the dual
strategy that Vasighasin and Hcmaprasit propose: women, according m men,
have to play stereotyped gender role as sexual providers or an outlet for male
sexual desire. The work of Sri rasa ( 1989) on B University students reflects this
belief: male students believe the validity of manliness, measured by sexual
experiences, is a ritual of masculinity that should be maintained among male
students. In the graffiti inscriptions male students write, women assume the roles
of fantasized sexual partners, they are submissive and willing to become a sexual
outlet for men or they accept the power of men in the fonn of sexual abuse.
Bourgeois and Campagne (1971) observe that males nbuse women to offset
feelings of inferiority and weakened virility. Graffiti, therefore, functions as a
sexual release mechanism that also transfers the feelings of being repressed,
aggressiveness and the awareness of impossibility into reality on the walL

Apart from women, men tum to validate their power over other men and over the
outgroup, in this case, homosexual male. Ccntrnl to the insult inscriptions that
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males write to undermine other men is the 'bragging' over the size of male sexual
organ. There is a very high degree of interaction in this category, however,
readers oflen reply to challenge previous writers. An example reads:

A-

I am XXX from The Faculty of XXXX, I have the biggest than
anyone. lfyou don't believe, come and sec.

8-

(Reply to A)- I've seen it, yours is very small.

C-

(Reply to B)- So is yours.

Abel and Buckley (1977) apply Freudian theory suggesting this represents the
male fear of castration to explain male obsession over the male sexual organ.
Graffiti, according to the authors, symbolically expresses this fear in the form of
exaggeration of one's sexual organ (p. 84). Kaufman {1992. p. 83) cites the
theory of power, and suggests that the male sc:urnl organ is the symbol of
patriarchy and male power and that males need to prove themselves as 'real man'.
Kaufman (p. 41) also refers to the castration anxiety theory proposed by Freud,
representing it in a simple diagramme:

Male= penis= power =active = masculine
Female= castrated= passive= feminine.

Men, according to Kaufman, prove their power and masculinity by competing
with other men and since the male sexual organ symbolizes manliness, they tum
to brag over the size of the organ to reaffirm themselves. Srirasa (1989) and
Chareonmeung (2000) also report that this notion is still prominent in Thai
universities among male students.

Apart from women, males hurl aggressiveness and hatred toward homosexual
males. The hatred and the feeling of male superiority is reflected both in
humorous graffiti inscriptions and insult directed at homosexual males. Examples
arc:
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If you're o gay, you don't deserve at all to be born as a man.
Remember this!! I will kill all you faggots in this uni if I see you.

B·

Question. How do we call a man who is a gay? Answer, an animal.

Many studies point out that male graffiti often focuses on anti-homosexual
themes because homosexl!ality is a connict and raises a level of concern in some

'

societies (Sechrest 'and Flores, 1969). Many scholars agree that males react to
homosexuality with homophobia and violence because homosexuality represents
a challenge to masculinity and a deviation from the male system of gender beliefs
(Bowen and Bourgeois, 2001: Hcrck, Gillis, Cogan and Glunt, 1997; Kerns and
Fine, 1994: Madon, 1997; Rhoads, 1997; Schellenberg, Hirt and Sears, 1999;
Seltzer, 1992; Whitley and AEgiw!otlir, 2000). Kaufman (1992, p. 90) cites
Freudian theory of the fear of castration, stating that men hate homosexuals
because homosexuality arouses the fear of losing male power and the castration
anxiety. Sripanich (1999), Wongcharaskul (1990) and Wuttiroj (1991) explain
this scenario within a Thai context, arguing that Thai society believes that being a
homosexual means being a psychopath or one who is abnormal and deviant, who
disregards the accepted social nonns. There arc some social mechanisms in Thai
society that are used to check, regulate and suppress homosexuality. One such
tool is religion. According to Sripanich (1999, p. 3), The Tripilaka or the Lore of
The Buddha claims that homosexual males could not be ordained. Moreover, the
laws enacted in the first period of Rananakosin Kingdom decrees that being
homosexual was illegal, this law was finally cancelled in 1956 (Sripanich, 1999,
p. 3). The discrimination against homosexuality has been raised as a topic from
time to time in Thai society and always causes a moral panic among authorities.
For example, the government once decreed that homosexual males should not be
ofTcrcd jobs as teachers. The reasons for this arc simple, the government see
homosexual males are bad role models for young people. This is reflected in a
broadcast interview given by a Thai famous person (name withheld) saying "Gay
causes fear in our society, this is very dangerous to youth because they will
imitate these people" (Wuttiroj, 1991, p. 42). More details of this contentious
subject are discussed in the next chapter.
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Obvious in this statement above is the belief that homosexuality represents a
moral downfall that causes damage to society and this calls for restrictions to
'end' homosexuality. The fight to control homosexuality, morality and decency
is used as a tool to defend society and its 'decent and normal' members. Through
this mechanism and other, Thai society places homosexuals as the outgroup
awarding them no status or place in society assigning them to stay at the margin.
Being marginal

in a highly-patriarchal and

tmditional

society

means

powerlessness, without choice and being under a constant oppression. Being in a
marginalized state and being stigmatized as abnonnal people, young homosexual
males have very few choices, they have to remain unopened (Wuttiroj, 1991).
Sripanich (1999) asserts that it is because male homosexuals realize that their
behaviour and sexual role prcfcrcnc.::s do not fit male identity nonns, they
become more internalized and mMginalized. This oppression drives them to
become more socialized and more dependent with other homosexual groups
(Sripanich, 1999; WongchMaskul, 1990). The need to bide from society could be
one reason that homosexual male students use graffiti as a communication
opportunity and an outlet for liberation. Graffiti inscriptions concerning
appointments between homosexuals nrc, therefore, rank highest in the three
universities. Most of the inscriptions share the same writing pattern that leaves
contact address and time of the appointment:

A-

1 am a queen but unopened. I want a king. Interest? Make an
appointment. Call 01-XXXXXX:X:.

B-

I will come here and will wait in the second room. Knock 3 times
and call XXX. I accept only handsome guy. This is my timeTuesday 27 April at 17.00 and 28 April at 15.00.

C-

(Reply to C)- I have an exam on those days above. Can you come
on Friday at 20.00?

The high degree of gmffiti confirms that Thai homosexual male students choose
toilet grafiiti as their mode of communication where they exchange conversation
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and seck new sexual partners. Above all, it indicates the marginalized positions of
Thai students who are given no other legitimate media or any access to the media
to express themselves. For Thai stndcnts, graffiti is a communication opportunity
capable of giving them freedom of expression and creating a network of
communication between themselves. Further analysis is presented in Chapter 6.

Conclusion

It is the social condttions and the cultural environment ofThai society that causes
youth graffiti. Using Foucault's theory of power which shows that power is
prohibitions and that power is always met with resistance, graffiti can be
interpreted as the reaction of the powerless to the powerful through attempts to
discuss or show things that the society deems forbidden, such as sexuality and
hostility. Student graffiti reactions reproduce this resistance to the authorities by
physically disrupting the well-managed social order and social aesthetic of
universities, causing chaos and damage to the orderly and the idealized order of
the Ddult world. Symbolically, regulations and prohibitions that the authorities
employ to mnnage and control youth are challenged. Graffiti writteo by young
people, not only defies university rules and regulations, but also breaks the Thai
social taboos by expressing forbidden topics and neglecting ideal behaviours and
discourses. Graffiti, in this regard, re-creates and re-locates youth environment
from the margins to a space whero they can take control over the environment. It,
therefore, functions as a cultural and social protest and resistance to the dominant
society. Graffiti, written by young people, is a fonn of anarchy.

At the same time there is a sense of the powerlessness of students involved in the
way students tum to graffiti as a protest and many students echo this awareness
and feeling through their gmffiti. Students, as evident io their graffiti, arc aware
that they can express their feelings and concerns only in graffiti that can be
washed off or left unrecogoizcd.
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CHAPTER 6: STUDENTS, POWER AND HOMOSEXUALITY

This chapter examines the relationship between homosexuality and power us
expressed through gralliti tOund on Thai university campuses. The nnalysis in this
chapter will show how homosexual male students and heterosexual students acquire
a degree of power and rights of communication in their subculture of resistance.

Satsa-yuan (1995) explains that, in such a complex society like Thailand, there arc
several strata of subcultures surviving around the mainstream or the 'general'
culture. The term subculture here is defined by Satsa-ynun as 'little tradition' which
differs from the mainstream or the 'great tradition'. A subculture, according to the
author, is definitely u part of the mainstream but differs in term of its cultural
clements such as belicrs, behaviours or activities practiced within one group of
people.

Foucault's theory of pllWcr will be explored through an analysis of the lllturanccs of
six studcnts·as-graffitists, who voice their views as to how and why they tum to
graffiti as their choice of communication. I also provide a brief background for each
student that reveals their personal needs and lifestyle. The theoretical framewurk for
my analysis is derived from the concept of youth gmtificatioll and the media
proposed by Arnett (1995).

It must be noted that codes ore used to refer to the interviewees. Personal details of
the interviewees arc limited to the material provided in this chapter.

Homosexuulity subculture, power 11nd graffiti

The findings in

Chapt~r

5 reveal o striking fuel: Thai campus graffiti is mainly about

homosexuality. Analysis also shows thai, underlying the mainstream culture and
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nonns in campus, Thai bomoscxual male students usc gmfliti in their network of
communication to break the Thai
portrays

homosc~ual

soci~ltaboos

and

sc~.ual

oorms. This phenomenon

mule students as an underrepresented grot•p struggling for

rights and channels of communication in Thai educational institutions where the
'norm' rules, sexual discrimination pcrsb1s and freedom of speech is limited.

In order to comprehend this homosexual graffiti phenomenon, the status of
homosexuality, in Thai context, must be defined. As a male-dominated society,
homosexuality is unacceptable in Thailand. It is, in fact, considered abnonnal
(Jackson, 1997). Writers {e.g., Jackson, 1997; Sripanich, 1999; Wuttiroj, 1991)
suggest that homosexuality, in Thai society, is marginalized and is rcgmded with
extreme billS and homophobia. This is dearly reflected in the tcnninolo!l)' that Thais
usc tn describe the homosexuality as the 'wrong sex' meaning that being homosexual
is sexually and culturally 'wrong". Thais, moreover, regard homosexuality as deviant
and abnormal. '111c way the society blames homoscxuill people as possessing a
sickness that plagues society and misleads young people is similar to the WilY Thai
seeks other West em culture a> the culprit fbr its own cultural crisis. Kuewthcp ( 1998,
p. 81) comments, this is a clichC excuse that Thais employ to find explanations for
social problems, Ccntrnlto this notion is Thai society's othering of homosexuality
as~

culturally and sexually inferior lifestyle. This view leads to the adoption of

homophobic allitudcs that arc persistent in the society and suppression [in various
disguises] of vurillus

homosexual groups. The result is, the homosexual group

becomes vulnerable to social discrimination, assault, mistrust and lack of social
acceptance (Sripanich, 1999; Wongcharaskul, 1'!90). These might push hnmosexual
people to remain undisclosed in Thai society for fear of shame, guilt and social
sanctions (Wulliroj, 1991 ). Such attitudes and pructiccs rcllcct a significant degree of
disciplinary power the society exerts over the homosexual group in mdcr to suppress,
marginalize and limit the freedom of social expression of homosexual people. This
exercise of power
homosexuality?

rais~'S

a question: why the

~ocicty

needs to control and suppress
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In order to find the answer, we need to examine the core values of the society, its
mainstn:am social values and how the Thai authority perceives and uses power. As I
have argued ubuve 'llwi sociely is, by western standards, authoriturinn, collectively
c.xhibiting the need to discipline and mntrol the people to support the system. Many
mechanisms lmvc been implemented to dictate to the people, to establish vnlucs
within the

~odety

what is and whnt is not acceptable behaviour. The process of

differentiation that others, thereby creating the unacceptable in contrast to the norm,
becomes a strategy of power. Thus !he society maintains and consolidates its power
by offering no other choices, excluding the unacceptable and giving limited freedom.
This ideology of disciplinary power resurfaces time and again in several national
agendas, state announcements, state practices and national cultural policies. Two
cases may be given to illustrnte this phenomenon. The first, during the 1930s when
the Thai guvcmmcnt demanded a new nation and consequently the acceptance from
the people of this new construction. These gouls were achieved, not by consent from
11ie people, but by the law, punishment and censorship system strictly imposed on
almost every aspects of dnily life. For example, loyalty to the leader was decreed by
the law as lhe first duty of Thai citizens (Phngaphnsvivat, !999). Diversity was not
allowed but limited choices were given, Thais were oblignted to speak the same
Thai-Bangkok language whereas dialects were banned (Chareonsri, Chanthicng and
Tackhanm~rk,

1996, p. 23). Apart from language, the re-created national history und

the same na1ionul songs that emphasized the roles of the country !cuders were
mandatory for Thais to study. Moreover, Thais had to comply with the dress codes
and wear the 11ut!it~ the government d~>emcd approprillle (Wun'Gaco, 1996, p. 232).

Another area where we can sec the cure values of u conservative culture being
urticuluted is the media, where the agendas nrc set in the notional media content
bccuming an influential source of information ln Thai society. The ideology of
disciplinary work is endemic to the media especiali."y the press, which was put under
the censor~hip system ill the 1'180s ensuring .1:hat papers followed the official
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government line, discouraging them from stri!dng a critical stance in res(ll!ct to
govcmmcm social and cultural policy. The broadcast media, moreover, have
belonged to the government and the anny since the 1930s until the present
(l'ongsudhirok, 1997). The proctiee control of communication is nation-wide which
means that even campus media in public universities are always under the
surveillance (llmnyaseth, 1987). It is therefore no doubt this suggests to many critics
that the agendns arc pre-set and ccnSO«!d by authorities before they arc released to
the dtizens, Pongsudhirak (1997) gives two examples of this media censorship.
During the 1930s-1970s, the media was used as a state tool, by the military leaders,
to support the military r<!gime and its legitimacy. During the May 1992 uprising
against the military leader, the electronic media did not report the street protest but
its reportage became disinfonnation (p. 230). This ideology attempts to control the
people, through several mechanisms, to accept one shared system and culture that is
pre-chosen by the government. Samudavanija ( 1997) Cllncludcs, the core of Thai
society is centralism. When a society relies on this idcoll"lgy as its foundation,
reb~llion

and aut.:momy is, therefore, little tolerated and is likely to be suppressed by

force. The history recounted in the studies of Asuvapichayont ( 1987) und Thanyaseth
( 1987) support this statement, student rebels and people's demonstrations nrc met by
mass shooting throughout the history of Thailand, cspecinlly the 1973, the 1976
student uprisings and the 1992 people's. demonstration,

When applying this to homosexuality, it could be hypothesized that Thai society
cnnnot tolerate homosexuality because it is perceived to be related to deviancy and
rebellion, behaviours that Thai official and traditional society docs not wish to sec or
condone. The rising numtx:r of homosexual people in contemporary Thai society
and the way these people became 'outed' irritates the authorities because it
symbolically disrupts the orderly and the pre-fnbricntcd social environments that has
been constructed by the authorities through their control of the ideological
apparatuses and it becomes a direct challc11ge to the nonn~. the shared beliefs that arc
representative of official Thai culture. A challenge is perceived as dangerous to
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possession of social power and to those who possess it because it suggests that the
power could be weakened and the discipline is no longer effective. When placed
against the ideology of disciplinary power, homosexuality, in the Thai context,

becomes an anarchist discourse. Therefore, homosexuality, in the eyes of authorities,
needs to be mmginalizcd, more or less. eradicated in one way or :mother. In order to

accomplish this task, there me several state and cultural devices serving this purpose.
\Vuttiroj ( 1991, p. 42-43) quotes a statement from an official spokesperson indicating
the country needs some mechanisms to 'put an end to the exaggerated and deviant
expression of homosexual men in our society'. This resentment resurfaces time and
again. In the past few years, !he authorities have directly aimed at silencing
homosexual men through various strategies. The Ministry of Culture, working as a
stale extension, hns sent out 'wllmings' to the media to ban homosexual males from
the television and movie screen. Underpinning this strategy is the view that culture,
in the Thai context, is political and functions as a stale apparatus. Culture, according
to the Ministry of Culture, has been pre-set, chosen and justified by the government.
If we apply Foucauldian concept from Di.,·cip/ine and Puni.,·/J (1995), this official
ancmpt at suppression is a men: reflection ol' the governmental desire to exert
ideological, physical and social control over the 'body' of individuals and also as a
kind of 'punishment'. Foucault says quite explicitly;

... in our society, the systems of punishment arc to be situatd
in a certain political economy oft he body: even if they do
not make usc of violent or bloody punishment, even when
they usc 'lenient' methods involving confinement
or correction, it is always the body that is at issue (p. 24).

In this sense, the Thai government acting through its Ministry of Culture, employs
thcjustilieation of the 'pure and morally clean' Thai culture to harness and silence
homosexual males and put them under the charge of 'destroying' the traditions of
Thai culture and morality. According to the Foucauldian perspective, this is a
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strategy Jo suppress the body nnd its force and to make it docile and subjected to
punishment. The homosexual male body, including the homosexual expression and
behaviour, that hnve n political edge in Tlmi culture, making them part of the
contested terrain between power nnd dominion in which banning

homose.~ual

male

from the television and movie screen is meant as u physical and ideological 'torture'
nntl confinement.

The

ideology

of disciplinary

power suggested

by

Foucault

suppressing

homosexuality is exercised through religion, us the main aspect of Thai society,
employed to sct up the stundards of proper conduct and to negate the 'unacceptable'.
According to the relil,ious rules, men who arc homo>exuals or look like one cannot
be ordained. In Buddhist mythology of

Va~Jili,

who wanted to be ordained because

he was attracted hy the looks of The Lord Buddha Siddhartha, Vaggli was told to
leave the monastery because of his homosexual preference. However, Vaggli was
'saved', by the Lord Buddha who taught him that a pursuit in bodily pleasure is
ignorance, and Vaggli

finally renounced his homosexuality and became an

'Amhandha' or an Enlightened monk (Saettho, 1989, p, I 14). This mythology
suggests that

homosc~uality

is a moral danger to rcligmn and an obs\aclc to rcncll

salvation. Being shunned by the monastic order means that the pathway to merit is
blocked and the individual is deemed a failure. It suggests to the Thai that
homosexuality is a social nuisance and sickness, dangerous to the whole society and
the social ideals. This perception has stirred a moral panic against homosexuality
leading to other mechanisms that nrc active in undennining homosexuality. Some
examples arc: the military firmly states that homosexual moles ore not to be accepted
as military oiTicers. The Ministry of Education once announces that homosexual
males should not be given jobs as teachers nod the government sends out warnings to
the broadcast media that homosexual males should be banned from the screen,
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Using Foucault's concept of power, the ideology of disciplinary power widely
practiced in Thai society could be explained as the 'art of government' {Foucault,
1991, p. 87). The core of the art of government, according to Foucault {1991),
includes the idea of how to govern others, and the acceptance of being governed as
well us actually how to become the governor. The problematic core of the art of
govcmm~nt

is the decision on what methods of rule, how to rule and how strictly to

apply the rules. Foucault terms these 'mechanisms' or 'strutegies' of disciplinary
pcwer that is exercised on the subordinate. To conclude, the art of government is to
govern and exercise power over the inhabitants, the wealth and behaviour of each
and all, it is simply a form of surveillance over the population whose duty is to serve
the need of the government. Discip!inory power is also related to sexuality according
to Foucault. In Power/Knowledge (1980), the author gives an example of the
mechanism of power, it is the disciplinary and punitive apparatus that the society sets
up, along with other systems, to separate the 'normal' from the 'abnonnal', there are
forms of sexuality that arc permitted and forbidden and arc deemed as normal and
abnormal. Power, in this sense, is the control over the body and behaviour of an
individual.

When npplying Foucault's theory or power to Thai society, we find that Th:Ji
authority elahorates the 'art of government' into a practice that attempts to possess
the mind as well as the body and govern the conduct and the attitudes of the people.
The mechanisms devised to hc!p to fulfil such purposes arc mostly state owned and
controlled, such as religion, media and the law, that function in tandem with other
tools such as natioaal agendas, cultural policies, established norms of behaviour and
regulations. This approach was adopted during the 1930s when the government
e.~erted

its outhoritariaa power to control all conduct of the citizen to serve the aecds

of the government to re-create a aew Thai aotion. The ideology of disciplinary power
is now so embedded in virtually all aspects of Thai society such as in educational
institutions that it now seems to he the norm. Sinlarot (1983, p. 13) comments on
Thai institutions serving this ideology of power. Whea such ideology exists,
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homosexuality is regarded as an anti-eonfonnist discourse because it defies norms
and codes of conduct that the majority of the people are obligated to hold and thus
disrupts the social order.

Student graffiti usage

This study examines the discourse of six active graffitists who practice their rebellion
on the walls of Thai universities. Two of the group said they are 'heavy-users' of
graffiti whereas the rest claimed to be 'occasional' or 'light-users', which means they
write graffiti periodically or write graffiti only on some specific opportunities and
occasions. Among the students, only one, who claims to be a graffiti 'light-user', is
female. Codes arc used to maintain to the anonymity of the students, thus:

•

AA is a male student from A University who claims to be an 'undisclosed'
homosexual meaning that he has known his sexual preference since his early
adolescence but remains closeted to the public and to his family. AA is 22
years old, lives with his family and docs not have a permanent partner.

•

BB is a male student from B University. Similar to AA, he is an undeclared
homosexual who acknowledges his sexual identity since he wns 12 years of
age. BB is 23 years old and does not live with family. He does not have a
permanent partner.

1he sexual position of AA and BB, who claim to be 'true' homosexuals, Kinsey et al
(cited in Wongcharaskul, 1990, p. 7) term this as 'exclusive homosexuals' meaning
that the person is

~

permanent homosexual. For both the students, their sexual

orientation and identity was developed during their college years when they
encountered the wider society within university. Before their college years, both of
the students did not write graffiti. In the Thai context, AA and BB arc called
'queens', a term that :dso refers to their being undisclosed or in Thai term meaning
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'unopened' or 'hidden ones'. Both of them feel themselves mnrginalized by 'false
beliefs' where society sees homosexual males as perverts. Both fear that if they are
'outed' it could drive friends away, bring disrespect and distrust, and lessen career
possibilities as well as cause shame to their families. Being literally forced to 'hide'
from the society, family and friends, both of the students report on the pressure, of
being suppressed admitting they suffer from a high degree of stress and loneliness.
AA and BB stale that they began to get acquainted with homosexual graffiti
subculture during their college years. Although they saw homosexual graffiti in
higher secondary schools, they did not become involved in its production because
they were not confinncd in their sexual preference and because the 'society' within
school is very small and their identities could have been easily revealed. As their
sexual

id~ntity

became stronger and matured during their second college year they

became more involved in graffiti.

•

FF is a female student of 19 years of age from B University. She claims that
she

alway~

pays close attention in class and she feels that many teachers treat

students disrespectfully. She found some teachers 'boring' because "they read
from the books to students and make students listen silently" (FF, personal
communication, November 2, 2001). She also claims she docs not write
graffiti on campus. However, FF says site is capable of giving opinions and
comments back to teachers if given the opportunities or if she wants to do.
•

MM is a male student from B University. He is 18 years old. He confesses
that he is "greatly dissatisfied with the educational system in B University"
hccause teachers "do not care much about students" (MM, personal
communication, November 2, 2001). He never gives any opinion in class and
never argues with teachers. MM claims h.c always writes on desktops.

•

CC is a male student of21 years old from C University. Similar to MM, he is
dissatisfied with teachers because, according to him, teachers "dictate too
much" and need ''too mu-ch respect" from students (CC, personal
communication, November 2, 2001). CC says he argues with some teachers.
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llowcvcr, some teachers can give good reasons and explanations that he is

willing to accept. CC writes on desktops and in some toilets and is always a
graffiti active reader.
•

DD is a male student from B University. He

i~

22 years of age. Compared to

other interviewees, DD has the most negative attitudes toward teachers and

university. He reports that some teachers arc "inhuman because they only
need money, they do not have spirit to be teachers although some are very
good" (DD, personal communication, November 2, 200 1). He also states that

he feels some teachers are "very cold, aloof and oppn::ssivc" (DD, personal
communication, November 2, 200 I) to students. DD prefers to write in some
toilets and is an active graffiti participant by replying to some inscriptions to
reinforce his view on life.

These students, although do not feel much

oppre~scd

like homosexual students,

resort to graffiti from time to time when they feel frustrated, angry and could not
express negative feelings even to friends. The difference between homosexual and
heterosexual graffitists is that the homosexual group only write and read graffiti in
toilets. The heterosexual ones write almost everywhere. For example, FF states that
she always tags her name when she visits national parks or other tourist places. Their
grafllti-as-~;ommunication

usage and gratification is discussed next.

Graffiti as the safer media and social interaction for homosuual grarfitist

The graffiti usage of the homosexual students develops according to their sexual
maturity and their exposure to graffui in campus. A high degree of anonymity in
campus environment and involvement with homosexual population in campus offer
graffitists familiarity with homosexual subculture and ffi(lre freedom facilitating
graffiti writing. From non-interactive participants, the two students change into
active media users. They become gratTiti distributors and interactive readers by
replying to inscriptions, producing gratTiti and participating in appointments
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advertised in graffiti. Up to the present time, both of the students have wriUen graffiti
for three to four years, their graffiti motivations center on two points: graffiti is used
as a channel of social interaction and for enjoyment.

Living in the society that offers little culturol tolerance to homosexuality, Saiphan
(2002) suggests young homosexual males suffer more stress than matured ones
because of less freedom, immaturity and fewer choices to express themselves.
Homosexual males feel they need to hide and conceal themselves to self-protect their
identity from social stigmatization and condemnation. AA and BB respond to this
repressive situution where unopened homosexual males fall into the stage of being
'invisible', leading to more dependency among homosexual groups. BB reflects this
view that "undisclosed life is the life behind a closed door because we arc afraid of
being discriminated, insulted and not accepted", this repressive life is the result of
limited freedom and social status "we do not have other choices because there arc
very few choices given to us" (BB, personal communication, December I, 2002).
Saiphan (2002, p. 132) suggests, because of the oppressive society, Thai homosexual
males arc alwa:-"s struggling to lind o spac,r} where they arc accepted, gain their status
and rcaffinn their existence. Their attc~:ipt echoes a wish to be free from social
restroints but reflects a need for social interaction. This is represented in student
graffiti as wt:]l. For t:xample, one

in~eription

from A University reads "I am an

unopened queen. l want someone, we can be friends or more than friends" and
another replies "I understand us all. Wt: can't deny ourselves but isn't it b.:ttcr to
h-ep our love for someone very special?" This latter graffiti draws attention and
participation from other homosexual graffitists in A University, which suggests that
graffiti serves as a communal and an indirect il"llerpersonal medium of
communication in the homosexual community. Since graffiti is sexually related and,
sometime, anonymous, graffitists seck sexual enjoyment invested in their graffiti
writing. Inscriptions written by AA and BB support this statement:
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AA-Unopcned gay queen looking for a student in this uni. You must
be clean, good-looking and unopened also. Please call 01-xxxxxxx.
BB-lf you need sex and fun and if you're an unopened king, meet me
in this toilet on 12July at 22.00 pm, knock 3 times.

Media exposure is essential in graffiti production. To make sure that the message
\Viii reach the audience, AA and BB choose toilets in the central canteen and the
central library as their hub of communication because a large number of students
congregate there. Apart from leaving messages, both two graffitists read and reply to
other message as well or cohtact to the telephone numbers given in order to find
friends, new sexual partners to 'widen our goy world' according to AA (AA,
personal communication, December l, 2001). The homosexual graffiti subculture in
campus is, therefore, 'alive' by being maintained by participants who repeatedly recheck their message to receive feedbacks and are active media users. According to
the interviewees, homosexual students read graffiti for new 'information' advertised
in graffiti message such as new homosexual venues, new 'faces' or new
appointments. Through grafliti, homosexual students could reach one another and
could gain "companionship, apart from sexual relationship, reaffirming their existence
and dependency within their group. Other media and venue such as gay telephone
service or visiting gay club could also yield the same purposes but, according to AA
and BB, graffiti needs no money and no communication protocols, it is anonymous
and it is safer to remain their contact only within university studeut group. Graffiti,
with its anonymous nature, also helps them to remain unrecognized by the larger
public and, according to AA and BB, sexual appointment gained through graffiti is
less risky than venturing to gay bars to find one. In the case of BB, there is no such
service in the province where he lives, therefore, he hilS to rely on graffiti to meet
other homosexuals. However, both of them use other small media as well such as gay
pornographic magazines. Both AA and BB confess tbat using graniti as their media
is more 'sensational' or 'thrilling' than other 'normal' media such as pornographic
magazines or telephone scrvice5. BB reasons "because you don't know who will
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reply to your graffiti, you can sec him only once he arrives at the appointed date, it is
the anticipation that makes it fun and appealing" (BB, personal communication,
December l, 2002).

When applying Arnett's (1995) concept of youth media usc ond gratification, which
argues that youth simply and mainly usc media for entertainment and only certain
media can provide an intense and novel stimul:ltion that appeals to youth because
they tend to focus more on sensation than adults, we find that homosexual graffitists
mostly seck sexual pleasure !Tom graffiti. Both of the students claim that they look
for temporary sexual relationship and novelty in meeting new unknown sexual
partners from their writing (AA and BB, personal communication, December [,
2001). The anonymity of graffiti, although it helps them avoid self-exposure, actually

provhles a sense of thrill through its anonymous nature. BB suggests that graffiti
communication adds 'flavour' to his life (BB, personal communication, December 1,
2001). Graffiti, like pornographic media, has an added value of being a sensual

media for thrill-seekers as well. Rubin (1985) also supports the view that the
appealing characteristic of some media can deliver fantasies that attract young adults
who seck sensation and arousal through media consumption. According to Rubin,
young adults gratify their voyeuristic needs through some media as well. Sherry
(2001), however, offers another explanation based on a bio-bchavioural approach to

explain the media gratification concept. The author suggests thnt consumer who
seeks thrills in media are people who possess an nctive temperament trait. It means
that the person needs both the thrill and relnxation from the media to equilibrate their
temperament.

To sum up, homosexual students use graffiti for mainly two reasons: seeking social
interaction between homosexual groups and seeking sexual enjoyment. Their needs
arc shaped by the narrowed media opportunities available for the young unopened
homosexual group in cooservative 1l1ai society who arc marginalized as the invisible
and cannot reveal and express themselves openly in public. Graffiti, being
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anonymous can be easily accessed, and therefore plays an important role in the Thai
homosexual subculture on the Thai campus because it yields an outlet of
communication where homosexual students can reaffirm their self-existence and
self-idcnlily. Graffiti also gives oppo.tunities for sexual ple:L'im•· as well.

llctcroscxual students: graffiti as an outlet of expression

When considering heterosexual student graffiti we can identify four major
categories of writing: self-identification, coping with negative feelings, finding outlet
for expression and the sharing of information. It must be noted that there might be
other motives for communication from other graffitists that do not have a place in
this thesis. However, the four uses of graffili as media

a<;

given here can be seen to

represent some common motivations for graffiti use among students. Moreover, as I
will show that while there are similarities between the graffiti of homosexual
students and heterosexual students there are also profound differences.

Self Identification
i(
Self-identification as a motive for writing messages is clearly reflected in the way FF
approaches graffiti. FF is the only student, among the interviewees, who states that
she writes graffiti to 'memorize' herselr in many places she has visited outside
campus and on desktops in the central canteen in B University. Her inscriptions
follow the same writing pattern: she tags her name with date and time. For example,
she will write on a desktop "FF is here on June 12, 2000". Seeing her name on a wall
or on a tree, it helps her to believe that she is 'alive' (FF, personal communication,
November 2, 2001 ). Arnett (1995) explains this youth phenomenon thus; youth tend
to identify themselves or reaffirm their self-identity through some media because
media can be influential during adolescent years. Other writers such as Abel and
Buckley (1997, p.l6) suggest graffiti is an announcement of one's identity and is a
kind of testimonia] to one's existence in a world of anonymity. The search for self-
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identity via srafliti, in FF's case, is neurly an obsession as she always leaves her tag
almci~t

everywhere. Proctor ( 1991, p.99) assens that gramti writing of this kind may

be a denial (lf limits in life nnd a denial of helplessness, snmllness and insignificance
in the world. If we look at this phenomenon as related to age and socioeconomic
status, then the concept of age and media usc propr:ocd by Rubin ( 1985) has to be
taken into account. We can hypothcsi1.e that FF is very young and h~sjust started her
first }'Car in a large university. away from home :md family and h.\'s to work after
class as a waitress in a colfcc shop to gain

m~t/

mone'y since shl'·reccives little

financial suppon from her family. She might feel lonely,

stress~-.!,

anahle to settle

down in a new campus environment and has less time and money for self·
entertaining than her peers. Seeing her name 'alive' on the wall may psychologically
provides her with r~.•assumnce and reinforce her self-formation and her existence in
such 11 large university like B University where first-year students have to develop
and adjust themselves

in order to be familiar with life in college. Thus FF's

experiences can be seen as a meton)'lll for the larger body of first year stmlents who
arc struggling to come to terms with a neW environment and tugging is a way of
rc:::affirming their existence.

Coping with

n~ativl!

reelings und linlling ontl~t

ofexprl!~~ion

Students resort to graffiti to release negative feelings to uuthority such as teachers or
university authorities. Anger and frustration can be seen in the graffiti messages that
writers leave on the walls. Most inscriptions express dissutisfaction toward teachers
for several reasons such as borL-dom, hntrcd and the teacher's lack of pedagogic
ability. MM, CC, FF nnd DD report of boredom if they have to sit still in class and
'pretend' to listen to lectures that they cannot und11rstand und are not allowed or dare
not to ask questions for clarification (CC, FF, MM and DD, personal communicntion,
December I, 2001). They report thr,t, to escape and free themselves from borL'tlom
and dissntisfaction, they choose to write gmlliti on classmom walls and on tahlcs,.
Some of the examples arc:
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A- This is very boring, the teacher cannot say u word that anyone can
understand.
B- The class ofXXXX (teacher's name) is very boring. It's dimcult
and the teacher makes it more difficult. I hate it. Agree?

In ways similar to Confucian philosophy, Thais believe teachers deserve

great

respL'I:I, high social status lind u major position in the social hierarchy because they
offer a meritorious debt to students who arc culturally obligated to repay that debt.
The act of giving knowledge from an older person to the young, from the Thai
perception, to giving the student a better life, better future and greater prosperity.
The act, however, demands something from the person in return. Klausner (2000, p.
275) explains that in Thai terms this concept, known as 'bun khun' [meaning that
one who bel1elits from another and must rcpny the favour in return] places the
recipient under an obligation. If the person docs not meet the obligation they will be
socially condemncU as an 'akatan-yu' or 'khon ncrakun', meaning an ingrate person
{p. 275). l'mlhisitu ( 1998) terms the relationship between Thai student and teacher 35
'phra kun' or the greatest favour, second to that given by parents. This notion is also
applied to the relationship between

p;~rents

and children as well as teachers and

students. In order to repay the 'debt", the young can return the favour by being
obl:dicnt, grateful and respl'Ctful. Moreover, Thais have cultivated the ability to
repress negative feelings and dislike when in public and to hide their feelings under a
smile as a mask of emotions (Klausner, 2000, p. 253). When placed under this kind
of cultural restraint, Thais, especially the young, arc unable to release negative
feelings or lind a suitable outlet for them. Podhisita (1998, p. 45)

c.~plains,

the bun-

khun or phra kun relationship is very importunt in Thai social life since it is
obligatory and thus fonns a basic soda! relationship between all segments of Thai
people. Those who recognize bun khun and repay it will be praised by t!Jc society, by
contrast, one who

forget~

is disliked.
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have to be obedient in class, and spo:ak only when

they arc Mkcd or allowed. Moreover, they must dress properly, wear university
unilbnns and behave well. Many students in B University l'Cho this situation in the
interviews conducted. and a student sums its all up when they say:

l do not and will not argue with teachers for two reasons, it is useless
because we could ncvl'T win and the Sl'Cond rc.1son is that the
coming of teachers to teach us is meritorious enough (MM. personal
communication, November 2, 2001 ).

Confronted by cultural inhibitions that do not encourage expression

and

confrontation but encourage repression. students believe a dispute or an argument
with teachers will not yield any benefit to them but could bring harm and disharmony
in the relationship. Many students arc afraid of the after-effects of a confrontation
with a teacher that could follow the argument. This view is echoed in a reply by DO
in an interview. He quotes a Thai maxim: a small stick cannot lever a log meaning
that younger persons have no chance in winning an arguml'lll with seniors. and he
says:

l don't dare to argue with teachers even if[ feel it. [have to be careful,
I don't want the teachers to give me low marks in my exam results.
Arguing with teachers is useless because a small stick cannot lever n log
(OD, personal communication, November 2:, 2001).

The lack of proper channels and the inability to handle negative feelings in such a
strict and forbidding cuhuml environment permeates the campus where teachers and
students share an unequal relationship. Srirusa ( 1988) report~· that campus media, in
B Univcrsily, the place we could expect a student can find a proper channel for their
voice and their opinions, arc under strict surveillance and have been banned several
times after students al\cmptl>d to comment on university affairs.

The campus
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at C University serves as a self-advertisement for the university because it

is produced by the university itself rather than as a student outlet. Graffiti, in such
situations becomes the unly media available to studeats where students feel safe,
available, anonymous mtd secretive, the place tlmt students can express any idea or
feeling. A student in C University (name withheld) reports in the interview th~t maay
students in C University now turn to the internet, they search into the university
website and pust their hateful graffiti in the website without signing their names.
Most of the

mcss.~ges

attack directly the university, the educational system and

services such as the high tuition fees or the lack of clean toilets. From the survr.y,
toilet graffiti in B and C University express hateful feelings attacking the university
and teachers, boredom and uncertainty in a teacher's ability to teach. For cxumple,
some inscriptions write "Life sucks in this uni" or "I'd rather be a gigolo than
studying in this uni" and "XXX (name of a teacher) is nothing, if she reads from the
book to studcn\5, I can go home and read them myself'. This genre of hateful graffiti
is much more prevalent inC University than the other two campuses, which might
suggest that students in C University arc mostly dissatisfied with their organization
compared to students in A and B.

Am ell ( 1995) c~plains this phenomenon. Young people tend to usc media to relieve
and dispel negative emotion in a process of emotional self-regulation. The author
terms this media gratification as a process of 'emotional self-regulation' pointing out
then when youths face problems, conllicts and stresses, they purge these feelings
especially anger by identifying with some media content. Graffiti, in this sense,
serves to release student's negative feelings and sentiments, uc\5 as an outlet for
repressed minds and thus helps to balance the mental state of those with repressed
minds by allowing the negative feelings to be released freely. This is also supported

by Stcpheson (cited in Baran and Davis, 1995, p. 224), people tend to usc media as a
buffer or a way to escape when they face a degree of social control they feel uneasy
and stressful. Abel and Buckley (1977, p. 41) conclude that graffiti is a mechanism
in the form of language thnt helps people to release the tension.
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SocialiZIItion in youth subculture

Thai students usc graffiti as their self-made media to free themselves from cultural
rcstrnints and oppression. Graniti, in this sense, functions as a strntegy and a tool to

acquire a degree of power over the environment and also to resist authoritarian
power at the same time. Students also use grafliti, in some circumstances, to unite
and socialize with each other in a way that is quite difTcrcnt to the normal Thai
socialisation patterns

a.~

we have seen with the homosexual students. In this regard,

graffiti represents both fonns of student power and personal power. For example, the

hateful graffiti that arose during the student protest in B University drew a high
degree of intcmction from students who shared the same feelings as the protesters
but were unable to express these views elsewhere for fear ufpunishment. The student
gmffiti then acts n> a channel through which students send their messages for public
consum!Jtion and recognition as they even reach the authorities

when they arc

displayed in public. For example, some graffiti states quite explicitly "The money
that you XXX (name of the chancellor) usc is my semester fcc" or "XXX (the
chancellor) should go out" and "We want him XXX {the chancellor) out, we want a
clean person''.

Desktop grnmti and toilet graffiti that express hateful feelings and lhlstmtion against
teachers and the university always attract participants and involvement from several
other students whtl share the same experiences. CC reports that students usc graffiti
for self-expression to affirm their ideas, perceptions and beliefs when no one else
listens to them or when there is a pcrecptioil that there arc no other outlets, students
need to "say something to the world out there" (CC, personal communication,
November 2, 2001 ). CC and DD report that school situations often create frustrations
and dissatisfactions and the classroom relationship with teachers is mostly
unenjoyable. According to CC and DD, some teachers nrc always bad-tempered,
mrcly listen to students and expect students to answer questions correctly although
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students do not know the answers. lleing expected to be receptive or when they me
in stressful situations, students choose to remain silent in class. CC gives a reason of
why students remain silent:

If you have a problem with teachers, you cannot survive in campus,
they will hate you and other teachers will know you by the name of the
'trouble-maker' or an aggressive student. You will be unwcleomed in class
ami you risk to be underestimated that means you may receive a very low
mark on your exam results (CC. personal communication, November 2,
2001).

In this kind of
express" the

,,
c!~ssroom

feeling.~

situations, DD rcposts of "feeling the instant urge to

of boredom nod dissent in desktop graffiti in classroom (DD,

personal communication, November 2, 2001). DD claims he found out that his
graffiti always draws participation from other students replying his inscription. The
involvement and purticipation that students share their fL-clings and experiences
through grJf!iti helps to create socialization within student groups, especially in
some circumstances. For example,

B University has decided to be a fully

autonomous university according to the decree of Prime Minister Thaksin's
government, this decision causes di.~sent among students who fear that the tuition fcc

l

will rise sharply and students will be unable to pay. Aller the breaking of the news,
hateful graffiti attacking the university and the authorities was quickly 'published'
attracting a large number of participan.ts. Some inscription read "We have to make a
loan to pay the fee ifB University becomes autonomous" and"[ can't afford to pay if
B University is autonomous, why the uni is eager to be autonomous?" The first
inscription attracts several replies agreeing witll it. Writing hateful graftiti in toilet
helps students to socialize in an llnonymous and secretive way. Tile articulation of
youth grufliti critically suggests how communication is C!llcial to students in
situations where lcgitim:llc media arc unavailable.
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Amell (1995) proposes that media consumption gives young people a sense of being
connected to a larger peer network that is united by certain youth-specific values and
interests. The author bclicws thnt the media provide a 'common ground' for all
adolescents who may have similar preferences and share the same situations or
interests. Young people usc media to establish their own subculture (p. 6). Youth
draw mntcrial from the media tlmt contributes to their socialization. The author
states, media arc part of the process by which adolescents accept or resist beliefs of
the social world and the culture in which they live. Youth subculture involves youth
resistance to both the authority and the mainstream culture and values. Amell posits,
adolescents choose media as a symbolic rejection of adult values or some usc media
to 'shut out' adults. Young people select media that arc

'attractiv~:'

to them and llSe

them in diverse ways related to socialization in three ways. The first is to promote
impulse control or legitimize the avoidance of it. The second is to learn the roles
alTered by adult society or to rcjcrtthem and the third is to find sources of meaning
or to declare their angst over the lack of meaning in their lives {p. 5). The author,
howc~cr,

suggests that the non-Western cultures have narrower socialization

processes than the West and control over youth is tighter. In such a

rcpress~d

society

like Thai society, I shall argue, thnt media dependency and the need to communicate
is much more

intcnsi~c

and students forcefully find their ways to crcnte their own

voice nnd world. In short, that while the graffiti is the product of adolescents in
transition it nevertheless

exprcs~cs

a high degree of frustration on the part of the

young in Thailand with the current situation they find themselves in.

One aspect of the youth subculture that is pmminent in Thai .society is the 'subtle'
opposition to

schoolin~

and the educational institutions that 'i~ expressed in

sc~era[

fonns including grnfllti and vandalism by students. Student protests, in Thai
univcr.;itics, do not often occur. Apart fwm th!! graffiti that represents youth
disc,rJntcnt toward social institutions, youthful vandalism seen in educational
instilutions directly portmys youth's negative feelings and disrespect to the
institutions and the authorities. Roc (]995, p. 1), however, proposes a theory of
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media delinquency in which youths have a strong anachmcnt to socially disvalucd or
'outlawed' media that the society perceives as deviant and problcmmic. Students,
according to the author, who cannot 'play by the rules' and do not accept the
school's values or do not have adequate school achievements and compctcnces may
become apnthctic, react negatively to the school system they could not conform to
and might develop a fierce antagonism to the school which will stimulate the
formation of anti-school subcultures in which some media arc involved (p. 2). Chu
(1997, p. I) views youthful media usc patterns and gratifications in a different way.
The author

sl~tes,

young people arc rorely seen as agents in their own lives and do

not own any media, thus they arc constantly seeking a place for their voice. The
author suggests graffiti, as forms of youth-initiated media, results from a need to
create a forum or build a network and form a community (p. :?). Chu believes youth
gain a pleasure in 'playing' as media initiator which rcpreser.t !heir power in
contesting existing environments and meaning and in constructing new meaning,
youth also derive pleasure from being opposed to mainstream cultures and practices.
Self-made media such as graffiti acts as youth social agendas and representations and
is a youthful escape from the adult world.

Graffiti forms a youth sUbculture of protest and resistance. Through graffiti, students
rebel against the culturJI aud social inhibitions and deny the cultural restrictions that
the society expects, they also resist to the authority and the social institution
especially th.: university by rejecting the university philosophy and ideology and
revenging with hatred in return. In graffiti, students express hostility toward seniors,
a behaviour thnt Thai society forbids. Youth subculture, in 111ai context, is a revolt
against the society and the ideals that the society aspires to. However, youth graffiti
subculture offers a place and status to youth and provides an authentic voice of
youth. Graftiti allows Thai students to share their unhc3rd sentiments and
infonnntion among the student members in the same organization. Graffiti often
touches on organizational problems that arc bes\ understood within the institution
under attack where graffiti secretly unites organization members to share their
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feelings. Applying Foucault"s concept. we find that student gmffiti can be analyzed

as a relation of power in the wuy that il resists the disciplinary power, thus, posing a
threat to the 'art of government' exercised by the authority. This concept of
disciplinary

power

relates

to

the Thai

student-teacher

Aicwsriwongsc (2003) tenns as paternalism; students

relationship

that

nrc bound by a kind of

paternal 'love' that discipline rules.
Conclusion

To summarize, the use and gratification of the graffiti media by Thai students can be
analyzed within two main categories of needs: sexual and non-sexual needs. Students
share the same life-events since they arc of the same age and arc in the same campus
situations and environment. They have chances to be left powerless, margina!izerl
and unheard because of their status as students in Thai society and universities that
do not encourage the young to speak up to adults. Students share the same problems
and situations when they arc in classroom, th·~y lack freedom am! independence, they
reel teachers arc oppressive and schooling is stressful, frustrating and boring.
Homosexual students face more problems than heterosexual ones because they lack
social acceptance and arc stigmatized and discriminated against meaning that they
have no space and gender status within the society. Both groups are marginalized
young people using graffiti as a taboo discourse to resist the mainstream power and
also to reduce tensions and personal conflicts. Their usc of graffiti thus varied
accordingly to their needs. Homosexual students usc graffiti

tO

lind new sexual

partners and to self-advertise in order to reach to new consumers, they also usc
graffiti to gain and share nr.w infonnation concerning gay subculture. Graffiti, being
a secret medium otTers anonymity and secrecy, thus serves their sexual

purpo~cs

as

well. l·letcroscxual studems, on the othe1· hand, usc graffiti to enact resistance and
oppression by expressing and releasing their negative feelings toward the mainstream
culture ami power. They find their own voice and space in grafliti where they could
'purge' to help coping their emotional balance and express taboo topics that arc not
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allowed in public. Graffiti, as communication and a rhetorical form, acts as a
communicative channel for marginalized people to have their own voices and to
share infonnation among them and invites further partidpation in the fonn of
chained graffiti and participation in the same situation. Student graffiti serves as
discourse of resistance against authorilarian control in Thai society. The use nnd
gratification

of graniti

media

by

Thai

students

could

be

represented

diagrammatically as followed based on the gratification modd by McQuail and
Windnhl (1993).
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Table 12
The graffiti usc and gratitication map

I

Fadors that inlluenoc media ohoires

j

I

I

Age factor - Lack ofsocialstotus - Being a student - Stay at Ibe margin

I
B<ln1: mall!inalized People

llomosnual ~tudont
'bidden' one<
-Lark s<><lal aoceplane<
-No <latu• and ><><Ia I role
-Lark voioc and •pare

Non-homose•uolstudenl
-Lack social status
-No ~oleo and space
-Undu repres,lve
oituatlons in universlly

-Dein~

1 Gene11111inc Needs r
Suual partner
ihrill.nd fun
Sensaliun
Information
Status and identity

Find voire,space and
npre,.ion
ldenlity and status
Sharelnformalion
Brnk the Ia boos

I

Graffiti Mlng seriSotionol, spontaneous, fun,
free and anonymous

a~ailoble,

Noetls gralilied
-Snualenjoyment
-Fullngnprc«ed
-!:I rHo c~plng
-Information gained
-Siatus given

I

Needs gratified
-Gnrffiti raise:~ a communal
awarenoss
-}'un and siren released
-Feeling expressed
-Voice and •talus golned

Gnrfr.li soti.<fled and eratifled need, ofthe•tudenls

I
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and llomoscxuality

This diagrammc represents tile gmffiti usc om! gmtification of two Tltui student
groups: homosexual and heterosexual one. It shows how Thai students have various
individual preferences, experiences and needs that result in differrnt media goals
through the same gmffiti medium. The findings in this chapter illuminates the fact
that the graffiti usc and gratification, among Thai student group, results from
sociocultural and psychological factors en'cctcd student's life that contribute to
student's choices in selecting and using media. This Thai finding is relevant to
Arnell's study (1995) that youth mostly usc media to divert themselves from
problems and concerns but search for enjoyment, status and identity fonnation
through their media chokes .

.. \

i(
I,'I
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CIIAPTER 7: IIOSTILITY: THE ESSENCE OF THAI GRAFFITI

The essence of Thai graffiti centres on hostility towards an abstraction of authority in
several forms. Examples include insults directed towards authority figures, threats
directed towards fellow students, offensive words directed indiscriminately, and attempts
to discriminate against social outgroups. Although m1icial Thai discourse constructs the
country and its people as peaceful in propaganda epitomised in national slogans such as
'Timiland: The Land of Smile' Thai university student graffiti presents u darker version
of Thai society, one characterised by hostility, resentment and thinly veiled violence.

Thailand is a country with numerous cultural and ideological conf1icts. Its official
discourse encourages submission, not by consent, butthruugh force and the imposition of
inhibitions and repression. It demonizes sexuality as evil and corrupt but overlooks the
growing sex industry in the country, especially in Bangkok. It sets up the ideal behaviour
us very puritanical and focuses on collecting religious merit as a pathway to a better life
in the Buddhist model but the country is heavily plagued with a rising number of crimes,
assaults, robbery and hostility in many forms. The country places strict rules on youth
and limits the freedom youth and human rights by giving them very lillie social space,
status and acceptance believing that these strategies will lead to docility and youthful
submission. The consequence of this state of affairs is that, the more youth is repressed
and forbidden psychological space, the more they struggle to release themselves from the
strictures place upon them. However, the situation is, there arc very few social outlets
available within Thai society for youthful rebellion. Writing on the wall in a secretive and
anonymous way seems to be a tool that young people usc to negotiate the cultural
restraints, and in tum, to

rcl~ase

their negative feelings without the risk of social

condemr Jlion. From the youthful rebellion portrayed in youth graffiti, the concealed and
masked hostility and violence Thnis seck to keep buried is exposed in its full and bare
fonn without any disguise.
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From the graffiti inscriptions collected from the three universities, it is obvious that Thai
students lind graffiti provides un emotional release especially in hostility and violence,
However, hostile discourse in the Thai context is very specific because it results from
particular Thai cultural values and meanings that could perplex Westerners. The hostile
discourse portrayed in student graffiti focuses on three specific clements: the dog, the
bulfalo and the father figure. These three elements construct in the Thai mind a sense of
insult, inferiority ami aggressiveness that are best understood as representing negative
dimensions within Thai society. In campus graffiti inscriptions, these three elements
resurface repeatedly thereby presenting the opportunity to visualize the writer's
aggressiveness and need to overpower others. The mentioning of the three elements is a
striking graffiti phenomenon in itself that calls for further examination.

According to Abel and Buckley (1977), graffiti deals with social restraints in all form and
opens for all taboo topics forbidden in a society, thus, taboos lind their way automatically
into graffiti. Lindsay and Kohl (cited in O'Peretti, Carter and McClinton, 1977, p. 2)
maintain that graffiti is the response to social environments and situations. Abel and
Buckley (1977) support that graffiti, as the reflection of the society, gives us a more
rounded picture ofthc society. The re-examination of hostility in campus graffiti provides
a social indication of societal thoughts within Thai society.

This chapter explores how Timi students, as young members of Thai society, reproduce
these altitudes through the construction of meaning and symbolization in their graffiti
messages ami how the three elements work on Thai perception. The concept of the
undcrstnnding and construction meaning through communication proposed by Fiske
(1982) constructs the framework of analysis in this chapter.

Hostility in Thai society

As [ have argued in previous chapters Thailand sees itself as a puritanical Buddhist

society with culture and ideology established around Buddhist philosophies that focus on
social harmony, self-discipline and asceticism, thus confrontation and expression of
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negative feelings are not encouraged. According to Kesten (1997), the physically and
spiritually 'clean' behaviours of Buddhist monks where self-restraint from secular
activities and needs such as possession of material goods, money and sexuality reflects
closely lhe image of the idealized person the country mostly expecls and

Wlli)~S

to

achieve. To Thais, being ascetic and able to practice restraint and self-discipline signifies
a 'clean' person that deserves a degree of respect from the society. Moreover, the concepi
of self-disdipline nnd sclf-restra~nt when applied to the expression of ncgalive feelings
has a political edge. Ghoranadhakul (cited in Chaisinghghananont, 2001, p. 82} points
out that one of the achievements of the Thai ruling class is their ability to differentiate
between lhe two social classes: the division between the ruling and the ruled comes from
the development of a set of code of behaviours and a myth regarding how civilized
people behave. The myth and the set of codes decree that only the ruling class are
civilized people who articulate their civilization_and noble birth through their delicate,
aristocratic, serene and gentle manners and behaviours, one of which is the ability to selfdiscipline themselves when confronted by worldly temptation. Thus, the difference
between the ruling and the ruled or one who has the noble birth and one who has not can
be visibly recognized in one's behaviour and the degree of self-discipline displayed in
public. To explain simply, shouting, speaking in unrefined language, swearing and
expressing anger in public is deemed vulgar and is taken to signify one's lowly birth.
Kcslen ( 1997) concludes that peacefulness, non-violence and non-aggression are deemed
appropriate behaviour for the elite and encouraged as ideal behaviour and as the
representation of good character in Thai society. Good behaviour, according to Kesten
(1997, p. 10}, is the capacity to he serene in spite of temptations such as conflict, anger,
greed and aggression and the ability to av-oid expressing aoger, hatred

a~

1displeasure

openly. Thais have been taught and socialized hy family, school and other institutions to
be pleasant, friendly and polite to the public. Apart from religious-based explanation that
Kesten proposes, Klausner (2000} views this in another way. In his Reflection On Thai
Cu/(urc, the author states that it is because Thai society was an agricultural society based

on labour exchanges and co-operation as its basic economic model because access to
machinery was limited. In such a closed community, overt feuds would hinder economic
output. The author perceives the belief in the avoidance of confrontation and the
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suppression of anger as Thai social strategies suitable for a closed agricultural community
(p. 171).

However, other scholars have different opinions. Watson (1980) points out thai ·b'y
suppressing negative feelings, Thais show anger and hostility in other ways such as in the
appreciation in blood,~:: sports or reckless driving. Chareonwongsak (1996, p. 24-25)
proposes a concept of an !lvil society that is defined by the decline of morality,
righteousness, justice and virtues because people hav!l lost their belief in righteousness
and the

wrongd~ings

of the people are supported in one way or another by the society

itself. The author suggesw that Thailand is becoming an evil society because the country
is 'anormic' or falls to the stage of being normlessness that is reflected in the rising
violence in the society, educational institutions and family and that people are familiar
with and accepting of social violence (p. 50). Violence and hostility in Thai society,
according to the author, are found in four social elements: Thai sports, the media, a social
belief in forgiveness and the struggle to find power.

The Thai sport that the author mentions is the most popular sport among Thai men is Thai
boxing (p. 53). He argues that Thai boxing, largely differs from Western boxing by
allowing the two opponents to US!l

leg~,

elbows, head and feet to injure each other, thus

unconsciously represents the repressed violence, aggression and hostility that are hidden
from view by Thai culture that refuses to provide a legitimote outlet or release for anger
and hostility. Through watching bloody and brutal Thai boxing where two opponents
struggle to use force and ferocity to win by indueing as many wounds or injuries as
possib!!l, Thai people release their repressed violence, hostility, aggression and their pentup emotions that is nearly impossible to be fully released in reality (p. 54). Thus bloody
sports become a fonn of social catharsis. Chareonwongsak (p. 55) also states that the
Thai media is another cultural institution that helps legitimize and promote violence in
Thai society by delivering media content thot is violent and aggressive in the form of
television dramas, cartvons, news, headlines and movies. The author proposes that
because Tbai socL:ty that hos been under an authoritarlan system of rule for nearly 700
years a fonn of communal consciousness has been esl!lblished thot, legitimizes and the
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acceptance of aulhoritarian power as the rightful power. The belief in accepting
authoritarian power creates a sense of discrimination between people. Thai people believe
that the wrongdoers should not be 'forgiven' nor given a chance but need to be
'destroyed' and eradicated from the society. This sentiment, according to the author,
]cads to revenge, more violence and even greater hostility towards the other.

!(
Wongthanapa (1996) perceives violence as related to another Thai characteristic: Thai
pCQple are highly group-oriented. The group and peer-oriented tendency among Thais
lead to the acceptance of group values and the dependency on the survival oflhe group or
the gang rather than the individual. According to Wongthnnapa, the orientation towards
the group is highly visible in Thai culture and practiced in the workplace and in
educational institutions. People in the same group or gang arc united under one shared
consciousness: the belief in the 'honour' of their group that acts as a bond within the
group. The belief in the dignity and the honour sphere of one's group calls for
maintenance and reaffirmation that group members strive to maintain. One of lhe
mechanisms to reaffinn the feeling of dignity is to overpower others. Wongthanapa (p.

16) concludes that the need to overpower the others, especially among young Thai men
and male studenls, leads to inter-school fights and gang fights tbat are endemic
throughout the country. The violence involved in these cases, apart from fights, is
retaliatien between groups in the fonn of sporadic killing, ambush and attack with
weapons. Gang graffiti is also employed to hurl insult at each other and, in tum,
announces O'ne's group territory. The only reason behind the fights is to preserve the
honour sphere nnd the dignity of one's _group. Sukha (cited in Scoop na I, 2003)
concludes, hostility and violence expressed in the form of inter-school fights or student
gang graffiti has long been cultivated among Thai male students, thus, developed itself as
a part of Thai student subculture and as youthful value students deem crucial to their
manliness. lo such a Buddhist country that relies on ils ideal of peacefulness and
tolerance, lies a great contradiction that violence is tn1mpeted as heroism. Violence, for
youog Thai men, is an indication of manliness. In order to prove onc's.,maohood, Thai
men resort to violence. Sudthisakom (1999) reveals in her Gunmen that there is a
communal value in some provinces in the Western part ofthc counlry Where resorting to
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extreme violence such as killing and gun-fighting is perceived ns no indication to
i

manhood. Thus, using guns and other weapons are heralded as n rite of passage for young
boys to prove their 'coming of age' in this part of the country.
To summarize, the peaceful and non-violent image the country tl13t has been construcred
over time is a11 imagined one. In fact, under what looks like a peaceful and friendly
society, violence is concealed. Thai people unconsciously accept violence in several
disguised forms and release violence and hostility in several concealed and masked forms
also. Chnreonwongsak (1996)

rcaSOliS,

that because Thai society forbids, prohibits and

oppresses its member not to teleasc negative feelings is unable to provide legitimate or
proper outlets for these emotions and is unable to teach its member to release negative
feelings in more appropriate ways (p, 61). Rather the society legitimizes and supports the
disguised fonns of violence and hostility. One of the disguised fonns of violence is the
use of offensive, hurtful and abusive words to hurl hatred at other people. Klausner
(2000) also supports this assumption. Thai people develop several direct and indirect
ways to use words to hurt and manifest hostility, such as gossip, backbiting remarks,
unsigned anonymous letters sent out to members of the public and to the targeted person.
Relying on this argument, that the use of hurtful discourse and hatred, is an easy
mechanism to vent hostility it should come as no surprise that graffiti is one of the main
avenues where this occurs.
Graffiti and the construction or hatred
The signs that symbolize violence, hatred, hoStility and the feeling of superiority for Thai
males in particular are set up by three words in the Thai language: a dog, a buffalo and a
father. The hostility and violence that ex ins in Thai graffiti discourse is very specific and
consequently requires a culturally-specific decoding and encoding process to understand
its significance. According to Fiske (1991), the sign system in each culture carries its own
message organized and detennined by the sociocultural milieu and its social members.
The construction of meaning is, therefore, an indication to its society and visualizes its
II

/,'

social sentiments. Fiske (1991, p. 171) concurs with this view pointing out that within the
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sign system there is an embedded ideology maintained by social members thmugh their
shared values and beliefs. Therefore, interpreting the coding process is to undnrstand the
cultural and social interaction in Thai society and thus revealing the ideology of violence
in the society as well.

Graffiti writers construct violence through the use of the three words as single-word
graffiti inscription and also as main content in long and short sentence inscription. The
using of the three words as stand-alone words or in phrases is powerful enough to cause
anger to unknown readers. From the survey, graffiti inscriptions that contain the three

'words receive severn! hostile chained-responses simply because they could easily trigger
anger and a feeling of insult that graffiti readers could not tolernte. Hostile graffiti
inscriptions containing the three words are mostly about inter-faculty conflicts and

'
student gangs. In B University, the inscriptions reveal Conflicts
between two faculties and
in C the conflict is between racing-car gangs. lnfonnation from interviews and from the
study ofSrirasa (1989) support that there are persistent inter-faculty fights between two
faculties (names withheld), originally the fight started from personal conflict later
evolved into organizational conflict leading students in the two faculties feel it is their
'duty' to uphold the dignity of their far.ulty, Whereas in C University, students fonn
themselves into racing-car gangs attempting to outweigh other gangs by exhibitioning
expensive sporty cars. Graffiti inscriptions clearly express these conflicts and hatred
through the construction of the three signs, fer example:

A: The Faculty of XXX beware, you are only dogs. If you 'See me, you will be
afraid and die.
B: XXX (name of a gang) is only dog and their cars are shit. lfthey meet XXX
(name of another gang), they will die.
C: All students in the Faculty ofXXXX arc dogs.

o/'My name is XXX from the Faculty of XXX, I am !he father of all students in
the Faculty ofXXXX--they are only dust under my feet.
E: (reply to D)- Who do you think you are-bastard? [am your father-you animo!!
From The Faculty ofXXXX.

I'
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or gallg conflicts, graffiti writers often humiliate unknown

readers by their inscriptions containing the three words, for example:
'
A: The writers who write on this wall are buffaloes.
B : Anyone who reads Ihis is a dog.

C (reply to A and B): Both of you are buffaloes. Don't you know, animals?

These examples lead to the discussion next

The dog and the buffalo as inferiority

Making insults by comparing men to a dog or a buffalo might perplex Westerners, but to
Thais, it could cause a fight because it signiftes inferiority and lowliness. The words 'ma'
or a dog and 'kwr.i'':o{·-n· b~ff~i~ lite ,used as signs to carry the offence, insult and

"

'

humiliation greatlY Wmaging and lessening one's dignity, pride and individualism Thais
cannot tolerate. To understand why Thais feel greatly effected by this comparison, the
construction of the two signs in Thai context must be examined.

The construction of the signs is a direct result from the perception Thais view animals.
Thus, it is best to understand the status of these two animals within Thai society first.
Thai society is an agricultural society where rice planting is the key element. In the past,
fanners usc bu!Taloes to plough the paddy fields and do other field work. Buffaloes have
remained the main power source for Thai fanners, since machinery is limited, and
because they could withstand the sun and hard work better !hall other animals. This·.·
aoimal has been used as labour all through the year and since it is such a large aoimal but
yields easily lo human haods without

resistan~e,

Thais thus perceive it as an object of

humiliation as reflected ill the Thai saying 'as stupid as a buffalo'. As for dogs, Thais
keep dogs to guard the house, to ward off strangers and as hounds on hunting trips. If
Westerners compare a dog as 'the man's best friend', this notion is still new to Thais that
compare dogs to lowliness and vulgarity. A ThPi saying 'yu meuo rna' and 'ghin meun
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rna'· or 'living and eating like a dog' reflects lhis notion, it means dirtiness and uoreflned
or uncivili~cd manner and life. Kola (1991) suggests that Thais cootraslingly devaluc.and
discredit positive characteristics of animals and the way they serve men by comparing
lowliness with animals. Such positive characteristic is that the two animals are loyal to
men. But why Thais define loyalty as an unwanted behaviour deserving to be scorned?

Chareonwongsak (1996, p. 82) explains, loyalty, faithfulness and devotion, in Thai
context, are considered as stupidity or lacking of wit. The author posits that Thais hold a
value interpreting shrewdness, cheating and trickery as cleverness, creativity or cunning.
This value, according to the author (p. 85), is inherited from a folk literature
Srilhanonchai in which lhe protagonist can deceive or punish other people with deceit

and tricks. This folk literature has been very popular and, according to Chareonwongsak,
has deeply instilled and cultivated the value and belief of seeing trickery nnd deceit as
useful and crcntive rather than immoral or wrong. The author supports his statcmeot by
giving examples of deceit in Thai contemporary society: students always cheat in
cxnminations, brandnamc products are copied or computer softwarcs are duplicated and
sold illegally but in an indiscreet manner. Klausner (2000, p. 235) also supports that
Thais identify with Srithanonchoi as 'hero' honouring guile and deceit as 'good
behaviour'. This scenario leads to the assumption that Thais give little value and
appreciation to faithfulness and loyalty. However, Kola (1991) gives ~nother view, this
stems from a notion

th~t

Thais believe there is a stratification between human and

animals. Animals are 'stupid' and ore 'uncivilized' whereas human are civilized and
'enlightened' animals. Thus, from this notion, many Thai obscene and derogatory words
directly relate to animnls nnd are used to insult other people or to suggest how vulgar and
lowly they are. Kola (1991) states that

Th~is

choose to use words relating to the

'helpless' ones such as women and animals considered inferior and low in social status
to insult and humiliate others especially to men. The function of the signs in insult words
is to dehumanize other people and hurl them to the lower status similar to animals. The
student graffiti approximates this sentiment closely, some examples are:
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A (reply to previous inscriptions)- Shit! All of you are buffaloes. Can't you sec
yourselves, animals?
B- You-all graffiti writers, you have the brain of buffaloes and dogs. All of you
are stupid.
C -XXXX (name of a pllrson), you're a buffalo. Wan( to die? If you're brave
enough, meet me at XXX (name of n place in B University).

!n these graffiti inscriptions, the word 'buffnlo', 'dog' and 'animal' are used to offend
·'an:i insult others as being stupid and inferior, thus, reveals the need to overpower the
o-.:hers. The status of the writers, on the other hand, could be raised to a more civilized
nod superior by othcring the others and rivals ns animals.]\ rcl!ects a high degree of how
Thais

dehumani~c

and verbally attack others in o;·der to defend and protect their own

sense of grandiosity and male machismo and also to express violence. By using words
comparing humans to animals, the writers, in tum, create a sense of reassurance about
themselves and their power, manliness, and superiority and at the same time release
violence and feelings of hatred (Kola, 1991). The signs, according to Kola, are substitutes
for power and the need to overpower others, which is impossible in real life.

The father figure: father us puwcr

Apart from insulting words relating to animals, male graffiti writers often claim they arc
'fathers' of rival students or of graffiti readers. Outside campus, street graffiti sprayed by
vocational school and secondary school male students also contains this 'father'
reference, the most frequent message is 'I am the father of all school'. Campus graffiti is
similar to street graffiti in this regard, for example:

A: My name is XXX, I am the father of all students inC University.
B: Here I am, the father of everyone in B University.
C: The Faculty of XXX is the father of all schools in this uni.
D: I am XXX, the father of everyone who reads this.
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Sukha (cited in Scoop na I, 2003) said the purpose of this type of inscription is to
humiliate and trigger fight among male students.

The image of 'father' in Thai society is important because it is related to power. The
con~truction

of this sign system is rooted in the Thai perception of power and father.

Saihoo (1988, p. 15) explains the notion of power. In Thai society, power is determined
by social hierarchy and the superior-inferior social relations. As

prec~ded,

the unequal

social hierarchy directly results from the feudal system or the 'sakdina' th<li

is used to

centralize the manpower in the past (Saihoo, 1988, p. 16). However, the notion of the
boon and kanna, distinctive belief among Thais, is involved in the Thai perception of
power, it works this way; the possession of power and the sakdina system are supported
by the boon, karma and merit. Klausner (2000, p. 377) explains in a simpler tenn, the
power structure is accepted and justified in term of one's collection of boon ;md karma.
According to the belief, commoners are born as the ruled class because they do not have
the divine characteristics that result from the greatest boon, knnna and merit, thus, they
could not possess power

b~cause

they are not destined to hold it. Nobilities and the

monarchy with their greater set of boon and merit, therefore, desenrc the power. Their
power and rights thus should not be questioned (Klausner, 2000, p. 377). The acceptance
of unquestioning power forms a patron-client relationship, a distinctive charactcrh1ic in
T11ai society (Saihoo, 1988). In the past, this relationship works by decreeing that
common man has to attach himself and works for a nobility who gives protection and
exemption from conree senrice in return. Klausner (2000, p. 279) explains this
relationship in contemporary society, it is a person who has high social status and rank or
has power, acts as patron providing support and protection to subordinates or clients who
must return the favour with loyalty, respect and obedience. This relationship is widely
practiced in business, office, gang, educational· institution and in communities. This
relationship is reflected in Thai tenninology defining influential men or powerful spirits
such as kings, monks, heads of community, deities, ghosts or mafias as 'fathers'. It
signifies the patron-client relationship in the way that the powerful men or spirits have
'disciples' or clients who give them money, work and worship in return for help and
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protection. It also signifies that the relationship is unequal, the 'fathers' arc to be
respected and feared whereas the disciples follow their rules nnd orders.

This relationship is clearly manifested itself in the word 'father', in Thai discourse, that
denotes a sense of superiority and power that requires an absolute respect, submission,
fear and worship. The inequality of the interrelatedness between 'fathers', regardless of
human or spiritual one, and disciples is revealed in the tenninology used in the
relationship, the disciple is called a 'look nong' meaning 'children'. Therefore, the word
'father' in Thai discourse is meaningful and carries a sense of superior power that could
not be questioned but obey.

The notion of 'father' could be also viewed another way. Since Thai society is
patriarchal, Thais place a special importan-ce on the status of father. According to the
Thai gender roles, a man is the protector of the family because he is the 'front legs of the
elephant' whereas woman or the 'rear logs of the elephant' holds the function to ICed the
family. Suparh (2000, p. 65) states that Thai men are raised with tho notion that they are
the leader of the family with women and children must be under their wings. According
to this notion, a gender gnp exists. It raises the status of men and father as superior.
Therefore, the notion of the father in Thai discourse is associated with being powerful
and being in control ov~r the others.

Klausner (2000), gives another opinion, the author views the relationship between the
image of father with male machismo. Klausner (p. 236) argues that, in the past, a Thai
version of machismo is proved by being a 'naklaeng' or a man with 'tough' ~tti!,udes as
an indication of manhood. Being a naklneng means the man has to be fearless and is able
to fight or kill rivals. A superior 'naklacng' who can outweigh others is called 'father' by
his followers. Thus, the father image in Thai

discours~

is defined by being powerful and

being manly represented by being able to express violence and aggression toward others.
Sudthisakom (1999) and Wongthanapa (1996) agree in this point, contemporary Thai
men, especially the young, still believe being 'naklacng' is heroic. Men, who do not
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appear as 'naklaeng', are deemed coward i!nd are subjected to humiliation among male
groups.

The notion of perceiving 'father' as the powerful and the most superior figure is reflected
in mole student graffiti. Examples include:

A- Who the fuek ore you?

8 (reply to A) -I am the father of your father, stupid!

C- XXXX is here! I am the father of all departments. You, XXXX (name of a
faculty), beware!!
D- XX is the father of all universities.

E- Jam XXX, fothcr of every uni and every faculty.

Male writers often use the most common phrase 'I am your father' or 'the father of your
faculty' to convey their wish to be superior. This type of 'father' graffiti inscriptions is
mostly found in B ond C University because there are conflicts between faculties and
student gangs in these two campuses. In the inscriptions, an urge to be grondiosc is
vortrayed through the hostile and homophobic discourse using the 'father' image as a
sign to insult and offence readers. The word father, according to the concept of Fiske, is
the sign that carries a meaning beyond itself it conveys a meaning of insult, hatred,
inferiority and inequality that is shaped by the Thai cultural context. Thus, by referring to
the notion of power understood within Thai society, writers choose to proclaim
themselves as fathers to stress their overpowering and superior status as the focal point of
these inscriptions. The use of the sign of the father in graffiti discourse facilitates the
expression of power and the need of submission and machismo; it reveals a cultural
interaction understood among Thais through the use of linguistic and sociocultural code.
Graffiti is thus another venue, through the use of language that could visuali7c and
communicate ideas, that writers express repressed violence and visceral wishes in an
anonymous way.
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Conclusion

To sum up, these symbolic signs work to exercise control over others by stigmatizing
them as lower than the producers of the signs. The signs found in these graffiti work in a
manner described by Fiske (1991) who assumes that signs rely on commonality which is
an agreement between users of codes and the action of decoding and encoding meanings
rely upon agreements within a culture and a society. Bloch (2000, p. 61) supports, the use
of signs are intended for readers who understand both the language and its underlying
cultural meaning, as

~uch

they are intelligible for 'insiders' not for 'outsiders' such as

foreigners or small children. These signs might not be able to be understood outside Thai
society and it is within the Thai society especially in graffiti that it is widely used. The
functions of the signs are to release violence and aggression in the linguistic form that
could visualize the object and could gratify the needs indirectly. Using insulting words in
graffiti is the easiest way to attack and release hatred to others and also to avoid social
condemnation and punishment that could follow the actions if done in public. In this
regard and in Thai context, it could be a subterfuge way to hurl hatred and express anger
openly toward other people or it is a mechanism through linguistic form to release
aggressive and negative feelings. Klausner (2000, p. 279) views lt another way, the
author posits that because the Thai ego is so fragile that a slight and criticism can take on
exaggerated proportion. This is the major cause that trigger most inter-school fights and
gang fights in Thailand. Moreover, Thais give great respect to parents, thus, a criticism or
insult relating to parents thus greatly affects Thais and could easily cause fight. Applying
to the construction of the sign system, insult that is meant to greatly hurt and dehumanize
others is carried through signs that directly attack the fragile ego and sentiments that
Thais deem crucial to their individualism and survival such as male machismo and groupdependency since Thais highly attach themselves to groups. Kola (1991) concludes that
insult and violence conveyed through linguistic signs is a release ofuneKpressed feelings
and wish that could not be gratified in real life or in personal confrontation.
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CHAPTERS: CONCLUSION

In this thesis, my argument is, that despite the puritanical and stringent rules and
regulations the educational authorities place on Thai youth and the high social
expectations that university students accrue as the nation's future intellectual leaders,
Thai youth continue to rebel and resist the authoritarian power and break the Thai social
taboos in several ways with several mechanisms. One such tool is the writing of graffiti.
The writing on the wall inscribed in the university areas, the

place~

that are held to be

'sacred' and forbidden spaces for young people because the areas are segregated and prefabricated by totalitarian power and ownership, becomes a youthful tool to attack,
revenge, challenge and negotiate with the authority. Relying upon Foucault's theory of
power and resistance {1988) that power is always met with resistance, I have proposed,
that by oppressing and controlling youth and allowing them no other choice than to
accept and follow the order results in youth resistance in one way or another. This
assumption is relevant to the Freudian psychoanalysis concept of graffiti employed by
Abel and Buckley {1977), which argue that repressed and oppressed minds have an
energy of their own that is constantly seeking avenues of escape. If not directly, it needs
subterfuge to gratil)' the repressed needs.

The phenomenon of youthful graffiti in this thesis is presented through the perspective of
seeing graffiti as communication. Tllis communication perspective establishes a
framework that this theSis relies on: graffiti as com_ll';:i'nication for Thai university
students and that graffiti could gratify communicative needs and gratification for Thai
students in several ways. Among those needs arc that graffiti functions for students as an
emotional release, graffiti delivers pleasure and enjoyment, graffiti acts as a communal
notice board for students and sometimes unites the students through the act of sharing the
same feelings. Above a!!, graffiti, for Thai students, is an escape from the authority and
its power and is an outlet for thoughts, discourses and ideas that the Thai society deems
taboo.

Graffit~

although mostly left unheard or unnoticed, is a voice of students in a

social space that they do not have their own voice or Jack any access to get one. For
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young Thai students, graffiti could serve their needs to reaffirm their self-identification
and students acquire a status and construct meanings through graffiti. Most importantly,
youth graffiti as communication is a youth subculture of rebellion, protest and resistance
that underlies the illusive peaceful and orderly scenes in Thai universities. This argument
relates to an important question that this thesis seeks to find an answer: why is graffiti so
significant to Thai university students, then, what predisposes them to b'l'flffiti writing?

The attempt to answer that question needs a re-examination of Thai society itself as it is
the social and cultural bedrock of the graffiti phenomenon. As Abel and Buckley (1977)
propose, graffiti deals closely with its parent society because it is the society that
produces graffiti as its social product, meaning that graffiti may be read as containing

)J cultural and social information that reveals the elusive aspects and uncovers the nature of
.~:~/'

the society. According to Abel and Buckley (1977), graffiti reveals the customs, mores,
feelings, social taboos and the preoccupations of the social members who produce it. The
analysis in this study points to the relationship between the cores of the Thai society and
the rise of graffi.i as an anarchist discourse in the society that suggest that the carefully
constructed image of a serene Thailand is deeply flawed. The core attributes of Thai
society may be identified as authoritarianism based on the concept of the absolute
monarchy that permeates almost every

aspe~t

of Thai society. These have been

appropriated and exploited by a governmental system to develop a series of nationbuilding strategies. The authoritarianism and the absolute monarchy have existed for
nearly 700 years, taking root in the first kingdom of Thailand. The system is a striking
phenomenon in itself, throughout the history of Thailand, there have been very few, if
any, successful revolutions, rebellions, political overthrow or coup d'etat made by the
peasantry. Thu failed student uprising of the 1970s is the exception that proves the rule.
How does a system survive throughout the 700 years with very little resistance from the
common citizens?

This thesis suggests that religious philosophy and belief is the key to the answer. Since
the second kingdom, Buddhism has incorporated Brahmanism into its worldview and
developed into a three-fold Thai religion: Buddhism that is based on animism and
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Brahmanism. The three-fold religion is employed as the state apparatus for nationbuilding purposes because it stands as the centralized body of the nation, the one that
unites the people. The Buddhist-Bhramanist philosophy delivers the people a set of
beliefs in the notions of boon, karma, reincarnation and merit that are intertwined to work
as a cycle. This belief simply asserts thnt the nobility and the monarchy as the rulers
deserve and have the rights to rule because they have the divine sets of boon that have
resulted from a past life characterised by exemplary behaviour. The higher and the
greater boon and merit one collects in the past life results in a better life, a higher social
position and special characteristics in the next life. The belief thus separates people into
two classes: the rulers who have power and rights that allow them to rule and the ruled
who have neither the power nor the rights because they are born with a lower set of boon.
The most important point in this belief system is the acceptance of inequality between the
two social classes since people believe this life and the conditions of this life, whatever it
is, is beyond amendment. The only way to improve this life is to collect more merit and
let it work into the next life after reincarnation. The legitimization of the ruling power
through religious belief makes the system stable and has allowed it to operate within Thai
society for centuries. I have argued that, it is obvious that the purpose, altllough
1
", seemingly

religious, is actually political. The purposes of this system are to harness the

citizens under one ruler and bind them with the sole belief that they are born to be the
workforce and not the leader. These purposes lead to the ultimate goal: strengthening and
supporting the monarchy and the ruling class, making it sacred, inviolable and beyond
criticism or touch. The acceptance of the ruling power predominates in Thai society and
expresses itself in numerous ways. One of which is tbe political passivity among Thais, a
respect to seniority and the submission to power and superiority without resistance.

I have provided examples to support the assumption that the beliefin the absolute JXIWer
without resistance resurfaces continuously in Thai history and in several national policies,
even after the overthrow of the monarchy by a group of foreign-trained intellectuals in
, 1932. It is most obvious during the

1940s~I950s

when Prime Minister Pibulsongkram

issued the state slogans 'Believe in The Leader' and 'Wherever our Leader goes, we will
follow him', and the national agenda at that time emphasizes loyalty to the leader, not the
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nation. Thai history after the reign of-Prime Minister Pibulsongkram is plagued with a
series of successive military dictators who were met with little resistance from Thai
1_',

common citizens. This clearly shows that the belief in absolute power, leadership and the
suppressit;n of resistance is well-preserved and strong in Thai society.

'
This study works to show that there is a relationship between the educational institutions
and the government. Thai universities, as a state apparatus, wod.-towards the nationbuilding purposes that emphasize the cultivation of a new

modemiz~d

nation built by

new modem Thai generation. Thai universities approximate closely the needs, the
sentiments and the practice of the typical Thai governmental and political system. For
decades, Thai government have exercise a full and authoritarian control over universities
and military officers are selected

85

university governors. Stringent rules, heavy-handed

control and suppression arc thus practiced as the guidelines of university. Under the strict
authoritarian rules that leaves the people with only one choice, lies the fear of the
vulnerability of the power and an awareness of any resistance that might arise. If the
problem is the fear of resistance, the solution that the authority uses is to llnhanee its
position is the imposition of more rules. Thur,, ' Thai educational institutions become a
place whllre power and the need to suppress are practiced in a highly refined manner.
Apart from rules, suppression is somewhat disguised in the form of cultural beliefs and
the expeci~1tion of 'good' manners that the society places on young people. In addition
there is well-documented ability to suppress negative feelings and the capability to selfrestrain and self-discipline of Thais. For young people, the belillf in seniority and social
protocols that dictate the relationship between youth and adults helps to restrain youth in
a way. Expressing negative feelings toward adults or arguing with adults is extremely
unacceptable in Thai society.

Central to this study is the perspective that young Thai people are under constant control
from external powers and cultural forces. Young people in Thailand, apart from being
seen as the largest market from businesses and industries, receive little social acceptance
and have little social status because of their being 'young'. Thai society is the world of
adult ownership and rules that leave very few social spaces for youths. It is based on the
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simple belief that seeing freedom is dangerous and freedom of speech is alanning to the
status quo, especially to the one that controls and takes the reins. Thus, freedom of speech
is not encouraged in educational institutions and there are few legitimate media outlets
for students. It could be said that almost all aspects of life of young Thai people !!fe
controlled by external power and fmces that give them few outlets, social opportunities,
voices and status.

My argument is, blling enclosed by these forces, youths !llsist in several ways and one
such way is through graffiti. The more youthful resistance appears, the more society
pellleives them as deviant nnd as social enemies. In the univllrsity where rules are
enforced, the spaces expression are forbidden, seniority operates and authority controls,
students tum to graffiti writing as their major outlet of release where they could express
any non~nonnativll views with little sanction except cleaning. By writing graffiti, students
release negative feelings toward the university authorities that they are not be able to do
in classroom or in the public, students express sexual and hostile feelings tho! they can
not do elsewhere and students reaffirm their self·e:dstencc by tagging and writing their
names in graffiti. The important factors in the student graffiti phenomenon arc the lack of
legitimate campus media, the lack of proper outlets for students and the need to release
suppressed feelings.
I have also proposed that, campus graffiti in its existence functions as an anarchist
discourse. It represents youth resistance in three main ways. The first is, students resist
and attack to the authoritarian power that controls the university. The second is that
students, as young people, break the Thai social taboos that emphasize sociol hllmlony
and peacefulness and forbid sexuol expression and hostility by writing and expressing
what the society prohibits and wants to keep hidden. The third, youthful graffiti rebels
and disrupts the social order, the ownership and the pre-fobricot!ld environment and
spaces of the university Dy smearing graffiti, which symbolizes an anti-dominant
discourse and a need to reshape and

reco~struct

the environment. Graffiti is an

ideological as well as a spatial attack on the university and an expression of struggle from
students. Under the orderly and peaceful scenario of Thai university, there lie two
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contradictory forces that are fighting and struggling over the only one shared space that
represents power, territory and domination.

This study finds that the need to communicate predominates in the reasons students write
graffiti. Based on the philosophy of youth using media for gratification, the finding
shows that there are mainly two groups of students who resort to graffiti to serve their
purposes: the homosexual group and the non-homosexual group. Central to my argument
is that these two groups of studems are marginalized people sharing the same
environment and the same status. However, it is found that the homosexual group is
likely to become more marginalized and underrepresented because of their sexual
orientation. This thesis has established that social marginalizntion and media use and
gratification are

relat~d.

The homosexual student group is pushed to the rim of society

because their being homosexuality is largely unacceptable in Thai society. To Thais,
homosexuality is a form of deviant behaviour because it does not follow the norms and
the social expectation on gender roles. Homosexuality symbolizes a rebel, resistance and
a challenge to Thai society where deviation from the nonns is considered a sin, thus,
homosexuals deserve to be cast away from the rest of the society. Being othered as
abnonnal, in Thai society, also means being marginalized. The homosexual male students
suffer from being an outcast in the mainstream society in several ways, they cannot
disclose themselves because of the fear and shame they bring to their families, they are
alienated from peers and the dominant society, they cmnot lead a 'normal' life and they
fall into the stage of being the 'hidden ones'. The study reveals that their media use and
gratification through writing graffiti serves four main goals: sexual pleasure, selfidentification within gay subculture, sharing information and social interaction within gay
world.

Non-homosexual students, being marginalized in a different way because they are young
people restrained by T~ai sociocultural expectations to be submissive, docile, polite and
obedient to seniors without resistance, resort to graffiti for four main reasons: seeking
graffiti as an outlet of expression of negative feelings, using graffiti as a coping
mechanism, self-identification and sharing information that can not reach the authorities.
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Both groups share the same communicative and social situations, where they have no
other legitimate communicative outlet or media, they are under a constant control from
th.:: authority and society and they have little social opportunity, chance and status.
Graffiti gives these students a way out of this oppressive situation. Graffiti delivers them
a voice and a space of their own, brings them a status and reassure their sense of
identification and acts as an outlet for them to release negative feelings.

One important point in how graffiti serves Thai students as a coping mechanism and an
outlet of emotional release is that hostility in several forms arises in graffiti inscriptions at
a significant level. Hostility found in Thai graffiti comes in the form of insult, sexual
insult, offensive words, threat and discrimination against the outgroups. Thai people have
a way to insult and hurt other people's feelings by comparing them to animals cspecia11y
dogs und buffaloes, this comparison is greatly exercised in student graffiti. I point out that
to the Thai people these animals are the epitome of vulgarity. This comparison takes it
root in the sociocultural belief in Thai society. As Thai society sets up the definition of
the good manners and good character based upon monk's behaviour that emphasizes
asceticism, discipline and self-abstention, thus, the unrefined and coarse manners seem
unacceptably lowly and vulgar. This perception cultivates an anti-asceticism discourse
that compares the vulgarity with the ideal: human against inhuman. It focuses especially
on a dog and a buffalo that are the closest animals in the Thai household that Thais keep
them as workforce. By having to work and serve human, these two animals are secn.as
vulgar and low. Thus, for Thai people, the most hurtful feeling could be caused by this
comparison. The inscriptions of the students, as Thai social members, exactly represent
this belief, students ca11 others as dogs or buffaloes in order to insult others and
discriminate them to the status of animals.

To summarize, in Thai educational institution where everything seems peaceful, calm and
orderly, there are two contradictory forces fighting in a subtle way. The authoritarian
power that is practiced in educational institution cannot be diminished but students
protest and resist against the power in a way that they are able to do. One such way is to
write graffiti in the forbidden space of the institution. Graffiti, in this sense, is purely an
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anti-establishment act and is used as a means to resist and attack the authority. Graffiti is
incorporated into student subculture that works as a tangled communication network
underlying the mainstream society and practice. It suggests how communication is crucial
to the survival of marginalized groups in a repressed environment. The placement of
graffiti is the desire to find a terrain and self-identity by disrupting what the authority has
created and shaped, youth graffiti re-creates it by ignoring the idealized order, breaking
the rules and changing it by leaving their presence in a place that it is forbidden. The
fighting between the two forces is continuous in educational institutions. When student
graffiti is washed off, it does not stop graffiti but triggers more graffiti. The rise of more
graffiti after each authoritarian sanction suggests how youth graffiti challenges the power.
To Thai university authorities, however, campus graffiti is merely vandalism. This
perception closely approximates the general Thai perception on graffiti: the society
knows graffiti exists but tries to overlook its existence. The denial results from the
perception that graffiti is a form of dirtiness, lowliness and vulgarity. To Thais, dirtiness
and vulgarity are like a disease that can spread genns to the nearest person, thus, they
should be left untouched and people are advised not to 'touch' them in order to remain
'clean'. This is why graffiti, although it exists in Thai society and is highly visible in
many areas of the capital and in other provinces, has not been studied or examined
before, even in academic circles. Its existence means nothingness within Thai society,
rather, Thai society choosing to believe it docs not exist.

Student graffiti is a cultural manifestation and a cultural expression representing a clear
picture of significant parts of Thai society, it reveals the hidden and the darker side of the
society that believes itself peaceful. It uncovers what the society has kept hidden or tries
to deny these things do not exist, it discloses the vices not

th~

virtues. Graffiti shows that

the peaceful and gentle image that the society believes it has, is deceptive and it suggests
that the Thai strong belief in absolute power that can suppress all to calmness and a
complete submission is somewhat an imagined notion. The presence of sexual, hostile
and critical student graffiti in the sacred and forbidden space like educational institution
points to the fact that the belief in the absolute power that the Thai authority always holds
is illusory.
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It could be said that if a person needs to understand one's own society in depth and

wishes to see the rounded picture of the society, it is better to take a closer look at the
graffiti that the society has created. Ashbee (cited in Abel and Buckley, 1977, p. 13)
reasons that it is because " the vices ofan age, not its virtues, point o~t most strongly the
moral of that age".
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APPENDIX 1
Examples of Thai graffiti including campus graffiti, public graffiti, gang and 'popular'
graffiti

Example 1: campus graffiti in A, B and C University

The picture above shows several. graffiti inscriptions recorded from a male toilet cubicle
in C university. The inscriptions show various graffiti themes including -hostility and
_insult, names offacul-tie_s _inC University~ drug .and .sexual needs.

The picture above was taken from a male toilet in B University. The large inscription is a
cry for help~ the writer tells the readers that he "cannot accept the truth, please help me"
and"'' I can't stand it any longer". However, the smaller graffiti inscriptions shown in the
picture reply with hostility.

:

The two pictures above were recorded from a male toilet in C and A University. Most
inscriptions show hostility and insult. "Favourite" phrases such as "you _animal", "I .am
the father" and "feet" are repeatedly used to convey violence and insult.

This photograph was taken from a male toilet in C University . Inscriptions in the pictures
show hostility, name of faculties, gangs and sexual issues. Some. read 'XX University is
the father of all institutions' , you beware, you fucking animal' and ' Who wants to be
sucked~

meet me in male toiletfourtb: floor e¥eryday' .

Example 2: public graffiti

Thi& photograph wa& taken from a public area. The place is-the northern Express Way
Bridge in the northern suburb of Bangkok. One inscription reads 'Love XX' and others
are names.

Examp1e 3-: student gang graffiti

All photographs were recorded from several different parts of Bangkok. All inscriptions
in photographs are names of technical schools.

Example 4: 'popular' graffiti

The photographs were taken from a deserted petrol station in a northern suburb of
Bangkok. Graffiti writers are mostly male teenagers. The graffiti above show a direct
influence from the American graffiti style. Words used in the above graffiti are mostly
English words especially names of graffiti gangs.
Note: all photographs were taken by the researcher.

APJ>ENDIX2
Examples of Thai idiomatic stickers or bumper stickers.

The sticker reads (in Thai) 'Puadee tong mee mia noy', it means 'a good husband must
have a mistress'.

APPENDIX3

CONSENT FORM

My name is ....................... I have been infonned about every aspect of Ms. Sirach
Lapyni's research project on Thai university graffiti and all my questions have been
answered to my satisfaction.
I agree to participate in this resenrch project and realize I have the rights to withdraw

from this research activity at any time.
I agree that the information given for this research may be published provided I am nor-'·

identifiable. I agree that all the information given regnrding my personal infonnation will

b!l securely kept by Ms. Sirnch l.apyai only and will be destroyed five years after the end
ofth!lrescarch.

Participant-Interviewee: .................... , ...... ..
Date/time ............................................. .

",,

C.J

Researcher: Miss Sirach Lapyai
Faculty of Communications and Creative Industries
Edith Cowan University
Perth, Australin.

APPENDIX 4/l

EXAMPLES OF INTERVIEW GUIDE FOR STUDENTS-GRAFFITISTS

The full questions used In this interview are not to be fully
published or revealed in this thesis. All questions arc in Thai language.
The answers from the interview are not to be published in this thesis.
All interviews are not recorded by tape recorder.
Interviews with homosexual male students are conducted separately from
other interviewees.
Example Questions

•

Ask where student-graffitisl~ write/leave their inscriptions.

•

Ask the reasons male student-graffitists need to write/reply graffiti inscriptions.

•

Ask the reasons female studcnt-graffitists n~:cd to write/reply graffiti inscriptions.

•

Ask the reasons homosexual-male student~graffitists need to writclreply graffiti

•

Personal infonnation of the interviewees (male/female/homosexual male): age,

inscriptions.

gender, acadcmi~: achievement, family background, income etc.
•

Campus infonnntion surrounding the

intervicwc~:s

(male/female/homosexual

male); perception of the university, attitudes toward instructors, university roles
and regulations etc.
•

Ask the usual means of communication interviewees (male/fcma[elhomoscxua]
male) usc.

•

Ask why and which type of communication interviewees resort to when faced
with negative feelings caused by university,

instructors and classroom

environment and how to cope with negative feelings.
•

Ask when and how interviewees become familiar with graffiti.

End of el!amp[cs

APPENDIX 412
EXAMPLES OF INTERVIEW GUIDES FOR INTRUCTORS IN UNIVERSITIES
WHERE CAMPUS GRAFFITI EXISTS

The full questions used in this interview are not to be published
or revealed in Ibis ihe!lis.
All questions are in Thai language.
The interviews are not recorded by tape recorder.
These are only examples of questions CQnductcd in the interview.

Examples of questions
•

Ask where interviewees find/see campus graffiti inscriptions.

• Ask the reasons interviewees think graffitists write/leave campus graffiti
'inscriptions.
•

Interviewee's perception toward campus graffiti.

• Ask if interviewees have any discussion/complaint/talk with their
students/colleagues regarding the existence of graffiti within their campus.
•

Interviewee's perception toward student-graffitist.

•

Ask if there is any strategy/rule/regulation university employed to manage with
graffiti. If there are, what arc the resu Its.

•

Ask how interviewees react to graffiti.

End of examples.

,,/!
APPENDIX 413

EXAMPLES OF QUESTIONNAIRE GUIDE CONDUCTED WITH NONGRAFFITIST STUDENTS.
(i',,
'
The full questions used in this questionnaire are not to be published
11
or revealed in this thesis.
All questions are In Thai language.
The respondents do not need to write their names and faculties in the questionnaire.
These are only examples of questions ton dueled in the questionnaire.

Questionnaires include 3 sections:
Section I: general infonnation such as age, gender, academic year of enrolment etc.
Section 2: questions for non-students who answer in Section I they hove no experience
with writing/replying to graffiti.
Section 3: questions for students who answer in Section I they have an experience with
writing/replying to graffiti.

•

Checklists

•

Rating scale.

•

Open-fonn questions.

•

Likert's scale

Examples of checklists:
Instruction: plcas!l tick ..J in the box for most appropriate answer.

•

Have you ever seen graffiti in your university campus?

0 Yes
D No

•

Do you 'read' graffiti inscriptions?
DYes

D No
•

Have you ever wrillen or replied to graffiti inscriptions?
0 Yes. If yes, please tum to Section 3 of this questionnaire and please answer the
questions in Section 3. Section 3 is for students who have an experience with
graffiti.
0 No. If no, please tum to Section 2 ofthis questionnaire and leave Section3
blank. Section 2 is for students who arc sure they do not have an experience
writing or replying to graffiti.

Examples of rating scale:
•

lfyou see graffiti in your ~ampus, please indicate the place (s) you encounter
graffiti by referring to one of the following rating scales:
1 =graffiti usually appears inion/at this place (usually means almost everyday).
2 =graffiti often appears in/on/at this place (often means 1-2 times/a week).
3 =graffiti seldom appears inion/at this place (seldom means 1-2 times/a month).
4 = graffiti never appears inion/at this place.

Please rate your encounter with graffiti in these locations
Faculty male toilet (please indicate which
faculty, which floor etc.)
Faculty female toilet (please indicate which
faculty, which floor etc.)
Central Library male toilet (please indicate
which floor, which wing etc.)
Central library female toilet (please
indicate which floor, which wing etc.)
Faculty library male toilet (please indicate
which faculty, which floor etc.)

Faculty library female toilet (please
indicate which faculty, which floor etc.)
Central canteen male toilet (please indicate
which floor, which wing etc.)
Central canteen female toilet (please
indicate which floor, which wing etc.)
Faculty canteen male toilet (please indicate
which faculty, which floor etc.)
Faculty canteen female tollet (please
indicate which faculty, which floor etc.)
Walls in lecture room (please indicate
which faculty, which floor etc.)
Chairs/tables in lecture room (please
indicate which faculty, which floor etc.)
University Office Building/instructor's
office. (please indicate where),
Gymnasium (male toilet/wall)
Gymnasium (female toilet/wall)
Exterior of building (please indicate which
building).
Stairway (please indicate which building).
Interior ofbuilding EXCLUDE LECTURE
ROOM (please indicate which building).
Cafeteria
Convention hall
Bus shelter in campus (please indicate
where).
Telephone booth (please indicate where).
Dormitory (male) (please indic;,t-~ which
building).

Dormitory {female) {please indicate which

.

building).
Bulletin board (please indicate where).
Tree/garden (please indicate where).
Etc.

Examples of open~ form questions (for students who report of having no experience with
grafliti).
•

Ask what respondents perceive graffiti.

•

Ask what respondents perceive graffiti writers.

•

Ask what motives respondents think graffiti writers write gmffiti.

o Ask how respondents feel about graffiti.
•

Ask how the respondents perceive their university.

Examples of Liken's s~alc
Instruction: Please tick ..J for most appropriate answer.
Scale
!. t atwny1 feet
bored when!
cometodnss
2. I think
smdenl.5 who
write graffiti
do not dcsen·e

""
university's
dignity
3. Grafnti i•
ugly.
4.Gmffiti
mesS!Ige is

Definitely

Agree

Rather agree Disagree

Definitely

agree -4

3

2

disagrec~O

I

mostly about
s~x.

S. l'ecplc who
writ.:grnffiti
~r<

sexually

.

.'.'

pcrvencrl.

Etc.
Examples of questions in Section 3 (for students who report of having an experience with
graffiti).
•

Ask where respondents write/reply to graffiti.

•

Ask what motives respondents write/reply to graffiti and why they need graffiti.

•

Ask how long respondents have experiences with graffiti.

•

Ask ifrcspondents re-check their graffiti for replicslcommcnts.

•

Ask how respondents cope with negative feelings.

•

Etc.

End of examples.
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FORM OF DISCLOSURE

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT FROM THE RESEARCHER

This is written in Thai language and is on every copy of
questionnaire and interview guides sent to respondents.

194 Central Avenue.
Inglewood 6050
Perth

Dear respondent

My name is Miss Sirach Lapyai. I am currently studying u Doctor of Philosophy degree
in Media Studies at Edith Cowan University, Perth, Australia. I am undertHking a
research project on campus graffiti in Thai universities. My research focuses on the
communicative needs and gratificotion graffiti writers need from graffiti. Since there has
been none research on Thai campus graffiti before and Thai university student needs arc
little understood. I hope my study can fill the gap and yield the benefits to our society.

The questionnaire and intcNiews conducted for this research ask your activity and
experiences with graffiti within your campus and ask how you cope with negative
feelings and dissatisfaction that could be caused by campus conditions and environment.
I would highly Hpprcciatc your assistance in giving valuable information in the
interviews/questionnaires.

To conlinn highest confidentiality, you are not required to write your nnme and
faculty, telephone number or contact address. If you prefer to use pseudonym in some
part of the questionnaire, please feel free to do so. You can write freely, the infonnation
you give would not be sent to any instructor or any authority within university or to any
third party. No photog111ph and no tape recording will be taken during interviews.
All of your information will be destroyed after five years of the end of this project.

!thank you for your kind assistance.

Yours truly,
Sirach Lapyai
Faculty of Communications and Creative Industries
Edith Cowan University
Perth, Australia
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APPENDIXS

These are Thai-language graffiti inscriptions cited in
this dissertation. The English version can be found
in Chapter 5,6 and 7.

Graffiti Inscriptions In English and Thai

I. We 8 Uni students will not let Beredcn [Binladen] escape. Sure, a terrorist"
2.(Chained reply)"[ agree, friend, let's find him".
Thai original version = 1n1n1 ..... {;loum1naui'aJ l~ll~ou Bercden nomnau1.l ;h{

3.Hey, I am Thaksin Shinawatra. = tlu ~1~0 'riniiw iuim
4.Fucking the Christians, they arc stupid and ignorant.= l~AIIIi~rnnllirr [A!nr\] ·~u~1u U

S.That fucking Indian bastard named XXXX, death to the Indian race. Even if you

nnd your fathers get married to Thais, your lowly Indian blood will still be low.= l~

6.If you need crazy pill, call Sergeant XXX at 01-:o:xxxxx, safety guaranteed. 24

hrs".
=

uu1nlftn1U'1lrmn~1 .... (~Ol tudm-............futh~1illll'l11Jl.JM~flu l111lft 24 ~'llu~

7. What about if I have my hair cut on Wednesday? Will it be ok?
S.(Reply) Don't. Thlly say it will bring bad luck for the whole month.
=

ii'AHu'i\1'1U:tl'!uhn.lli1tl'luo:h

9. Wa11t to sleep all day, reading too much.

(1
IO.(reply) Why don't you sleep all night?
ll.(reply) Go to sleep then both of you.
= ~1~ I!Dlnuoui~luthmni~iiomo1tl

12.XX Zippo=.......... l~ol Zippo
13.XXX Engineer= ...... e~olitm
14.XXXX Faculty of Commerce.
15.XXX225@chaiyo.com. =. .... Ao) 225@Chaiyo.com
16.XXX from The Bonk= ....... l4o) ~1nThc Bonk'
17. We arc X, Y, Z, M, N, we love each other very much.' =

111~11

o

'II

n~

~ (Ullllfllllih

18. XXX from Udomthani is here.= ....... e:ol 111n ljfl1 oVil11itJ
19.1 am from Sxxxxx School'. = HJJllHln n. ........ ~~~~l~~ilau) niu
20.Whal is the English name of our uni? Can someone spell it here? I'll come to
check

C_!

21. (reply) It's XXXXX University.
=u.,,nmtl~oti"~n~u~Jo: l1111tn:nRtnt~li'l~ tn~:miu~lij
{fiOU)

io...... ........ t4oJnn'inoJ!io)

22.1t's ok you found someone new, don't tum back to say goodbye
=-hlti'Jt~lt6lt~OlQOilllhll otilll!i"UJHUI!OIIlfillt no

23.1 wish you happiness with your new one with tears.
= d'll'lloo1umhl't~onm,urt,fiunt~1nll~~u',m

24.Ilove XXX
25.(Reply) Go and tell her, friend.

!!

"'"·

~JJi'n ....... <4ol

26.Don't read, it's a waste of time. Goon to shit, it's more fun.
=od11hu 1iluna1 ihlmo~ Htjnrdl

27 .This is me XXXX. I am the father of all students in this uni. Go to die now all of
you.
=Qiio ........ (~D) rioUnffnmlJnnuhnlll1iiud' lnroii~tv.~oJJii~~lutiulfl

28.(reply) I am XXXX from The Faculty of XXXX. I am your father and your
ancestor. Death to you.= Q~o ...... <~ol ~mfllu: ........ <4ollw:J lloil1un:tnulnA,il111'1ull'u H
>11Uil1D:llni:

29.{Reply) If you write something about my school, leave your fucking real name and
your school. If not, you're a coward. Don't dare to touch me, you're a dog. From
XXX, The Faculty of XXXX. = 01il1ou1m:.iullii~

11. Q hl'unn~o

fitlnw:tiu'l "IID~ll~~1o 81

~~~~11li~~~ lllhi\lou mh~llJ1.1111iU\JiinnnQ l~l111llllJ1 ~1n ...... (~D) tJW: .....
30.(ri!ply) I am not stupid enough to leave my name. Don't dare to teach me, you're a
dog. I'm not so stupid like you. Go to hell both of you and your fucking school.= unn

""
)J.XXXX is the most boring teacher because he gives the most boring lecture.=
.: ......... (~o) nouthn'lo~f!IIHo t~m'!iofthtduum
32.What do we study for? [hate it. life is hell in this university.= 111lJ1L~UU111h1: TJ

)).Attention! Attention! Being in C Uni is a wrong decision.= th:mrrth:mn oQ ........

·.
.
j""

f

/'

/'

il'

34.0bjection to B University going 011tonomous, the tuition fee will rise. Who cares
about us?= fiHIIltl ....... (~omn'inul!i'UJ oont~om~mJ fi11!1.hofi~~u·IH41lt~':if 'lm~:Ulllllllllnl:
35.(rcply) Agree. This is very scllish. The uni cares for itself only.

= tt1t~?l1o

36.1 have fuckcd XXXX from The Fa~ulty of XXXX, very good.

=

llmffmilu

Ol~ilti ..... t\lo)

t\W~ ...... .1nulh JitllJlll

37.(rcply ) Do you know, stupid, I've fuckcd this woman before you!

=

1LI'H ih1,lft1U~

38.Want to fuck XXXX of The Faculty ofXXXX. Want to fock this bitCh hard until
it bleeds. This woman wants sex badly. = umm~Aii ....... tlDI: ........ !!~:l~Mtltil!LiloAoontnu 0

39.Any bitch in this uni and is good for me to fuck, come to meet me. It must be
good-looking, ugly crippled bitch is unwanted. = ll'ltlullltli'WLgA1lihlul1ltiUd llllli'~L~A

40.Good woman is a good whore.

=

e'miilfiiion:lliil

41.1 am XXX from The Faculty of XXXX, I have the biggest than anyone. If you
don't believe, come and sec.= ~119. ....... mu: ....... 'IIUlfJ1mlin1ntnnu hh\lo iblijiit~1?1
42.(Reply)- I've seen it, yours is very small.= fJL'I'lt~u«1 'IIMihlnfllL~nmu

44.1fyou'rc a gay, you don't deserve at all to be born ns a man. Remember this!! I
will kill all you faggots in this uni if I sec you.= \I'JihLI'I1.Hn6 iMUmm11LiiHLlilll1tl il1~1H 1J

45.Question. How do we call a man who is a gay? Answer, an animal.

""thOlll

1111'i'un

46.1 am a queen hut unopened. I want a king. Interest? Make an appointment. Call 01XXXXXXX.

= t~un'illllil!I'IAleen vulnl~Viillhrrllh ll'~fillM il~flv 01-uoooooooo

47.1 will come here and will wait in the seconrl room. Knock 3 times and call XXX. I
accept only handsome guy. This is my time- Tuesday 27 April at 17.00 and 28 April
at 15.00. = mn~~ tmu1ll'tl'Ol~rrtH 1m~ 3 nfl iian~o ...... (.;O) i'tJIIII'n~flll\liiv']ll'ilJll ~tl'lll
mnm~11'ud'ln11 21 nan noll 11.00 iu~ 28 tutntl~1 15.00

48. (Reply)- I have an exam on those days above. Can you come on Friday at 20.00?
= flrrnu'illdunoA ~o1li'uTill!jni'nou 20.00 1;\"l..,u

49.Unopened gay queen looking for a student in this uni. You must be clean, goodlooking and unopened also. Please call 01-xxxxxxx. = n'iu1llttrrfll!l!ln~Oln1111utinilnlll
lJllltMi ~omlfi~Ulfl -,U,millllurrmounmiiuuOu ilmiu 01-ooooooo
50.1fyou need

s~x

and fun and if you're an unopened king, meet me in this toilet on

12 July at 22.00 pm, knock 3 times. =ill'lllmtmoonnll1nuo'lolnl~L~ntfua:mlliuif' L~miu1t'lii

52.This is very boring, the teacher cannot say a word that anyone can understand.

=

'lllt~omn o1m6-ano~ h 'llltiillii lmft~ol-i'nnumu

54.Thc class of XXXX (teacher's name) is very boring. It's difficult and the teacher
makes it more difficult, agree?= 'i"J101~1Ht ...... (~DJ'Iill~Olllfl omliu1mtli'1Dl~mJ~~~~hliro1n
ltJiin 1~uA1ada
55.Life sucks in this uni"' iiuuu611i lV~ln ll\lllioii
56.1'd ruther be 11 gigolo than studying in this uni = 1tJti'llllllHfl1fiwhioll~mlioo'
57.XXX (name of a teacher) is nothing, if she reads from the book to students, I can
go home and read them mysclr'. = o1m6 ......... t~o) rroulliilrrll~ ~1o1m61i1u91fllumi'~r!o
niiulhu1tJthUt!Hiln~1

58.Thc money you (chancellor) use is my semester fee"' 1~11~ih

(4BBifm)

Hflm~\.lfh

59. XXX (the chancellor) should go out= ...... (4uuin1l) livmunhl
60.We want him (the chancellor) out, we Wllllt a clean person."' 1~1;iu~111~1tl' ... (4o

61.The Faculty of XXX beware, you are only dogs. If you see me, you will be afraid
and die."' l~l'llOOUlt ...... ..ih1~1~ ihU\mfilt\'l'I'Jt1!1l11t'iliJ11~DfJirlo1m' i!~nii1ijlJ;numJ
62.XXX (name of a gang) is only dog and their cars are shit. If they meet XXX (name
of another gang), they will die. "' ......... (~mui~) il'lu111J1 ~Ol"lltlll"l.l~'l"'ltltiu ~lll"UI~B ........ (~o

63.AII students in the Faculty of XXXX are dogs."' 'l~t!nffnmoot~ ....... ljnfiiHI'lu11u1
64.My name is XXX from the Faculty of XXX, I am the father of all students in the
65.Faculty of XXXX-they are only dusl under my feet. = Q4o ....... fiOI: ..... YiDYI'lnii~lJtl

66.(reply )- Who do you think you are-bastard? I am your father-you animal! From
The Faculty ofXXXX. = lOtifu iMinilil11l'Mm '!tid",.{ Qrloil1 ~1n1101~ ....... .
67.Thc writers whf1 write on this wall are buffaloes.= lmtiiou~mil'lll'lfitnlo
68.Anyone who reads this is a dog.= lmrin:tl'lll11ll1Hu
69.(reply ): Both of you are buffaloes. = il1i1~111:~:ti'lt1ltinm
70.(reply)- Shit! All of you arc buffaloes. Can't you see yourselves, animals?= '!Otifo

71. You- all graffiti writers, you have the brain of buffaloes and dogs. All of you arc
stupid.= il1 1Kl'l"lfll1iouHU~ ihnu~~mntl~~tllJlflllU l'l"lnil~lTuHljnli"1

72.XXXX {name ofn person), you're n buffalo. Want to die? If you're brave enough,
meet me at XXX"' lL

.. tin) ihliul~m1u il'mmnmulnu ~111~1~~~ itl1~oo~ ....... (t"W1U~)

73.Who the fuck arc you?= l~1ifu il~il'luln,li"-ln:
74.(rcply)- 1 am the father of your father, stupid!"' l,!ll'hnioil~l~ lii'U
75.XXXX is here! I am the father of all departments. You, XXXX (name of a
faculty), beware!! = rllinl,J ........ {;O) l'io"rJnnw: Hu lnnil~ nw: ....... 1:~l
76.XX is the father of all universities.

"'Q ........

(;o) l'io1Jf1Ul!l<i"Ul1u

77.1 am XXX, f~ther of every uni and every faculty. "'1,!;0 ........ "oio1Jmnnliuu~:l'in1Jfl

78.My name is XXX, I am the father of all students in C University. "'~in .......1-iu oii'o

79.Here I am, the father of everyone in B University. "'~o~iiHo Qi'lol'iol]nfmlu ........ tin

mn1nun1"o)
BO.The Faculty of XXX is the father of all schools in this uni. "'flWL ... ll'I-.JtlO"rJflfliU:lu

mntiu .....
81.1 am XXX, the father of everyone who reads this. =ot'lo ...... tlofl-.JrilUI]IIfl-.J

82.1 am an unopened queen. I want someone, we can 00 friends or more than friends.

=n'l-.Jlliunnluon ou1n ll'i'1m•1nnu ~:Ulll'lm~o-.Jiitml'oil'luodHg-.JJiuiiU'
83.(Reply) I understand us all. We can't deny ourselves but isn't it better to keep our
love for someonll very special?
=~u1•!h1~"11"llllll1JIIfiU-.J:fli"U llltlfiltr~il"liOl lJ.ilflll~OII mifl"lll~tlfrllUi"IIUUU"I1"lllllll1d11li"UfiU

84.We have to make a loan to pay the fcc ifB University becomes autonomous.

=i'Jo~~ll\l'iiln1-.Jll11'l!!U K1 ..•.••• (;Dlllll'i"I1Ulli~) llDnllOnl~tlll

85.1 can't afford to pay ifB University is autonomous, why the uni is eager to be
autonomous?"

I

,,'
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